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CHAPTER 5

COMBINED FLEXURE/SHEAR TEST RESULTS

5.1 GENERAL

Eleven specimens were tested in combined flexure and shear: three specimens under

monotonic loading and eight specimens subjected to reversed cyclic loading

conditions. Results for all the flexure/shear specimens are presented and analyzed in

this chapter. The test results of the various specimens are compared and discussed in

detail in Chapter 6. The behaviour of the specimens tested under monotonic loading

conditions is presented in section 5.2. The cyclic specimens were divided into two

groups: connections with mild steel reinforcement and connections with post-tensioned

reinforcement. The results for the cyclic specimens with mild steel reinforcement are

presented in section 5.3, while the post-tensioned specimens are reported in section

5.4. Because of the enormous amount of data collected, the results are presented in

graphical form and numerical values are given only for selected significant parameters.

Behaviour of the connection is presented in terms of the following measured

quantities sketched in Figure 5.1(a):

(a) The applied horizontal load, P, at the top of the upper panel at 1800 mm above

the connection region. The location of the load was selected to produce a

moment-to-shear ratio of 1.5 for the given connection length, as discussed in

section 3.12.
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(b)

c)

d)
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The total horizont¿l displacement at the top of the upper panel, D, which is the

net displacement of the top panel with respect to the bottom panel close to the

joint region. The top panel displacement is at the location of the applied load.

The slippage, Dr, of the connection is the horizontal shear slip of the top panel

relative to the bottom panel at the connection interface. The slip was measured

at two stations located at the connection interface.

The flexural deformation, Dr, is the horizontal deformation due to rocking and

is expressed as the difference of the total deformaúon and the slip deformation.

The gap, Du, is the vertical rocking in terms of opening and closing of the

connection interface. The gap was measured at seven stations across the length

on both sides of the connection.

The rotation, 0, which represents flexural rocking is expressed as the ratio of

the absolute summation of the measured gaps at the connection extreme ends

to the connection length. The computation of the rotation, 0, from the gap

measurements is described in Figure 5.1(b).

Strains, e, of the continuity reinforcement at the connection region and several

locations along the length of the bar above the connection region.

(e)

(e)

(Ð

The general format used in this thesis to present the results of each test

includes the following:

1. Description of the specimen confîguration and an overview of the response.

2. Behaviour of the specimen during elastic, flrst-yield and postyield stages.

3. Rocking mechanism including distribution of the vertical gap measurements.

4. Slip characteristic in terms of shear force-slip at the interface.

5. Behaviour of steel continuity reinforcement using electric resistance strain gauges.
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5.2 SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO MONOTONIC LOAD

This section provides a summary of the experimental results for the monotonic

flexuraVshear test specimens. Three specimens (RS-S, PTB-S, and PTS-S) were tested

under static loading conditions to determine the monotonic behaviour of three different

types of continuity reinforcement across the joint, namely: mild-steel reinforcing bars,

post-tensioned strands and post-tensioned bars. Companion cyclic specimens were

tested for each continuity reinforcement type and their results are presented in sections

5.3 and 5.4. Each of the cyclic specimens was identical to its companion static

specimen in terms of connection conhguration, reinforcement layout, and material

specification.

For all monotonic specimens, prior to application of the in-plane horizontal

load, a nominal axial stress of 2 MPa was applied on the connection. The normal

load, which is independent of the lateral in-plane motion, was maintained constant for

the entire test duration. The specimen was loaded monotonically in plane in the push

direction. The orientation of applied load caused gap opening at the push end and

crushing at the pull end. The push end is the one closest to the loading actuator and

the pull end is the other extreme end. At first, loading was applied using load

increments of 25 kN until yielding of the continuity reinforcement at the joint region.

Subsequently, testing continued using displacement control. The specimen was

subjected to displacement levels of lDy, 2Dy,3Dy,... up to failure, where Dy is D at

the initial yield of the reinforcement. The onset of failure was defined when the load-

carrying capacity of the connection dropped below 807o of the maximum measured

load. Post-failure response was also monitored to determine the connection residual

strength.
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5.2.1 Specimen RS-S

Specimen RS-S was identical to specimen RS. The connection consisted of a plain-

surface drypacked region. Continuity was provided by two 25.4 mm diameter mild

steel reinforcing bars spaced at 900 Írm on centres. The bars were mechanically

spliced with an NMB splice sleeve. Details of the configuration was given in section

3.3. This specimen was tested to study the monotonic flexural/shear behaviour of the

connection with mild steel continuity bars.

Overview

The overall response of the connection is given by the load versus displacement

relationship shown in Figure 5.2. As is evident from Figure 5.2, the connection

exhibited a very ductile stable behaviour until failure, which occurred by pull-out of

the continuity reinforcement from the splice sleeve and crushing of the drypack at a

ductility ratio 9. The measured yield displacement was 4 mm and the ultimate

displacement was 36 mm. Local deformations at the connection region are given by

the horizontal slip, shown in Figure 5.3, and rocking through gap opening and closing

presented in terms of jointrotation, as shown in Figure 5.4. A summary of specific

connecúon response quantities at different ductility levels is given in Table 5.1.

Specimen performance during the different stages of loading is discussed in detail in

the following sections.

Overall Behaviour

Initially, the behaviour of the connection was slightly nonlinear for the load-control

increments up to a load of 200 kN as shown in Figure 5.5, which is an enlargement

of the initial portion of Figure 5.2. Breaking of the bond between the drypack and the
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upper wall panel appears to have occurred at an applied load of approximately 75 kN,

as opening (uplift) was measured by gap #7, at the connection tension zone end. This

compares with the predicted load of 85 kN needed to cause tensile stress at the

connection corner equal to the bond strength. However, it should be noted that there

were no visible cracks in the connection region or in the wall panel near the joint at

this level.

The specimen was loaded until yielding of the reinforcement bar at the push

end of the connection, station mark STRWI, occurred at an applied horizontal load

of 220 kN, as shown in Figure 5.6. The corresponding top displacement was 4 mm,

as is evident in Figure 5.5. At this stage, the measured slip and gap opening were still

very small, in the order of 0.2 and 0.9 Ílm, respectively. After yield, the specimen

was loaded in the push direction in displacement increments as multiples of the yield

displacement. Horizontal slip was in the same direction as the applied load. No

damage was visible in the drypack or the surrounding wall panel edges at the

connection region, up to 3Dy. The measured horizontal slip at 3Dy was I mm and

the maximum gap opening at the connection edge was 4.2 mm. The condition of the

connection at the initial stages is shown in Figure 5.7(a).

At 4Dy and 5Dy, only minor damage to the drypack was noted in the form of

vertical cracks. A few hairline cracks were observed in the panel near the joint

region. Condition of the joint region at 5Dy is shown in Figure 5.7(b). Further

widening of the gap openin g to 7 .5 mm and increase in slip to 2.2 mm were measured

at 5Dy. The measured connection resistance, i.e., the applied horizontal load, reached

a maximum of 285 kN at this ductility level. Crushing and spalling of the drypack
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glout and concrete in the lower panel near the connection edge were observed at 6Dy

and 7Dy. A gap opening of 11 mm and slip of 3.5 mm were measured at7Dy.

Continued crushing and spalling of drypack and concrete, spreading along the

compression zone, were observed at 8Dy and 9Dy. A horizontal slip of 5 mm, a gap

opening of 15 mm at one end and gap crushing of 4 mm at the other end were

measured at 9Dy. The measured connecúon resistance remained close to the

maximum load of 285 kN during displacement increments from 5Dy to 9Dy. Failure

of the connection, defined as a 20Vo reduction in the load carrying capacity, occurred

as the specimen was loaded to 10Dy, l2Dy, and l4Dy. During these displacement

increments, the load gradually dropped to 200 kN, at 14Dy, which is 7O7o of the

previously measured maximum as shown in Figure 5.2. Failure was mainly due to

pull-out of reinforcement bar from the splice sleeve at the push end coupled with

crushing of drypack at the other end as shown in Figure 5.7(c) which represents the

condition of the connection at 10Dy. At this stage, the bulk of the drypack inside the

compression zone was still intact, while the drypack at the outer edges had spalled off.

Condition of the connection during post-failure at 15Dy is shown in Figure 5.7(d).

The drypack was still intact at this stage. Since beyond 9Dy the connection was not

able to sustain additional load; therefore, the displacement ductility of the connection

was taken as 9.

Rockine Behaviour

Figure 5.8 represents the rocking behaviour throughout the duration of the test as it

gives the distribution of measured vertical gap deformations across the length of the

connection at various loading increments. Initially, the rocking at the joint region was

nonlinear as shown in Figure 5.8(a), which gives the gap distributions at 50 kN, 100
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kN, 150 kN and 1Dy loading cycles. The initial nonlinearity in the distribuúon of the

measured gap readings across the joint could be attributed to the nonlinearity of the

drypack material at a low stress level or the accuracy of the instrumentation, since the

measured deformation was very small. The gap distribution across the connection at

1Dy, 3Dy, 5Dy, 7Dy and l lDy loading cycles is shown in Figure 5.8(b). The rocking

response during these cycles was linear. Figures 5.8(a) and (b) demonstrate how the

neutral axis position migrated within the connection length as the bending moment at

the connection section was increased. The behaviour went from an almost

compression gradient at the 50 kN load cycles to rocking about 2/3 the connection

length (2/3L) at the 150 kN load cycles. At lDy, the neutral axis moved towards the

compression ends and the compression zone reduced to about Ll3 as shown in Figure

5.8(a). As the applied displacement ductility was increased from lDy to llDy,

hinging of the connection occurred and the depth of the compression zone remained

almost constant atLls with a slight reduction in the compression zone due to crushing

of the drypack. Hinging of the connection is evident in Figure 5.8(b).

Slip Behaviour

The second relative displacement measured at the joint region was the horizontal

slippage between the top and bottom panels at the connection drypack-to-concrete

interface. At early stages of loading, up to a displacement of 1Dy, the slip mechanism

had a very limited effect on the system behaviour. The slip accounted for less than

57o of the overall displacement response, as shown in Figure 5.3. The connection

response was governed mainly by the rocking mechanism at this initial stage. A

displacement increment of lDy represented the onset of slip. As the specimen was

loaded from 2Dy to 9Dy, the slip contribution to the overall response increased to
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about l4%o at 9Dy. This was a result of drypack crushing in the compression zone and

the propagation of rebar plastifrcation above the connection region which caused radial

cracking around the reinforcing bar and increase the bar link length over which the

horizontal shear is transferred. Because the drypack in the compression zone was still

intact, slippage was still resisted by friction at the panel+o-drypack interface.

Continuitv Ba¡ Reinforcement

Behaviour of the mild steel reinforcement bar was monitored by means of electric

resistance strain gauges. Strain gauges were placed at three locations along the length

of the bar with gauge #1 inside the 20 Ílm connection region, gauge #2 at 300 mm

and gauge #3 at 600 mm above the connection region inside the upper wall panel.

The complete response of gauge #1 at the tension and compression bars is presented

flrst since gauge #1 reflects the connection local response. Subsequently, the relative

performance of gauges #1, #2 and #3 and the degree of plastification along the bar

length is given.

The load versus bar strain relationship at the connection region, gauge #1, is

shown in Figures 5.9. Yielding of gauge #1 was used to define the fi¡st yield of the

connection, as discussed earlier. Figure 5.9 reveals that the behaviour was not

symmetrical in tension and compression. For the same load level, the measured

tension bar strain was much higher than the compression strain since the response of

compression bar was influenced by the drypack compressive resistance. However, the

behaviour of both the tension and compression bars was similar to that of a bar in

uniaxial tension, with linear response up to yielding followed by strain hardening, as

seen in Figure 5.9. From measured strains in the continuity bars, the resistance of
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each component of the connection could be determined based on material properties

of the bars and the drypack, using force equilibrium and strain compatibility relations.

A comparison of the measured gauge #1 strain at the tension bar in the push

end and the average drypack strain at the location of the ba¡ is given in Figure 5.10(a).

The average drypack st¡ain was determined based on the measured vertical gap station

at the bar location and a gauge length of 152 Írm over which the LVDT was mounted.

A very good correlation is evident in Figure 5.10(a) between the measured bar strain

and the average drypack strain, suggesting that the ba¡ was completely bonded to the

drypack. Above 2Dy, the strain data from the bar suain were lost due to debonding

of the strain gauge from the bar and thus further comparison can not be made. It

should be noted, also, that the drypack strain at ultimate agrees well with the ultimate

strain obtained from typical tension tests on reinforcing bars coupled by the same

splice sleeve assembly used for the connection. A comparison plot for the strains

across the joint at the compression ba¡ in the pull end of the connection is given in

Figure 5.10(b). Again good initial correlation is clear between the measured

reinforcing bar strain and the average drypack strain at the bar location. However,

Figure 5.10(b) suggests that beyond a ductility level of 3Dy, the bond between the bar

and drypack was broken due to deterioration of drypack in the compression zone.

Also, the higher measured bar strains suggested a redistribution of the compressive

stresses whereby the compression bar resisted more of the compression force as the

drypack deteriorates in the compression zone. This behaviour differed from

conventional monolithic concrete where tests have shown that strains in the

compression steel remain of the same order of magnitude as those in the concrete up

to failure.
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The relative performance of gauges #I, #2, and #3 at different ductility levels

is shown in Figure 5. 1 I . Figure 5. I 1 (a) represents the performance of the tension bar

at the push end and Figure 5.11(b) gives the response of the compression bar at the

pull end. The data in Figure 5.11 represent peak strain values at different ductility

levels. As noted above, gauge #1 data for the push-end bar were lost beyond 2Dy due

to the debonding of the gauge from the bar. Gauges #2 and #3 functioned well up to

failure of the specimen, since neither reached strain magnitudes similar to those of

gauge #1. Again, it is clear from Figure 5.11 that the behaviour in tension and

compression was not symmetrical. This-was because the concrete/drypack contribution

to the compression resistance was much more than its contribution in tension, if any.

Figure 5.11 also reveals that the values for gauges #2 and #3 were significantly lower

than those for gauge #1, as expected. The three gauges showed a trend similar to the

strain distribution in pull-out tests.

The degree of plastification above the connection region was measured by the

extent of yielding of the tension bar. The yield length was determined graphically and

was defined as the length over which the bar strain was greater than 0.0025. This

strain corresponds to yielding of a bar in uniaxial tension from material tests. The

extent of plastification for the tension bar of specimen RS-S is shown in Figure 5.12

which gives the strain data at gauges #1, #2 and #3, for lDy, 2Dy and 9Dy ductility

levels. At 9Dy, gauge #1 strain data was lost and was replaced by the drypack strain

at gauge #l location because there was very good correlation between the drypack

strain and the bar strain at the connection level up to 2Dy as seen in Figure 5.10(a).

Figure 5.12 demonstrates the progression of yielding along the length of the
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tension bar at the different ductility levels. At lDy, a plastic hinge length of 40 mm

was measured as seen in Figure 5.12. The strain distribution along the bar at lDy

gives a bar development length of about 550 mm. This development length measured

at lDy agreed very well with the basic development length of 580 mm calculated

using existing code equations and given material properties. After first yield, the

strain distribution around the joint region became very nonlinear as the load was

increased from lDy to 9Dy. At 2Dy, a very high strain value was measured in the

connection region at gauge #1 while the strain dropped significantly at gauge #2.

Between gauges #2 and #3 the strain appeared to be linear. Thus the strain

distribution along the bar could be divided into two regions an elastic region up to

yield with linear strain distribution and a plastic region with nonlinear strain

distribution beyond yield. The exact distribution of strain in the plastic region is

unknown; however, a parabolic function could be used to approximate the distribution

of strain between the yield and the maximum strains at the critical section (Park and

Paulay 1975). The strain distribution in the elastic region is linear and extends a

distance equivalent to the development length of the ba¡ in tension. Similarly, the

strain distribution at 9Dy is divided into a linear elastic region up to yield and a

plastic region between the yield point and the critical section at the connection region

as seen in Figure 5.12.
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5.2.2 Specimen PTB-S

Specimen PTB-S was identical to specimen PTB. The connection consisted of a plain

surface drypacked joint region post-tensioned using two 5/8" (15 mm) diameter

dywidag high strength bars, spaced at 900 mm on centres. The specimen was tested

under static loading conditions to study the monotonic behaviour of the connection

post-tensioned with prestressing bars.

Overview

The overall connection response during the test is given by the load versus

displacement relationship shown in Figure 5.13. The horizontal slip behaviour is

shown in Figure 5.14. Figure 5.15 presents the vertical rocking behaviour in terms of

joint rotation. Table 5.2 gives a summary of specific response quantities at different

ductility levels. In general, specimen PTB-S showed very ductile and stable behaviour

until rupture of the post-tensioning bar at the push end occurred with crushing of

drypack in compression zone of the pull end at a ductility ratio of I l- The measured

yield displacement was 4 mm and the ultimate displacement,44 mm. The performance

of the specimen during different stages of loading is discussed in the following

sections.

Overall Behaviour

Initially, the behaviour of the connection was nonlinear during the load-control

increments up to a load of 180 kN, as shown in Figure 5.16. The bond between the

drypack and the upper wall panel broke at an applied load of about 60 kN, as

measured by opening of gap #7 at the tension zone in the push end. However, it

should be noted that no cracks were observed at the connecúon region or in the wall
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panel near the joint at this stage.

As the specimen was loaded to 200 kN, a sudden jump occurred in the

measured strain increment in the tension bar from 0.00244 to 0.004. Since the

prestressing bar had an initial pretension strain of 0.003 due to initial prestressing to

59Vo of the tensile strength of the bar, 0.59fpu, the total bar strain at 200 kN would

have jumped from 0.00544 to 0.0065 as shown in Figure 5.17. From material tension

tests, the post-tensioned bar yielded at a strain of about 0.657o (0.0065). Thus a load

level of 200 kN represents the connection first yield as the bar had yielded in tension.

The corresponding top displacement was 4 mm as shown in Figure 5.16. At this

stage, the measured slip was only +0.14 mm. Gap opening and gap crushing were

very small, in the order of +1 and -0.54 mm, respectively. No visible damage was

noted in the drypack at the connection region or in the wall panel near the joint.

Figure 5.18(a) shows the condition of the connection before any observed damage had

occurred.

After yield, the specimen was loaded in increments of the yield displacement.

No damage was observed in the drypack or the surrounding concrete panel edges near

the connection region up to a displacement of 3Dy. Minor drypack crushing at the

extreme edge and cracking and spalling of concrete outer shell in the lower panel

occurred at a¡ound a ductility level of 3Dy. The connection strength reached 220 kN

at 3Dy. The measured horizonøl slip was 1 .22 mm. Gap opening at the connection

edge was 4.3 mm and gap crushing was -2.1 mm. At 4Dy, 5Dy, and 6Dy, drypack

crushing continued at the joint extreme end. Drypack spalling was observed at the

connection edge. Some vertical cracks were observed in the top panel near the joint
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region and minor spalling of the cracked concrete in the lower panel occurred. The

condition of the connection at 4Dy is shown in Figure 5.18(b). Further widening of

the gap opening to 8.70 mm, gap crushing to -4.25 mm, and increase of slip to 3.44

Ítm were measured at 6Dy. The connection resistance maintained around 230 kN at

these ductility levels. Crushing and spalling of the drypack grout continued and

progressed along the compression zone at 7Dy and 8Dy. Spalling of the cracked

concrete shell at the upper and lower panels near the connection edge continued. A

gap opening of ll.7l mm and a slip of 3.5 Ílm were measured at 8Dy. The

connection resistance reached a maximum of 240 kN at 8Dy. The condition of the

connection at 8Dy is shown in Figure 5.18(c).

Continued crushing and spalling of the drypack were observed at 9Dy and

10Dy. Cracking and spalling of the upper and lower panel concrete at the joint end

stabilized. Horizontal slip was measured as 6.9 mm. A gap opening of 14.62 mm at

one end and gap crushing of 6.7I rnm at the other end were measured at 10Dy. The

measured connection resistance remained around 230 kN during displacement levels

from 3Dy to 10Dy. As the specimen was loaded to llDy, the post-tensioning bar

ruptured and the load suddenly dropped to about 130 kN, as shown in Figure 5.13.

This load is less than SOVI of the maximum load of 240 kN measured during the test.

Therefore, failure of the connection, defined as a 20Vo reduction in the load-ca:rying

capacity, occurred at this ductility level. Failure was due mainly to rupture of the

prestressing bar at the push end coupled with crushing of the drypack at the other end.

At this stage, the bulk of the drypack inside the compression zone was still inhct,

while the drypack at the outer edges was spalled off. The condition of the connection

at failure, 1lDy, outside the loading frame is shown in Figure 5.18(d).
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Rockins Behaviour

The rocking behaviour of specimen PTB-S was similar to that of specimen RS-S.

Two stages of the rocking behaviour a¡e identified in Figure 5.19, which represents

the distribution of measured vertical gap deformations across the length of the

connection at various loading increments. Figure 5.19(a) gives the rocking behaviour

at 50kN, 100, 150 kN and lDy loading levels. At these iniúal stages, the behaviour

was slightly nonlinear. The rocking behaviour at lDy, 3Dy, 5Dy,7Dy and llDy

loading increments is shown in Figure 5.19(b). The response during these increments

was almost linear. Figure 5.19 demonstrates how the neutral axis moved within the

connection length as the bending moment was increased. The behaviour ranged from

pure compression at 50 kN to rocking about the centre line of the connection (LIZ) at

150 kN. At lDy, the compression zone moved towards the connection ends and

reduced to Ll3 as shown in Figure 5.19(a). As the applied displacement increment

was increased from lDy to l lDy, hinging of the connection occurs and the

compression zone depth remained constant at about L/3, while the compression area

slightly reduced by crushing. Hinging is evident in Figure 5.19(b).

Slip Behaviour

The slip behaviour of specimen PTB-S was similar to that of specimen RS-S. At early

stages of loading, up to displacement increment of lDy, the slip mechanism had very

limited effect on the system behaviour. The slip accounted for less than 5Vo of the

overall response. As the specimen was loaded from lDy to l1Dy, the slip

contribution to overall response increased to about 177o at 1lDy. This increase was

a result of drypack crushing in the compression zone and the inherent flexibility of the

post-tensioning bar provided no resistance to the horizontal shear.
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Post-tensioned Bar Response

The behaviour of the post-tensioning bar was monitored by means of electric

resistance strain gauges. Each bar was instrumented with two gauges at the inner and

outer surfaces of the bar within the 20 mm connection region. The bars were initially

post-tensioned to 0.6fpu which produced an initial pretension strain of 0.0032 in each

bar. Prestress losses were about 47o, as the average initial bar strain at the time of

testing was measured to be 0.0031. During the test, the measured strain was the strain

increment excluding the initial prestrain. The strain in the bar at any loading stage

was obtained as summation of the strain increment and the initial prestrain. Figures

5.20(a) and (b) show the load versus bar-suain relationship for the bars at the push

end and pull end, respectively. Data were given for the two gauges, inside and outside

gauge, on each bar. Due to the orientation of loading, the push-end bar was in tension

and the pull-end bar was in compression. Looking at Figure 5.20(a), which represents

the bar strain at the push-end, it is seen that the outside gauge ceased to function at

load level around 200 kN, while the inner gauge remained functional until just prior

to rupture of the bar. At the initial stages, the measured strain at the inside and

outside gauges were in excellent agreement, suggesting that the inner gauge alone was

reliable to give the behaviour of the push-end bar. The load-bar strain relationship in

Figure 5.20(a) showed similar trend to that of the behaviour of a bar in uniaxial

tension: linearly elastic up to yielding of the bar, followed by strain hardening,

softening and rupture. The yield strain and rupture strain values agreed well with

those obtained in the material tension test of a prestressing bar with the same

properties. The load-strain relationship of the compression bar at the push end, as

given in Figure 5.20(b), shows very similar behaviour to that of the tension ba¡ at the

pull end.
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Comparisons of the measured strain increments, excluding the initial prestrain,

in the prestressing bar and the average drypack strain of the measured vertical gap

station at the bar location are given in Figure 5.21(a) and 5.21(b) for the push bar and

pull bar, respectively. The drypack strain is defined as the ratio of the measured

vertical gap divided by the average gauge length of 152 mm over which the

instrumentation was mounted. Very good agreement is evident in Figure 5.21 between

the measured bar strain and the average drypack strain at the initial ståges of loading

suggesting that the bars were initially bonded to the drypack. However, compatibility

of the strains no longer exited beyond a ductility ratio of I for the tension bar and a

ductility ratio of 2 for the compression bar. Above lDy, the tension bar strain was

lower than the drypack strain, as shown in Figure 5.21(a), which implied possible loss

of bond between the bar and the grout in the post-tensioning duct in the joint region.

Above 2Dy, the compression bar strain was higher than the average drypack strain as

shown in Figure 5.21(b). The compression strain behaviour suggested that the bond

between the compression bar and drypack was also broken due to deterioration of the

drypack in compression zone. The higher bar strains indicated a redistribution of the

compressive stresses with the compression bar resisting more of the compression force

as the drypack deteriorated in the compression zone. It is worth noting that the

percent difference between the bar sfain and the drypack strain at the compression

end was higher than that at the tension end.
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5.2.3 Specimen PTS-S

Specimen PTS-S was identical to specimen PTS. The connection consisted of a plain

surface drypacked joint region post-tensioned using two l/2" (12.7 mm) diameter

strands spaced at 900 mm on centres. The specimen was tested under static loading

conditions to study the monotonic behaviour of the connection post-tensioned with

prestressing strands.

Overview

Figure 5.22 gives the overall connection response over the test duration in terms of

load versus displacement relationship. The horizontal slip behaviour is shown in

Figure 5.23 and the rocking behaviour is shown in Figure 5.24. A summary of

specific response quantities at different ductility levels are given in Table 5.3. The

specimen showed very stable behaviour with limited slip. Rupture of the tension

prestressing strand at the push end and some drypack crushing at the compression

zone in the pull end occurred at a ductility level of 7. The yield displacement was 4

mm and the ultimate displacement was 28 mm. The performance of the specimen

during the different stages of loading follows.

Overall Behaviour

Initially, the behaviour of the connection was nonlinear elastic for the load control

increments until yielding occurred at around a load of 225 kN as shown in Figure

5.25. Breaking of the bond between the drypack and the upper wall panel appears to

have occurred at around a load of 80 kN due to the measured opening by gap #7.

However, no damage was noted at the connection region or in the wall panel near the

joint at this stage.
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A sudden jump was observed in the measured top displacement from 4.60 mm

to 7.60 mm as the specimen was loaded to a load increment of 225 kN. The gap

station, mark G2, at the location of the tension strand in the push end also showed a

sudden jump from 1.20 to 3.2 mm. As a result, the drypack strain jumped from 0.008

to 0.022. The drypack strain was calculated as the ratio of the measured vertical gap

at the location of the strand to an average gauge length of 152 mm over which the

LVDT instrumentation was mounted. No strain gauges were placed on the

prestressing strands and thus the strain increment in the strand could only be estimated

from the measured drypack strain using abarldrypack strain correlation factor of 0.67

which was determined for specimen PTB-S. The bar/drypack strain correlation was

the slope of the bar strain versus drypack strain relationship at different loading stages.

Using the correlation factor and the measured gap, the strain in the strand can be

estimated. The jump in the strain increment of the strand corresponding to the jump

in the vertical gap would be from 0.0053 to 0.0146. The prestressing strand had an

initial pretension strain of 0.005, due to initial prestressing to 0.6fpu. The total tension

strain in the strand would have gone from 0.0103 to 0.0196 at load level of 225 kN

as shown in Figure 5.26. But based on material tension tests, the post-tensioned strand

yields at a strain of about .9Vo (0.009). Thus the connection flrst yield should have

occurred at a slightly lower load (displacement) level. Therefore, instead of the

measured displacement of 4.60 rnm, the yield displacement was chosen as 4.0 mm

since this displacement of 4.0 mm coresponds to the first yield of specimen PTB-S,

as presented in the previous section. At this stage, the measured slip was +0.16 mm.

Gap opening and crushing were very small in the order of +1.4 and -0.45 mm,

respectively. No damage was observed in the drypack at the connection region or in

the wall panels near the joint. Figure 5.27(a) shows the condition of the connection
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before any observed damage has occurred.

After yield, the specimen was loaded in displacement increments of the yield

displacement. Up to a displacement increment of 3Dy, very minor damage was

observed in the drypack and in the surrounding concrete panel edges near the

connection region in the form of vertical cracks. Minor drypack crushing and spalling

occurred at the extreme panel edge at 4Dy. The connection strength reached 236 kN.

The measured horizontal slip was only 0.86 mm. Gap opening at the connection push-

end was 8.24 mm and gap crushing at the other end was -1.57 mm. At ductility raúos

of 5Dy and 6Dy, drypack crushing continued at the joint extreme end. More drypack

spalling was observed at the connection end region. However, drypack crushing did

not progress along the compression depth as observed in specimen PTB-S. Also,

minor vertical compression cracks were observed in the top and lower panel near the

joint. At 6Dy, further widening of the gap opening to +12.17 mm and gap crushing

to -2.61 mm. The measured slip increased to +1.55 mm. The connection resistance

reached a maximum of 243 at 5Dy and dropped to 230 at 6Dy. As the specimen was

loaded to 7Dy, the load suddenly dropped to t24 kN as shown in Figure 5.22 due to

rupture of the posrtensioning strand. This load is about 50Vo of the maximum load

of 243 kN measured during the test. Therefore, failure of the connection, defined as

reducúon in the load carrying capacity below 807o of the maximum, occurred at this

ductility level. Failure was mainly due to rupture of the prestressing strand at the pull-

end coupled with some crushing of drypack at the other extreme end of the connection

as shown in Figure 5.27 (b) which represents the condition of the connection at 7.5Dy.

At this stage, the drypack inside the compression zone was still intact. The damage

observed for the monotonic specimen PTS-S was much less severe than that observed
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for specimen PTB-S. Furthermore, the degree of damage was not nearly as severe as

in the case of the companion cyclic specimen; the connection was not subjected to

progressive deterioration. The condition of the connection at failure outside the

loading frame is shown in Figure 5.27(c).

Rockinq Behaviour

The rocking behaviour of specimen PTS-S was similar to that of PTB-S connection.

Again due to the nature of the monotonic loading, severe drypack deterioration along

the connection length did not occur and crushing concentrated over the extreme edge

of the connecúon pull-end region. The rocking behaviour throughout the duration of

the test is given in Figures 5.28(a) and (b) which show the distribution of measured

vertical gap deformations across the length of the connection at various loading

increments. Initially, the rocking at the joint region was nonlinear as shown in Figure

5.28(a) which gives the gap distributions at 50 kN, 100 kN, 150 kN and 200 kN

loading increments. The nonlinea¡ity in the distribution of the measured gap across

the joint could be attributed to the iniúal nonlinearity or accuracy of the

instrumentation. The gap dist¡ibution across the connection at 1Dy, 3Dy, 5Dy and

7Dy loading increments is shown in Figure 5.28(b). The rocking response during

these cycles is almost linear. Figures 5.28 demonstrates how the neutral axis position

ranged form pure compression at 50 kN to rocking about the centre line of the

connection (Ll2) at 150 kN to rocking about Ll3 at lDy. As the applied displacement

ductility was increased from lDy to 4Dy, the compression zone depth moves from L/3

to Ll6. From 4Dy to 7Dy, hinging of the connection occurs with the depth of the

compression zone constant around Li6 while the compression area is slightly reducing

by drypack crushing at the extreme end. Hinging is evident in Figure 5.28(b).
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Slip Behaviour

The slip plane was between the top panel and the drypack interface. However, the

slip behaviour of specimen PTS-S was different from that of specimen PTB-S and

specimen RS-S. Slip had a very limited effect on the system behaviour and the

connection response was mainly governed by the rocking mechanism. Since the

rocking behaviour exhibited hinging at about Ll6 in comparison to hinging atL/3 for

specimen PTB-S, higher shear stress resistance developed at the drypack to panel

interface and hence significantly lower horizontal slip was measured. The slip for

specimen PTS-S accounted for less than 57o of the overall response.
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5.3 MILD STEEL SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO CYCLIC LOAD

The test results of specimens with mild steel continuity bars under cyclic loading are

presented in this section. Five specimens with reinforcing continuity bars (RS, RSK,

RSU, RW, and RT) were tested under reversed cyclic flexure and shear loading. The

specimen nomenclature was explained earlier in section 4.2.1. All the mitd steel

specimens, with the exception of specimen RSK, had a plain surface joint. The

experimental variables included: connections with plain surface (RS) versus shear keys

(RSK); connections with reinforcement spliced by a sleeve (RS), welding (RW) or

bolted to a tube section (RT) and connections with bonded reinforcement (RS) versus

partially unbonded reinforcement (RSU).

As in the specimens tested under static conditions, each cyclic specimen was

initially loaded to an axial stress of 2 MPa normal to the connection which was kept

constant throughout the test. The specimen was then subjected to a two-phase cyclic

loading history with load control cycles in the initial stage followed by displacement

control cycles up to failure. The cyclic loading history was explained in section 3.8.2

and is briefly presented here. Initially, the specimen was subjected to load control

cycles with three cycles at each level load increment up to the yield displacement of

the connection, Dy. After yield, the specimen was loaded in displacement control.

Three cycles of displacement increments were used at each multiple of the yield

displacement with a lower service-level cycle in between these increments. The

displacement increment was increased as the test progressed up to failure. Failure was

defined by inability of the connection to sustain any additional loads when the

resistance dropped below 807o of the maximum measured.
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5.3.1 Specimen RS

Specimen RS was connected by mild steel reinforcing bars mechanically spliced by

NMB splice sleeve. The connection consisted of a plain surface "drypack" grouted

region and two vertical mild steel reinforcing ba¡s 25.4 mm in diameter spaced at 900

mm on centres. A description of the splice sleeve is given in section 3.3.

Overview

The overall response of the RS connection is given by the load versus displacement

hysteresis relationship for the entire test duration as shown in Figure 5.29(a). The

load-displacement hysteresis loops up to 6Dy cycles are magnified and given in Figure

5.29(b). The specimen exhibited "stable hysteresis" behaviour and maintained the

strength up to the first cycle to 5Dy. Pull-out of the reinforcement bar from the splice

sleeve, followed by extensive crushing of the drypack, occurred at the third cycle to

5Dy. The measured yield displacement, Dy, was 4.25 mm. The measured ultimate

displacement was five times the yield displacement. Horizontal slip behaviour at the

joint between the top to bottom panel is shown in Figure 5.30. The rocking

deformation measured by gap opening and closing at the joint is shown in Figure 5.31.

Specific measured values of the force, displacement, slip, and gap quantities at critical

stages of the connection response are summarized in Table 5.4. Observations of the

specimen performance over the duration of the test and examination of damage at

failure provide invaluable information that supplements measured instrumental data.

The observed specimen performance and progression of damage is given in the

following paragraphs.
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Overall Specimen Behaviour

The behaviour of the connection during the first loading phase, which was controlled

by load, was almost linearly elastic without significant loss in stiffness as shown in

Figure 5.32. This behaviour was maintained for 15 cycles up to 200 kN load level.

Figure 5.32 indicates a rather gradual nonlinear behaviour of the drypack as the

connecúon stiffness, given by the slope of the load-displacement plot, slightly

degrades during cycles to load levels between 150 and 175 kN. The initial crack due

to breaking of the bond is evident in the load versus gap relationship, as shown in

Figure 5.33, by the change in slope (stiffness) a¡ound a load of 80 kN at which the

gap station reads positive indicating uplift. The measured onset of cracking agreed

well with the predicted value of 85 kN based on measured material properties.

However, it should be noted that no cracks were observed in the connection region at

this srage.

The specimen was then loaded in single cycles until yielding of the east bar

reinforcement, strain gauge mark STREI, at a load of -220 kN in the pull direction

as shown in Figure 5.34. Yielding of the continuity bar corresponded to displacement

of 3.6 mm as seen in Figure 5.35. Yielding of the west bar reinforcement, strain

gauge mark STRWI, occurred at load of +230 kN in the push direction as seen in

Figure 5.34. The corresponding displacement at yield was 4.9 mm as given in Figure

5.35. A yield displacement of 4.25 mm was used in this test based on the average of

the yield displacements measured in the two directions of the loading. Figure 5.34

also reveals the significant variation in stiffness as the load direction is reversed

reflecting the contribution of the different connection components to the behaviour.

The applied compression stresses were resisted by both the drypack and the
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reinforcement while the tensile stresses were resisted by the reinforcement only

followed by breaking of the bond between the drypack and the top panel at the

connection zone. This behaviour is evident by the measured stiffness of the tensile

stresses zone being in the same order of magnitude as the young's modulus of

elasticity of continuity reinforcement as shown in Figure 5.34. At this stage the slip

and gap measurements were small in the order of 0.15 mm and 0.8 mm, respectively.

No visible damage was recorded. Minor damage to the drypack in the form of vertical

cracks at the connection edges was observed.

After first yield, the specimen was loaded in displacement control by 3 cycles

of displacement increments as multiples of the yield displacement, i.e., lDy,2Dy,

3Dy, ... up to failure. In general, it is observed that the behaviour of the connection

after yielding was nonlinear and inelastic for all post-yield loading cycles. A slight

degradation in the measured strength was observed between the lst and 2nd cycle to

a displacement ductility level. The magnitude of the strength reduction was always

less than 107o. In some instances no reduction was measured between the lst and 2nd

cycle. The response stabilized during the 3rd cycle to the same ductility level as no

or minimal degradation was measured.

At lDy, no damage was observed. The connection strength maintained around

+200 kN and -235 kN for the push and pull Il2-cycles, respectively. The slip and gap

measurements were small in the order of 0.15 and 0.85 rrm, respectively. At 2Dy,

damage was concentrated at the connection end corners: minor crushing and spalling

of the drypack grout and flexural cracks in the concrete panel at the connection region

were observed as shown in Figure 5.36(b). The condition of the connection at the
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beginning of the test is shown in Figure 5.36(a). The measured vertical gap opening

between the top panel and the top surface of the drypack at the joint ends was

approximately 2.2 n,n. The average horizontal slip was less than I mm at 2Dy.

Continued crushing and spalling of the drypack in the joint at the extreme ends of the

connecúon was observed at 3Dy. Further widening of the gap opening to about 3.5

mm and average slip of 1.2 mm was measured at the 3rd cycle of 3Dy. During these

two ductility levels, the drypack remained intact with minor spalling and vertical

cracks at the two ends of the connection. The average drypack crushing at the

connection edges was of the order of 0.2 mm. The maximum connection resistance

in the push (forward) direction was reached at the lst cycle to 2Dy with a measured

horizontal load of +266 kN as seen in Figure 5.29. The measured connection

resistance in the pull (reverse) cycles reached a maximum of -280 kN during the lst

cycle to -3Dy as shown in Figure 5.29. The slight difference, less than 57o, in the

connection resistance between the push and pull cycles was possibly due to the

progressive damage from cyclic loading between the push and pull loading directions.

At 4Dy, the drypack grout continued crushing and spalling off. Crushing and

spalling of concrete at the extreme ends was observed. Spreading of deterioration

along the connection length occurred. Gap opening of 4.3 mm and average slip of

about 2.0 mm were measured at the 3rd cycle to 4Dy. Average drypack crushing at

the connection ends of 0.40 ûrm was measured. Up to this stage, the behaviour was

fairly consistent with nearly stable hysteresis loops as can be seen in Figure 5.29.

Additional crushing and spalling of drypack and the concrere ar rhe rwo ends

of the connection with closing and widening of the gap across the length of the joint
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was observed during the cycles to displacement increment of 5Dy. Strength

degradation was measured in the pull direction among the three cycles to 5Dy as

shown in Figure 5.29(b) which implies that failure was imminent. The load dropped

from -250 kN at the lst cycle to -175 kN at the 3rd cycle which is about 65Vo of the

average measured maximum strength in the pull-direction. This reduction in the

connection resistance during the ll2-cycles in the pull-direction was caused by the

gradual pull-out of the east bar from the splice sleeve. The east-bar pullout, which

implies lower tension force in the east bar during the pull l/2-cycle, is evident by the

measured drop in measured strain gauge mark STREZIocated on the east bar 300 mm

above the connection region as shown in Figure 5.37. As a result of the reduction in

the connection strength in the pull ll}-cycle and the reduced tension force in the east

bar, the drypack compression force in the compression zone at the west end drops to

maintain equilibrium of forces. The resistance to interface shear slip, which was in

proportion with the compressive force was reduced and therefore the connection

slipped more towards the pull-direction. This behaviour is clear in the load-slip

behaviour during the cycles to 5Dy as shown in Figure 5.38. At the 3rd cycle to 5Dy,

the measured gap opening/closing was of the order of 6.7 mm and the horizontal slip

range was 4.3 mm. The permanent drypack crushing at the connection ends was on

average about I mm. The drypack at the connection ends at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy was

severely deteriorated as shown in Figure 5.36(c).

Significant degradation in the strength and stiffness were measured as the

connection was loaded to displacement increment of 6Dy. The load-carrying capacity

of the connection dropped to about +/-180 kN which is about 657o of the previously

measured maximum. This reduction in strength was mainly due to pullout of
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continuity bar from the splice sleeve at the east end coupled with extensive drypack

and concrete crushing at the west end. The drypack was literally ground to dust at the

connection ends. The measured extreme gap opening/closing was 8.5 mm. The slip

range was 5.3 mm and permanently shifted towards the west direction due to gradual

pullout of the east bar from the sleeve at 5Dy. The combined effect of extensive

crushing, rebar pullout and slip caused slightly pinched hysteresis loop at 6Dy.

Strength degradation continued as the connection was loaded in single cycles to 7Dy

and 8Dy as shown in Figure 5.29. The residual connection resistance during these

cycles was provided mainly by the applied axial load normal to the connection which

remained const¿nt as the displacement was increased. The condition of the connection

at 8Dy outside the frame is shown in Figure 5.36(d). Failure of the connection

occurred around the third cycle to 5Dy as this level corresponded to the onset of

significant reduction of strength and rigidity of the connection with nearly umestrained

deformations. Since failure occurred at the third cycle to displacement increment 5Dy,

the ductility of this type of connection was taken as 5.

Since all inelastic deformations and damage were concentrated at the

connection region, deformations across the connection could be characterized by a

combination of rocking and slip motion. Rocking was associated with the vertical

opening of the drypack gap region at one extreme end while pivoting about the

opposite end of the region. Horizontal shear slip was at the interface of the panel to

the drypack. The following paragraphs give a discussion on the two basic response

mechanisms: rocking and slip and their contributions to the overall behaviour of the

connection.
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Rockine Mechanism

The rocking mechanism throughout the duration of the test is given in Figure 5.39

which show the distribution of the measured vertical gap deformation at seven stations

across the length of the connection for various loading increments. Figure 5.39(a)

gives the ¡ocking response in the push-direction and Figure 5.39(b) represents the

rocking in the pull-direction. In general, the vertical gap distribution along the

connection length was almost linear. Also, the rocking behaviour at the joint region

was almost symmetrical as the load alternates. The gap distributions in Figure 5.39

clearly showed how the drypacked joint region opens and closes alternately as the top

wall panel displaces right and left. It was clear that uplift never completely returns

to zero; crushing of the joint drypack and rebar pull-out from sleeve caused gradual

deterioration of the joint thickness at the connection ends. Figure 5.39 gives the

rocking behaviour during cycles to .5Dy, lDy, 3Dy and 5Dy. It is evident from

Figures 5.39 that the neutral axis moved within the compression zone as the bending

moment at the connection section was increased. The behaviour went from pure

compression at 50 kN load cycles to hinging about the centre line of the connection

at 150 kN load cycle. As the applied displacement ductility was increased above 1Dy,

hinging of the connection took place as the depth of the compression zone moved

towards the connection ends as shown in Figure 5.39(a) for the push-direction. The

depth of the compression zone remained the same as the loading increased from lDy

to 3Dy while the compression area was reduced due to crushing of the drypack. As

soon as significant drypack crushing occurred, the neut¡al axis shifted back closer to

the centre line of the connection as seen in Figure 5.39(a). Very similar rocking

response was observed for the pull-direction of loading as shown in Figure 5.39(b).

The average drypack crushing along the connection length at onset of failure,
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Thisdisplacement increment to 5Dy, was less than 1 mm as seen in Figure 5.39.

represented a 57o decrease in the initial joint thickness of 20 mm.

Slip Mechanism

The second relative deformation measured at the joint region is the horizontal slippage

between the drypack and the panel concrete at the connection interface. The load-slip

hysteretic relationship was given in Figure 5.30. It can be seen from Figure 5.30 that

at early stages of loading, up to a displacement increment of lDy, the slip mechanism

had a very limited effect on the system behaviour. The slip accounted for less than

5Vo of the overall response in terms of displacement as shown in Figure 5.14. At this

initial stage, the connection response was mainly governed by the rocking mechanism.

Displacement ductility of lDy represents the onset of slip. As specimen was loaded

from lDy to 4Dy, the shear slip contribution to the overall response increased to about

ïVo at 4Dy as a result of drypack crushing in the compression zone and the

propagation of continuity bar plastifìcation above the connection region which caused

radial cracking around the continuity bar and an increase in the bar link length over

which the horizontal shear was transferred. In general, sliding in one end was in

phase with uplift at the other end of the connection. Peak slip displacements were in

proportional to the amount of uplift. The load-slip hysteresis loops were almost

symmeûical in the push and pull direction up to a displacement incremenr of 4Dy as

shown in Figure 5.30. At failure however, average sliding tended to be more in the

pull-direction as shown in Figure 5.30. This permanent offset in the cyclic horizontal

slip behaviour was probably due to the reinforcement pullout from sleeve and

extensive crushing of drypack and concrete at 5Dy. At failure, stiding contributed

about 137o of the total displacement.
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Continuitv Bar Reinforcement

As in the static specimen, the behaviour of the reinforcement bar was monitored by

means of electric resistance strain gauges. The bar was instrumented with gauges at

three locations: within the 20 Írm connection region, gauge #I, at 300 mm above the

connection, gauge #2, and at 600 mm above the connection, gauge #3, inside the

upper wall panel. Gauge #1 clearly reflects the connection local response.

The complete load versus strain gauge #1 hysteresis loops are given in Figure

5.aO(a) and 5.40(b) for the west bar and east bar at the connection push-end and pull-

end, respectively. As discussed earlier the connection first yield was determined by

the yielding of gauge #1 for the east and west bar. Figure 5.40 indicates that the load-

strain behaviour in tension had similar trend to the that of a bar in uniaxial tension.

The response; however, was not symmetrical as the load is reversed. The behaviour

of the bar in compression was influenced by the drypack/concrete compression

resistance at the joint. The Bauschinger effect also influenced the nonlinear response

in compression following loading in tension. Similar to the monotonic specimen, the

measured strain at gauge #1 in the bar could be used to evaluate the force in the bar

and consequently the contribution of the different components to the connection

resistance could be identified by equilibrium and compatibility.

Comparison of the measured bar strain at gauge #1 and the average drypack

strain of the measured vertical gap station at the bar location is given in Figures

5.41(a) and 5.41(b) for the west bar and east bar, respectively. The drypack strain was

determined from the measured vertical gap and a gauge length of I52 rnm, over which

the LVDT instrumentation was mounted. A very good agreement is evident in Figures
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5.41(a) and 5.41(b) between the measured bar strain and the average drypack strain

at the initial stages of loading suggesting that the bar was initially bonded to drypack.

At2Dy compatibility of the strains became no longer valid for the west bar as shown

in Figure 5.41(a). In this figure, the tension bar strain was about 50Vo higher than the

drypack stain which might imply possible loss of bond between the bar and drypack

at the connection region. The compression strain, following the tension l/2-cycle, in

the bar was almost half the compression drypack snain. This could be due to the

Bauschinger effect in steel following stress reversal. Above 2Dy, the bar strain was

lost as gauge #1 was debonded from the surface of the bar. The comparison of the

east bar and drypack st¡ain at +2Dy, was not possible since as seen in Figure 5.41(b),

gauge #1 on the east bar debonded prior to reaching the ZDy level. The behaviour at

-2Dy revealed excellent correlation between the bar and drypack strain suggesting that

the east bar was still bonded to the drypack at this stage. Beyond 2Dy the bar strain

data were lost and further comparison could not be made.

The relative performance of gauges #I, #2, and #3 at different ductility levels

are compared in Figure 5.42. Figures 5.42(a) and 5.42(b) give the response for the

west bar at the push end and the east bar at the pull end, respectively. The data in

Figures 5.42 represent peak strain values corresponding to different ductility levels.

Figure 5.a2@) revealed that the strain data for gauge #l at the west bar were lost

beyond 2Dy due to the debonding of the gauge from the bar. While gauges #2 and

#3 functioned well up to failure of the specimen, since the measured strain for both

gauges did not reach similar magnitudes as gauge #1. The measured strain values for

gauges #2 and #3 were significantly lower than gauge #l as expected. Figure 5.42(a)

indicates also that the behaviour in tension and compression was not symmetrical.
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This could be due to the higher contribution of the concrete/drypack to the

compression resistance as opposed to its contribution in tension, if any. The response

of the east bar at the pull end was very similar to that of the west bar as shown in

Figure 5.42(b). The symmetry in the response was expected due to the symmetry in

the reversed loading scheme between the push and pull directions. However, gauge

#1 at the east bar seems to have pealed off before 2Dy as clear from Figure 5.41(b).

The behaviour of gauges #2 and #3 at the east bar were symmetrical to that of gauges

#2 and #3 at the west bar as seen in Figure 5.42(b). For both bars, the relative values

of the three strain gauges at any given ductility level seem to follow a similar trend

as the strain distribution in tension pull-out tests.

As in the monotonic specimen, the degree of plastification above the connection

region was measured graphically by the extent of yielding of the tension bar and was

defined as the length over which the strain was greater than 0.0025. This strain

corresponded to yielding of a ba¡ in uniaxial tension from material tests. The extent

of yielding for the west bar at the push-end is shown in Figure 5.43 which gives the

strain daøat gauges #1,#2 and #3, for lDy,2Dy and 5Dy ductility levels. Figure

5.43 demonstrates the progression of yielding in tension along the length of the bar

at the different ductility levels. The behaviour at lDy was very similar to that of the

tension bar in the monotonic specimen. The strain distribution along the bar gave a

development length of about 550 mm. This development length agrees very well with

the basic development length of 580 mm obtained using existing code equations. A

plastic hinge length of 50 mm was measured at lDy as seen in Figure 5.43. The

strain distribution around the joint region became very nonlinear after first yield as

loading was increased from 2Dy to 5Dy, similar to the static specimen. At2Dy, a
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very high strain value was measured at gauge #1 while the strain dropped significantly

at gauge #2. Between gauges #2 and #3 the strain gradient was very small. Thus the

strain distribution along the bar could be divided into two regions: an elastic region

up to first yield and a plastic region above yield close to the connection region. Again

as in the static specimen, a parabolic function was used to approximate the distribution

of strain between gauges #l and #2. While the strain distribution between gauges #2

and 3 was assumed linear. Beyond 2Dy, the strain data at gauge #1 were lost due to

debonding of the gauge from the bar. At 5Dy, gauge #1 strain data was replaced by

the drypack strain at the bar location because there was very good correlation between

the drypack strain and the bar strain at the connection level up to 2Dy as seen in

Figure 5.41. Again the strain distribution at 5Dy exhibited a linear elastic region up

to yield and a plastic region between the yield point and the critical section at the

connection region as seen in Figure 5.43. However, unlike the case of the monotonic

specimen, the reversed cyclic loading limited the bar strain at ultimate. The measured

strain at the location of the bar at 5Dy for the cyclic specimen RS was only 507o of

that in the companion st¿tic specimen RS-S. The extent of yielding of the east bar at

the pull end was simila¡ to the behaviour of the west bar.
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5.3.2 Specimen RSK

Specimen RSK was the only flexure/shear specimen with a multiple shear key

configuration. The connection consisted of five shear keys across the joint interface,

grouted with drypack. Two vertical 25.4 mm diameter mild steel reinforcing bars

crossed the joint region at 900 mm on centre. Similar to specimen RS, the reinforcing

ba¡s in specimen RSK were mechanically spliced with an NMB splice sleeve located

in the lower panel of the specimen. Details of the splice sleeve and the shear keys

used were given in section 3.3.

Overview

The behaviour of specimen RSK was slightly different from that of the RS

configuration. The presence of the multiple shear keys across the joint interface

enhanced the shear resistance and provided a limited slip mechanism for the entire

duration of the test. The connection response was governed mainly by the rocking

mechanism. The overall response of specimen RSK is given by the load versus

displacement hysteresis relationship as shown in Figure 5.44. The response was

charactenzed by "stable" hysteretic and strength behaviour up to 4Dy. Bar pull-out

from the splice sleeve and extensive crushing of the drypack occurred at the lst cycle

to 5Dy. The yield displacement was 4.5 mm and the ultimate displacement ductility

was 4. The horizontal slip at the joint is given in Figure 5.45. The rocking

deformation is represented by joint rotation as shown in Figure 5.46. Table 5.5 gives

a summary of the test results at critical stages of the response. Before identifying the

contribution of the different mechanisms to the overall response, a detailed description

of the observed specimen performance and examination of the progressive damage up

to failure is given.
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Overall Specimen Behaviour

Initially, prior to the application of the horizontal load, specimen RSK exhibited a

rather nonuniform drypack compression from one end of the connection to the other

due to the applied vertical normal load. This variation in response could be attributed

to the variability in packing from one end to the other end of the connection or to the

accuracy of the instrumentation. The iniúal measured compression srain across the

drypack was about twice that measured for the plain surface connection. The presence

of a large volume of drypack grout in the RSK within the shear keys in comparison

to the plain surface connection seemed to have affected the initial deformability of the

joint. Also, the measured compressive bar strains for specimen RSK were initially

higher in comparison with those of specimen RS and thus confirmed the higher initial

flexibility of the RSK relative ro rhe RS connection.

Similar to the RS connection, the behaviour of the RSK connection during the

load control cycles was almost linearly elastic without signifîcant loss in stiffness as

shown in Figure 5.47. This behaviour was maintained for 15 elastic cycles at load

increments of about 50 kN with three cycles at each level up to a maximum load of

200 kN. The apparent slight change in stiffness at around zero load between the push

(positive) and the pull (negative) load cycles could be attributed to the characteristics

of the drypack material. The breaking of the bond between the drypack and the

concrete panel interface is evident in the change in the slope (stiffness) of the load

versus gap #1 plot, shown in Figure 5.48, at around a load of 80 kN at which the gap

station reads positive which indicates uplift. Figure 5.48 also shows the load versus

gap #7 behaviour at the pull-end. Gap #7 reads positive or uplift at around -85 kN

which imply breaking of the bond at about that load. The onset of cracking based on
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given material properties is 85 kN. This agreed well with the measured values. No

visible cracks were observed in the connection region at this stage. The local

deformations measured at the joint interface were small in the order of +/- 0.16 mm

and +0.8/-0.5 mm for the slip and gap stations.

The specimen was then loaded in single cycles to determine the connection

yield. Yielding in tension of the west continuity reinforcement, strain gauge mark

STRWI, at the connection push end occurred at a load of +225 kN in the push

direction as shown in Figure 5.49. The corresponding displacement at the top of the

upper panel was 4.6 mm as seen in Figure 5.50. Figure 5.49 also shows that the west

bar at gauge STRWI had previously yielded in compression at -175 kN load level

which would activate the "Bauschinger" effect. It should be noted that gauge STRWl

had a slightly higher initial electrical resistance which would imply that the gauge

would respond in its nonlinear range and thus measured data from that gauge should

only be relied on with caution. On the other hand strain gauge, mark STRE2, on the

east bar at the pull end seemed to be working within its linear range of response as

its elecrical resistance was normal. Yielding of the east bar, strain gauge ma¡k

STRE1, commenced at a load of -230 kN and a displacement of 4.5 mm in the pull-

direction. Yieldingof eastbarisevidentinFigure 5.49. Ayielddisplacement of 4.5

nìm was used in this test based on the two yield displacements measured in the two

reversed directions of the loading. The condition of the connection at the beginning

of the test is shown in Figure 5.51(a).

At cycles to lDy and 2Dy, very minor damage to the drypack in the form of

vertical cracks at the connection edges was observed. The connection resistance
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increased from+l-225 at lDy to +2771-262 kN atZDy, where +ve or -ve indicates

loading in the push or pull-direction, respectively. At 3Dy, minor crushing and

spalling of drypack was noted as shown in Figure 5.51(b). The measured rocking

through vertical gap opening and crushing of the drypack between the top panel and

the drypack interface at the joint ends was approximately +5.6 and -1.5 rnÍt,

respectively. The crushing concentrated at the connection ends. The average

horizontal slip was less than I mm. The connection resistance reached a maximum

of +285 in the push and -271 ín the pull direction. The slight difference, less than

57o,in the resistance between the push and pull cycles was mainly due to the nature

of the drypack material between the two extreme ends of the connection.

Continued crushing and spalling of the drypack in the joint at the extreme ends

of the connection was observed at 4Dy. Drypack crushing extended over 1/6 the

connection length from either end. The measured widening and crushing of the

drypack at the joint end region was about +7 mm uplift and -5 mm crushing. The

measured slip was about 1.25 mm at the 3rd cycle of 4Dy. Minor vertical cracking

in the top panel south-east face at the push-end and a diagonal crack in the lower

panel north-east face at the connection pull-end were observed. No cracks were

observed in all the shear keys which remained intact. The measured connection

resistance in the push and pull direction was maintained around +285 kN and -271 kN,

respectively. Up to this stage, the behaviour of the connection was fairly consistent

with nearly stable hysteresis loops as can be seen in Figure 5.44(b).

As the specimen was loaded in push to +5Dy, a signihcant drop in the strength

to +225 kN, which is about 757o of the maximum resistance, was measured. This
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reduction in strength was mainly due to pull-out of west bar from sleeve at the push

end of the connection. In the reverse direction to pull -5Dy, no degradation in the

response was observed as the connection maintained the strength of -260 kN. During

the 2nd and 3rd cycle to 5Dy, the connection resistance dropped to and maintained

+175 kN in push while gradually reducing to -200 kN in the pull direction. This

strength reduction indicated pullout of east bar from the sleeve at the pull end of the

connection. The response at 5Dy is clear in the magnified load versus displacement

hysteresis shown in Figure 5.44(b). Failure of the connection occurred during the

cycles to 5Dy since the strength dropped and maintained below 80Vo of the measured

maximum. The condition of the drypack joint at 5Dy is shown in Figure 5.51(c). To

collect post-failure information, the specimen was subjected to additional single cycles

at 6Dy, 7Dy and 8Dy. The response of the connection during these cycles could be

seen in the load versus displacement relation given in Figure 5.44. The severe

pinched response and significant stiffness degradation is rather obvious. Condition of

the connection at 8Dy outside the loading frame is shown in Figure 5.51(d). The

onset of failure was taken at 5Dy since reduction in the strength was measured in the

two directions of loading. Therefore, the ductility of this type of connection was 4.

Rockins Mechanism

The rocking behaviour of specimen RSK was slightly differenr from that of the RS

connection. Since the shear keys within the connection remained intact during the

test, overall drypack crushing along the connection length did not occur and crushing

concentrated over the connection end regions. The presence of the shea¡ keys seemed

to have prevented the severe drypack deterioration due to cyclic shear deformations.

No thickness reduction was measured. The rocking throughout the duration of the test
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is given in Figures 5.52(a) and (b) for the push and the pull directions, respectively.

Figures 5.52 give the distribution of measured vertical gap deformations for seven

stations across the length of the connecrion at 0.2Dy (50 kN) 0.5Dy (150 kN), 1Dy,

3Dy and 5Dy. The response during these cycles was almost linear and symmetrical.

Figure 5.52 demonstrates how the neutral axis position moved within the connection

length as the applied ductility level was increased. The behaviour went from a

compression gradient at 50 kN (0.2Dy) load cycles to hinging about the cenrre line of

the connection at 150 kN (0.5Dy) load cycles. At lDy, the depth of the compression

zone moved towards the connection ends. The compression zone depth continued to

move towards the end region as the displacement ductility was increased from lDy

to 3Dy. As soon as severe drypack crushing occurred at the pull-end, the neutral axis

shifted back slightly closer to the centre line of the connection as seen in Figure

5.52(b) at loading increment of 5Dy. The behaviour in the push di¡ection during

cycles to 4 and 5Dy was different than as no severe crushing was observed at the pull-

end and the neutral axis position continued to move towards the connection end corner

as evident in Figure 5.52(a).

Slip Mechanism

The shear slip behaviour of specimen RSK was significantly different from that of the

RS connection. The multiple shea¡ keys across the interface provided a limited slip

mechanism for the entire duration of the test as shown in Figure 5.45. This limited

slip behaviour could be attributed to the higher shear resistance provided by the keys

relative to that of a plain surface connection. Looking closely at Figure 5.45, it could

be seen that unlike specimen RS which had fat slip hysteresis loops, specimen RSK

exhibited narrow slip hysteresis. The slip behaviour was nonlinear elastic as the
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measured slip for an applied ductility ratio was almost fully recovered when the load

returned to zero. Also, a full slip-interface plane did not occur along the joint length

as the drypack within the keys remained intact. Instead the slip mechanism was

triggered by the rocking response with the intact drypack inside the keys riding along

the inclined drypack-panel bearing surfaces. Thus the connection strength could be

determine by its flexural resistance from the rocking response alone. The flexural

strength was much smaller than the shear resistance provided by the shear keys and

thus slip was limited. The slip accounted for less than 7Vo of. the overall response at

all ductility levels.

Continuitv Bar Reinforcement

Similar to specimen RS, each reinforcement bar in specimen RSK was instrumented

with gauges at three locations: within the 20 Írm connection region, gauge #1, at 300

mm above the connection, gauge #2, and at 600 mm above the connection, gauge #3,

inside the upper wall panel. The behaviour of gauge #1 is given by load versus strain

hysteresis loops in Figures 5.53(a) and 5.53(b) for the west bff and east bar ar the

connection push end and pull end, respectively. Figure 5.53 indicates that the

behaviour of both ba¡s was very similar to specimen RS. The response was not

symmetrical in tension and compression. The presence of the drypack influenced the

compression resistance. Since the loading was reversed cyclic compression-tension,

the Bauschinger effect also influenced the response. The envelope of load-strain had

a very simila¡ trend as the behaviour of a bar in uniaxial tension.

Comparison of the measured bar strain at gauge #1 and the average drypack

strain of the measured vertical gap station at the bar location is given in Figures
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5.54(a) and 5.54(b) for the west bar and east bar, respectively. The drypack strain was

defined as the ratio of the measured vertical gap divided by the gauge length of I52

rtm, over which the LVDT instrumentation was mounted. As in specimen RS, good

agreement is evident in Figures 5.54(a) for the west bar between the measured bar

strain and the average drypack strain suggesting complete bond. Prior to ZDy, gauge

#1 was pealed off and no further comparison was possible. The comparison of the

east bar and drypack strain in Figure 5.54(b) revealed a discrepancy between the

measured bar strain and the drypack strain at the initial stages. Consequently, the bar

strain was consistently higher than the drypack strain up to 2Dy which could be due

possibly to the bar being unbonded. Beyond 2Dy, the bar strain data were lost and

further comparison could not be made. The comparisons showed similar trends as in

the case in specimen RS.

The relative performance of gauges #1, #2, and #3 at different ductility levels

are compared in Figure 5.55. Figures 5.55(a) and 5.55(b) give the response for the

west bar at the push end and the east bar at the pull end, respectively. The response

of the two bars was rather symmetrical. The performance of the three gauges was

very similar to that observed in specimen RS. Figures 5.55 indicate again that the

behaviour in tension and compression was not symmetrical. For both bars, the relative

values of strain gauges seemed to follow a similar trend as the strain distribution in

pull-out tests. The extent of yielding of the tension bar was determined graphically and

was defined as the length over which the strain was greater than 0.0025. This strain

corresponded to yielding of a bar in uniaxial tension from material tests. The extent

of yielding for the west bar at the push-end is shown in Figure 5.56 which gives the

strain data at gauges #1, #2 and #3, for lDy, 2Dy and 5Dy ducrility levels. As in
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specimen RS, Figure 5.56 demonstrates the progression of yielding in tension along

the length of the bar at the different ductility levels. The behaviour of the bar was

nearly identical to that observed in specimen RS. Two stages are identified in Figure

5.56: an elastic region up to frrst yield and a plastic region above yield close to the

connection region. Again a parabolic funcúon was used to approximate the

distribution of strain between gauges #1 and #2. While the strain distribution between

gauges #2 and #3 was assumed linear. The ultimate cyclic strain for the ba¡ in

specimen RSK as measured in terms of the drypack strain was 0.038 in comparison

to 0.032 measured for cyclic specimen RS and 0.090 for static specimen RS-S. The

reversed cyclic loading, the severe drypack deterioration and the Bauschinger effect

limited the tension bar strain at ultimate. On the other hand, the extent of yielding of

the east bar at the pull end was very similar to the behaviour of the west bar at the

push end.
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5.3.3 Specimen RSU

Specimen RSU was similar to specimen RS which consisted of a plain surface drypack

grouted joint with two 25.4 mm diameter mild steel reinforcing bars mechanically

spliced with NMB splice sleeves. The only difference between the two configurations

was that in specimen RSU the continuity reinforcement was unbonded for a 600 mm

distance in the upper wall panel above the drypack grout region.

Overview

In general, the behaviour of specimen RSU was similar to that of specimen RS.

However, because of the partially unbonded bars, specimen RSU had a higher

deformability capacity than specimen RS; therefore, more severe damage to the

connection region was observed. The overall response of specimen RSU is presented

by hysteresis loops of load versus displacement relationship as shown in Figure

5.57(a). Figures 5.57(b) through 5.57(d) show the hysteresis loops for selected

ductility levels. The specimen exhibited very stable hysteresis behaviour up to the 3rd

cycle to 6Dy. Bar pull-out from the splice sleeve occurred at the lst cycle to 7Dy.

Thickness reduction through crushing of the drypack occurred over displacement

increments from 4Dy to 6Dy. The measured yield displacement, Dy, was 6.5 mm and

the ultimaæ displacement was 39 mm. This deformation capacity was almost double

(1.8 times) that of specimen RS with fully bonded reinforcement. The local horizontal

slip deformation is shown in Figure 5.58(a). Figures 5.58(b) through (d) give the slip

hysteresis at selected ductility levels. The local vertical rocking deformation is given

in Figure 5.59. Table 5.6 summa¡izes selected response values at critical stages. The

following paragraphs discuss the observed performance of the specimen and the

va¡ious response mechanisms.
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Observed Specimen Behaviour

The behaviour of the connection before yielding of the continuity bars and during the

reversed load control cycles was almost linear elastic without significant loss in

stiffness as shown in Figure 5.60. This behaviour was maintained for 16 cycles, one

stårtup cycle at 25 kN and 3 cycles at load increments of 50 kN, up to a maximum

load of 200 kN. Figure 5.60 indicates a rather gradual cracking of bond between the

drypack and concrete wall panels as the connection stiffness, given by the slope of the

load-displacement plot, slightly degrades at load levels between 100 and 150 kN. This

gradual stiffness degradation could be also attributed to nonlinear behaviour of the

drypack material. The initial crack due to breaking of the bond at the push-end is

evident in the load versus gap #l as shown in Figure 5.61 a¡ound a load of 80 kN at

which the gap station reads positive which indicates uplift. The onset of breaking of

bond at the pull-end is also evident in Figure 5.61 by opening of gap lî7 at -80 kN in

the pull-direction. The measured onset of cracking agrees well with the predicted

value of 85 kN based on measured material properties. At this stage, no visible cracks

were observed in the connection region. The local deformations measured at the joint

interface were small in the order of +l- 0.25 mm and +1.3/-0.8 mm for the slip and

gap stations.

The full unbonded length, 600 mm, of the continuity bar in the upper panel

yielded as could be seen in the strain distribution along the length of the bar shown

in Figure 5.62. Yielding of the continuity bar, strain gauge mark STRWI, nea.r the

push end occurred at a load of +230 kN as shown in Figure 5.63. The corresponding

displacement at bar yield was 6.6 mm as given in Figure 5.64. Yielding of the east

continuity reinforcement, gauge STREl, commenced in the pull direction at a load of -
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230 kN and displacement of 6.4 mm as the load was reversed. The extent of yielding

along the unbonded length of the east bar is clearly shown in Figure 5.62. The local

yielding of the east bar at gauge mark STRE1 is evident in Figure 5.63. Figure 6.63

also reveals the confibution of the drypack and reinforcing bars to the connection

resistance in the compression and tension zones which results in less compression

strain in comparison to tension strain at same level. The higher stiffness in the

compression zone reflects the additional conribution of the drypack to the resistance

as opposed to no contribution in the tension zone. A yield displacement of 6.5 mm

was used based on the two yield displacements measured in the two directions of the

loading. At this stage, the slip and gap measurements were small in the order of 0.35

mm and +2.6/-1.2 mm, respectively. No visible damage was recorded. The condition

of the connection at the beginning of the test is shown in Figure 5.65(a).

After first yield, the specimen was loaded by displacement control. At each

displacement increment three cycles were used for each multiple of the yield

displacement (Dy) up to failure.

At lDy only minor damage to the drypack in the form of vertical cracks at the

connection edges was observed. At 2Dy, damage was concentrated at the extreme end

corners with minor crushing and spalling of the drypack grout. Flexural cracks in the

concrete panel and minor spalling of the concrete cover in the lower panel edge in the

connection were observed at the push end, south east, as shown in Figure 5.65(b).

Moderate crushing was observed over 116 of the connection length from the two ends.

The measured rocking through vertical gap opening and closing between the top panel

and the top surface of the drypack at the joint ends was approximately +5.0 and -2.5
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rtm, respectively. The horizontal slip was less than I mm. Continued crushing and

spalling of the drypack in the joint at the extreme ends of the connection was observed

at 3Dy. At this stage, the drypack crushing extended over l/3 the connection length

from either end. A compressive diagonal crack was observed at the top panel in the

push end. The gap opening increased to +7 mm, gap crushing at the extreme end to -

5 mm and slip to 1.4 mm at the 3rd cycle of 3Dy. During these two ductility levels,

the drypack remained intact with average drypack crushing across the connection of

the order of 0.3 mm. The measured connection resistance in the push and pull

direction was maintained around +225 kN and -240 kN, respectively. The slight

difference in the connection resistance, less than 6Vo,betwee-n the push and pull cycles

could be attributed to the difference in the characteristic of the drypack material and/or

experimental setup.

At 4Dy, major crushing and spalling of the drypack grout occurred with

deterioration spreading towards the centre line of the connection. Crushing and

spalling of concrete cover at both extreme ends was also observed. The condition of

the connection at 4Dy is shown in Figure 5.65(c). Gap opening of 9 mm, gap

crushing at the extreme end of -7 mm and slip of about +/- 2.0 rnm were measured

at the 3rd cycle of 4Dy. Average drypack crushing along the connection length was

about 1.0 mm. Up to this stage, the behaviour of the connection was fairly consistent

with nearly stable hysteresis loops as can be seen in Figure 5.57. Similar to specimen

RS, slight strength degradation was measured between the lst and 2nd cycle of a

ductility level. The magnitude of the reduction was always less than 107o. The

response stabilized during the 3rd cycle with no or minimal degradation.
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Additional crushing and spalling of drypack and concrete at the two ends of the

connection with closing and widening of the gap across the length of the joint was

observed during cycles to displacement increment of 5Dy. Concrete crushing seems

to be concentrated at the one face and progresses within the connection width to the

other face. No stiffness and strength degradation was observed between the three

cycles to 5Dy in terms of as shown in Figure 5.57(c). However, the loops were fat

in the centre and pinched at higher loads with a very sharp pointy "banana"-like shape

possibly due to local slip and/or unbonding of the reinforcing bars. The connection

resistance maintained well up to +225 kN in push and -243 kN in pull direction. At

the 3rd cycle to 5Dy, the measured gap opening and closing at the extreme ends was

of the order of 8 and -12 mm, respectively. The horizontal slip was l.8O mm in push

and -6.6 mm in pull direction. The measured overall crushing along the connection

length was 3.0 mm which represents a l57o reduction in the thickness to 17 mm from

the original 20 mm. Kinking or buckling of the continuity bar occurred at this

ductility level. As a result of combined extensive crushing and buckling of the joint

rebar, the measured horizontal slip across the interface was perm¿mently shifted

towards the compression zone in the pull direction of loading. This behaviour is clear

in the hysteresis loops of load-slip at 5Dy as shown in Figure 5.58(c).

No significant change in the crack pattem was observed at 6Dy as concrete

crushing stabilized and only drypack crushing occurred. The average drypack crushing

along the connection length was 7 mm which amounts to 357o reduction of the initiat

drypack thickness of 20 mm. At this stage, the drypack was severely deteriorated

along the full length of the connection. This level of deterioration was not observed

for specimen RS as the connection failed at a lower ultimate displacement of 21 mm
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compared to ultimate deformation of 39 mm in this case. No strength degradation was

observed among the three cycles to 6Dy as shown in Figure 5.57(d). The hysteresis

loops were perfectly symmetrical. The connection resistance maintained well about

250 kN in the push and pull directions. However, the slip across the connection was

more towa¡ds the compression zone in the pull direction (push end) as can be seen in

the hysteresis loops of load-slip relationship at 6Dy as given in Figure 5.58(d). This

shift in the slip behaviour was possibly caused by the significant deterioration of the

drypack and local kinking deformation of the bar at the joint region. At the 3rd cycle

to 6Dy, the slip range was 12 mm with a measured slip of +2 mm and -10 mm in the

push and pull cycles, respectively. The gap opening and crushing at the extreme end

of the connection were about +7 mm and -14 mm. The condition of the connection

after the 3rd cycle to 6Dy is given in Figure 5.65(d).

As the specimen was loaded in push to 7Dy, a signifrcant drop in the strength

to I75 kN, which is 707o of the maximum resistance, was measured. This reduction

in strength was mainly due to pull-out of the west bar from the splice sleeve at the

connection push end. In the reverse pull direction to -7Dy, no degradation in the

response was observed and the connection maintained the strength. The specimen was

then subjected to one additional cycle to 8Dy. Again the lower strength in the push

direction was noted indicating bar pull-out from the sleeve. In the pull loading

direction, however, the connection still resisted the applied load without any loss. The

response of the connection during the cycles to 7Dy and 8Dy can be seen in Figure

5.57(d). The condition of the connection at 8Dy is shown in Figure 5.65(e). The

onset of failure was taken at 7Dy as reduction in the strength was measured in one

direction of loading at that level. The displacement ducúlity of this type of connection
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was taken as more than 6Dy. In comparing the bonded to unbonded response:

specimen RSU, with unbonded reinforcement, had almost twice (l.8xtimes) the

deformation capacity of specimen RS with bonded bars. Therefore, the nonlinear

ductility of specimen RSU, relative to specimen RS, was 1.8 x 6 = 11.

Rockins Behaviour

The rocking behaviour of specimen RSU was similar to that of specimen RS. The

main difference lies in the severe nature of the degradation observed for specimen

RSU which resulted in considerable thickness reduction of the drypack along the

connection length. The rocking behaviour throughout the duration of the test is given

in Figures 5.66 which show the distribution of the measured vertical gap deformations

at seven stations across the length of the connection at various loading increments.

Figure 5.66(a) represents the thickness reduction at various ductility incremenrs

measured at the zero displacement. Very small thickness reduction, up to 57o, was

measured up to 4Dy. At 5Dy, the overall crushing of the drypack caused a l57o

reduction in the thickness. The severe deterioration continued at 6Dy with a 357o

reduction in the thickness. This behaviour altered the shear-slip mechanism and

caused a permanent shift in the slip response. Figure 5.66(b) shows the rocking

behaviour in the push direction ro 50 kN (0.2Dy), 150 kN (.6Dy), lDy, 4Dy and 6Dy.

It is evident from Figure 5.66(b) that the compression depth moved as the loading was

increased. The behaviour went from a compression gradient at 50 kN load cycles to

hinging about the centre line of the connecúon at 150 kN load cycle. As the applied

displacement ductility was increased to 1Dy, the depth of the compression zone moved

towards the connection ends. The compression zone depth remained almost constant

as the loading increased from lDy to 2Dy while the compression area was reduced by
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drypack crushing. As soon as some drypack crushing occurred, the neutral axis shifted

back closer to the centre line of the connection for loading increment at 4Dy. Further

increase in the displacement increment caused severe deterioration of the drypack. An

average 35Vo reduction in the initial drypack joint thickness was measured at the 3rd

cycle to 6Dy. Due to the severe deterioration of the drypack, hinging was transferred

over the thin drypack layer to the concrete panel edges and the depth of the

compression zone shifted slightly away from the centre line towards the ends of the

connection as shown in Figure 5.66(b). Rocking was symmetrical as the load was

reversed. The response was very similar in the pull direction of loading as seen in

Figure 5.66(c).

Slip Behaviour

The cont¡ibution of slip to the overall mechanism was similar to that of the RS

connection. The slip plane was between the top panel and the drypack interface.

However, the severe deterioration of the drypack in the connection region caused a

permanent shift in the slip due to shea¡ kinking mechanism of the bar. The shear

resistance was provided by the shear friction mechanism based on the compressive

force of the drypack. At early stages of loading, up to displacement increment of

lDy, the slip mechanism had a very limited effect on the system behaviour. The slip

accounted for less than 5Vo of the overall response in terms of displacement as shown

in Figure 5.58(b). As specimen was loaded from lDy to 4Dy, the shear slip

contribuúon to the overall response increased to about 97o at 4Dy as a result of

drypack crushing in the compression zone. In general, sliding in one end was in phase

with uplift at the other end of the connection and peak slip displacements were in

proportional to the amount of uptift. Slip magnitude was almost symmetrical as the
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direction of load was reversed up to 4Dy as shown in Figure 5.58(b) and (c). At 5Dy,

the slip tended to be more towards the push end, i.e., the compression zone in the pull

direction, as shown in Figure 5.58(c). This permanent offset in the cyclic slip

behaviour was probably caused by the severe deterioration of the drypack in the joint

region coupled with shea¡ kinking deformation of the reinforcement. The shift in slip

was again measured at 6Dy cycles as seen in Figure 5.58(d). At failure, sliding

contributed about l5%o of the total displacement.

Continuitv Bar Reinforcement

The behaviour of the continuity reinforcement was rather unique as extensive bar

straining did not concentrate only at the connection section, as was case in the other

specimens with bonded mild steel reinforcement. Bar straining was distributed

uniformly over the full unbonded length. This phenomenon was clearly demonstrated

in Figure 5.64, which represents the extent of bar yielding at lDy. Each bar was

instrumented with strain gauges at 4 locations: gauge #1 within the 20 mm drypacked

connection, gauge #2 at 3N Írm, gauge #3 at 600 mm and gauge #4 at 900 mm above

the connection region inside the upper wall panel.

The behaviour of the conúnuity reinforcement at gauge #1 is given by

hysteresis loops of load-strain in Figures 5.67(a) and 5.67(b) for the west bar and east

bar at the connection push end and pull end, respectively. Figure 5.67 indicates that

the response was not symmetrical in tension and compression. The presence of

drypack influenced the compression resist¿nce. Since loading was fully reversed

compression-tension, the Bauschinger effect also influenced the response.

Furthermore, gauge #1 was functional up to 3Dy as seen in Figure 5.67. Also, evident
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in Figure 5.67 was that the envelope of the load-strain had very similar trend as the

behaviour of a bar in uniaxial tension. The bar strain at gauge #l was compared to

the drypack strain as shown in Figures 5.68(a) and 5.68(b) for the wesr and easr bar,

respectively. The drypack strain was determined as the ratio of the measured vertical

gap at the bar location to the unbonded length of 600 mm of the bar. Excellent

agreement is evident in Figures 5.68(a) for the west bar between the measured bar

strain and the drypack strain up to 3Dy. The agreement validated the assumption that

bar straining occulred over the full unbonded length. At 3Dy, the bar strain in

compression was slightly higher than the drypack strain possibly due to redist¡ibution

of stress caused by the crushing of the drypack at that level. Beyond 3Dy, gauge #1

was pealed off and no further comparison was possible. The comparison of the east

bar and drypack strain in Figure 5.68(b) was similar to that at the wesr bar. Again

very good agreement is observed up to 3Dy. At 3Dy, the measured bar strain in

compression was higher than the average drypack strain. Beyond 3Dy, bar strain data

were lost and further comparison could not be made. The drypack-bar strain

comparisons were similar to that of specimen RS.

The relative performance of gauges #1, #2, #3 and #4 at the various ductility

levels are compared in Figure 5.69. Figures 5.69(a) and 5.69 (b) give the response for

the west ba¡ at the push-end and the east bar at the pull end, respectively. The

response of the two bars was rather symmetrical. The performance of the four gauges

was different from that observed in specimen RS due to the debonding effect. Figure

5.69 indicates that bar strains were uniform along the unbonded length at gauges #1,

#2, and #3. The measured strain at gauge #4, embedded in the concrete was

significantly lower than the other gauges. It should be noted that the behaviour in
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tension and compression was not symmetrical. The extent of yielding of the tension

bar was determined graphically and was defined as the length over which the strain

was greater than 0.0022. The extent of yielding for the west bar at the push end was

shown in Figure 5.70(a) which gives the stain data at gauges #1 through #4 for

ductility increments from lDy to 4Dy. As in specimen RS, Figure 5.70 demonstrated

the progression of yielding in tension along the length of the bar at the different

ductility levels. Since the continuity bar was unbonded over a 600 mm length above

the connection region, the full unbonded length yielded at lDy. The strain gauge

readings at 2Dy were also uniform along the unbonded length of the bar. At 3Dy the

ba¡ exhibited some tension softening at gauge #4 possibly due to the Bauschinger

effect after yielding in compression or due to the crushing of the drypack at the

connection region which caused redistribution of the strains along the length of bar.

Similarly, at 4Dy, strain softening was measured. A parabolic function could be used

to approximate the distribution of strain between gauges #3 and #4. The ultimate

cyclic bar strain for specimen RSU as measured in terms of the drypack strain was

0.028 in comparison to 0.032 measured for specimen RS. On the other hand, the

extent of yielding of the east bar at the pull end was syÍrmetrical to the behaviour of

the west bar and is seen in Figure 5.70(b).
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5.3.4 Specimen RW

The configuration of the connection in specimen RW was similar to that of specimen

RS which consists of a plain surface drypack grouted joint and two verticaL25.4 mm

diameter mild steel continuity reinforcement spaced at 900 mm o/c. However, the

reinforcing bars in specimen RW were spliced by welding the continuity bars from the

upper wall panel to an iron angle anchored in the lower panel of the specimen. The

welded splice detail used was typical of current practice and a description of the detail

is given in section 3.3.

Overview:

Specimen RW was the first specimen tested in this experimental program. Before

discussing the behaviour, general comments on the testing stages is given. Being the

pilot specimen, R'W was subjected to a slightly different loading history than all other

specimens. The same pattern of load cycles was used up to yielding of the continuity

bars. During displacement increments from lDy to 3Dy, the specimen was subjected

to additional intermediate displacement increments of 0.5Dy, i.e. lDy, l.5Dy, 2Dy,

2.5Dy,3Dy, followed by full multiples of the yield displacement, Dy, up till failure.

Also, specimen RW had only 5 gap stations along the connection length in comparison

to the 7 stations used for all the other specimens. It is worth noting also that close to

the end of the elastic load cycles, specimen RW experienced overall movement of the

bottom panel relative to the floor at around the cycle to 200 kN load level, prior to l st

yield in the continuity reinforcement, due to improper anchorage of the abutments

which fixed the lower panel to the floor. The problem was corrected by properly

jacking the abutments to the floor and the test was resumed. During subsequent

loading cycles, the measured lower panel movemen[ was minimal, if any. All
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measurement stations were laid out so that the connection behaviour was monitored.

The overall motion was determined in terms of relative panel to panel displacement

given as the difference between top panel motion at the location of the applied load

and the lower panel movement close to the joint region.

Specimen Observed Response

The overall response of specimen RW is given by the load-displacement hysteresis

relationship as shown in Figure 5.71(a) using the same scale as the other specimens.

Figure 5.71(b) is a magnified version with a smaller scale. The specimen exhibited

stable hysteretic behaviour until extensive crushing of the drypack occurred during

displacement cycles to 5Dy followed by buckling of the continuity reinforcement at

the 3rd cycle to 5Dy which resulted in a slightly pinched hysteresis loop. Drypack

crushing stabilized during the displacement cycles to 6Dy. The specimen was able to

sustain 3 "stable" 6Dy cycles without loss of strength until the 3rd cycle to -6Dy in

the pull direction, when the east bar at the pull-end ruptured and the strength dropped

significantly. The measured yield displacement, Dy, was 5 mm. The measured

ultimate displacement was 6 times the yield displacement. Local deformations at the

connection region are given in terms of horizontal shear slip and vertical rocking. The

horizontal slip behaviour is shown in Figure 5.72(a). For clarification, the slip

hysteresis at the various ductility levels are shown in Figures 5.72(b) thorough (d).

The rocking behaviour in terms of rot¿tion of the connection is shown in Figure 5.73.

Specific measured values of the force, displacement, slip, and rocking response

quantities at critical ståges of the connection response are sunmurized in Table 5.7.

The following paragraphs detail the observed specimen performance and behavioral

mechanisms over the duration of the test.
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During the load control cycles, the behaviour of the connection was linear

elastic without significant loss in stiffness as shown in Figure 5.74. This behaviour

was maintained for 2I cycles up to a maximum load of 200 kN. The initial crack due

to breaking of the bond between the drypack and the upper wall panel appears to have

occurred at around a load level of 60 kN. The onset of cracking of bond is evident

in the load versus gap #5 by the abrupt change in stiffness at around a load of +60 kN

at which gap opening was measured as can be shown in Figure 5.75. The same

behaviour was also observed for gap #l at a load of -70 kN in the pull-direction as

shown in Figure 5.75. At this stage, the local deformations measured at the joint

interface were very small in the order of +/- 0.2 mm and +/-0.6 mm for the slip and

gap stations. No visible cracks were observed in the connection region, few hairline

cracks were noted in the panels near the joint.

The specimen was loaded in the push direction until yielding occurred at the

west bar reinforcement, strain gauge mark STRWI, near the push end at a load of

+2lO kN as shown in Figure 5.76. The displacement corresponding to bar yield was

4.8 mm as shown in Figure 5.77. Yielding of the east bar reinforcement at strain

gauge mark STRE1 cornmenced at -230 kN in the pull-direction and a displacement

of -5.6 ûrm as the load was reversed. Yielding of STREI is evident in Figure 5.76.

A yield displacement of 5 mm was used in this test, based on the average of the two

yield displacements measured in the two directions.

At lDy cycles, no drypack crushing was observed and the connection strength

maintained around +194 kN and -210 kN for the push and pull cycles, respectively.

The slip and gap measurements were small in the order of 0.24 mm and 0.7 mm,

respectively. At 2Dy, very minor crushing of the drypack grout at the joint corners

was observed as shown in Figure 5.78(a). The measured rocking through vertical gap
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opening between the top panel and the top surface of the drypack at the joint end was

approximately 2 mm. Gap crushing at the other end was of the order of 1 mm. The

horizontal slip was less than I mm. The connection strength reached +220 kN and -

256 kN in the push and pull directions. The difference in the connection resistance

between the push and pull cycles, less than líVo, could be attributed to the progressive

deterioration due to reversed cyclic in the push and pull directions. At 3Dy, minor

spalling and crushing of the drypack in the joint and the concrete panels at the

extreme ends of the connection was observed. Further widening of the gap opening

to about 4 mm and the slip to 1.5 mm was measured at the 3rd cycle to 3Dy. Up to

this ductility level, the drypack remained intact with minor vertical cracks at the two

ends of the connection. The average crushing along the connection length was less

than 1 mm. Additional crushing and spalling of drypack grout and panel concrete at

the extreme ends was observed at 4Dy. Flexural shear cracks were also observed in

the top panel. The condition of the connection at 4Dy is shown in Figure 5.78(b).

At the 3rd cycle to 4Dy, the gap opening was 5.2 mm and slip was 3 mm. An

average drypack crushing of 2 mm was measured across the joint length at this

ductility level. The behaviour of the connection, up to this stage, was fairly consistent

with nearly stable hysteresis loops as can be shown in Figure 5.71(a). The connection

strength in the push and pull directions maintained well around 215 kN and -225 kN,

respectively.

Continued crushing and spalling of drypack and the concrete at the two ends

of the connection across the length of the joint was observed. The measured thickness

reduction progressed from 3.75 to 6.0 mm during the first 2 cycles to displacement

increment of 5Dy. The connection strength dropped stightly to + 200 and -215 kN.
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At the 3rd cycle to 5Dy, major drypack crushing occurred resulting in a thickness

reduction of the order of 10 mm which ís a 50Vo reduction from the initial 20 mm

value. The load carrying capacity of the connection dropped to +190 in push and -186

kN in pull cycle which is about 79Vo of the average measured maximum. Average

horizontal slip of about +l- l0 ûrm was also measured. The combined effect of

extensive crushing, buckling of continuity bar and extensive slip caused a slightly

pinched hysteresis loop at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy as shown in Figure 5.71(c).

No significant change in the crack pattern was observed at 6Dy as the drypack

crushing stabilized. Additional crushing and widening of the opening in the joint

region at the two ends of the connection was observed. An average crushing of 12

mm in the drypack was measured. At this stage the drypack was severely deteriorated

along the connecúon length and the resistance to compression forces transferred over

the thin drypack layer to the edges of the concrete wall panels. The connection

resistance during the flrst 2 cycles to 6Dy increased to and maintained about 210 and -

240 kN. Due to buckling of the reinforcement, the slip response was permanently

shifted towards the compression zone in the pull direcúon (push end). Average slip

values of -4 and -14 mm were measured as load was reversed. At the end of the 3rd

cycle to - 6Dy, a significant reduction in the shea¡ force from -240 kN to -120 kN was

measured as shown in Figure 5.71(d). This was mainly due to rupture of the east bar

at the pull end coupled with further extensive drypack and concrete crushing at the

other end. The drypack was literally ground to dust and the gap was almost

completely closed. The condition of the connection at failure is shown in Figure

5.78(c). Buckling of the continuity reinforcement is evident in Figure 5.7S(d). Failure

of the connection, defined as a reduction in the load carrying capacity under increasing
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deformation, occurred at this ductility level as significant reduction of strength and

rigidity of the connection occurred. Attempting to load the panel in the forward

direction, to +7Dy, the maximum load that could be measured was only 150 kN which

is 60Vo of the previously measured maximum at 250 kN. It was obvious that at this

stage, the restoring force of the rocking mechanism was only provided by the applied

axial load normal to the connection which remain constant as the displacement was

increased. Since failure of the connection occurred at the 3rd cycle of displacement

increment 6Dy, the ductility of this type of connection was 6.

Rockinq Mechanism

The rocking behaviour of specimen RW was similar to that of specimen RSU as

severe drypack crushing was observed at failure. The rocking mechanism is given in

Figures 5.79(a) through (c) which show the distribution of the measured vertical gap

deformations at five stations across the connection length for various loading levels.

Figure 5.79(a) represents thickness reduction through overall drypack crushing along

the connection length at different ductility increments. As shown in this figure, 3Dy

represented the onset of crushing and 5Dy corresponded to severe drypack

deterioration. The thickness of the drypack joint reduced from an initiat value of 20

mm to 18, 10 and 8 mm at the end of ducúlity levels, 4Dy, 5Dy and 6Dy,

respectively. Figures 5.79(b) and (c) show the rocking deformation in the push and

pull directions, respectively. It is clear from Figure 5.79(b) that the neutral axis

moved as the loading was increased. Before severe deterioration of the drypack, the

behaviour was similar to specimen RS: pure compression at 50 kN to rocking about

the connection centre line at 100 kN to hinging towards the connection ends at lDy.

The compression zone depth remained almost constant during cycles to lDy and 2Dy.
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As soon as there was appreciable drypack crushing, the compression depth moved

back towards the centre line of the connection as seen in Figure 5.79(b) for

displacement cycles to lDy, 3Dy and 5Dy. The rocking response was symmetrical

as the load was reversed as seen in Figure 5.79(c).

Slip Mechanism

The second relative deformation measured at the joint region was the horizontal

slippage between the drypack and the panel concrete at the connecúon interface. The

shear-slip hysteresis loops are given in Figure 5.72(a). At early stages of loading up

to displacement increments of lDy, the slip mechanism had a limited effect on the

system behaviour. The slip accounted for less than 47o of the measured overall

displacement. As the specimen was loaded from lDy to 4Dy, the stip contribution to

the overall response increased to about 8Vo as seen in Figure 5.72(b). However, shear

slip contribution to the overall response increased to about 357o at the 3rd cycle to

5Dy as a result of extensive drypack crushing and buckling of the reinforcement

across the joint. The major slip at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy was accompanied by low

stiffness and pinching of the hysteresis loop as can be seen in Figure 5.72(c). Up to

this stage, the slip response was symmetrical as the load was reversed. Also, sliding

in one end was in phase with uplift at the other end of the connection and peak slip

displacements were in proportional to the amount of uplift. At failure however, sliding

tended to be more towards the push end. This perrument offset in the slip behaviour

was probably due to the orientation of buckling of joint reinforcement bars and the

extensive crushing of drypack. This is clearly shown in Figure 5.72(d) that gives the

load-slip hysteresis loops at 6Dy cycles.
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Continuitv Bar Reinforcement

The reinforcement bar was instrumented by one gauge within the 2O mm connection

region, gauge #1. The behaviour of the bar at gauge #1 is given by load versus strain

hysteresis loops in Figures 5.80(a) and 5.80(b) for the west bar and east bar at the

connecúon push-end and pull-end, respectively. Figure 5.80 indicates that the

behaviour of both bars was very similar to that of specimen RS. The response was

not symmetrical in tension and compression. The presence of the drypack influenced

the compression resistance. The Bauschinger effect also influenced the response since

the loading was reversed compression-tension. The envelope of load-strain had a

similar trend as the behaviour of a bar in uniaxial tension.

Comparison of the measured bar strain at gauge #1 and the drypack strain is

given in Figures 5.81(a) and 5.81(b) for the west bar and east bar, respectively. The

drypack strain was determined as the ratio of the measured vertical gap at the bar

location to a gauge length of I52 m.m, over which the LVDT instrumentation was

mounted. Good agreement is evident in Figures 5.81(a) for the west bar between the

measured bar strain and the average drypack strain up to lDy. At lDy, the bar strain

was consistently higher than the drypack strain which could be due possibly to the bar

being unbonded. At 1.5Dy, the strain gauge was pealed off and no further comparison

was possible. The comparison of the bar and drypack strain at the pull end (east end)

in Figure 5.81(b) revealed excellent agreement the measured bar strain and the drypack

strain up to 2Dy. Beyond 2Dy, the bar strain data were lost and further comparison

can not be made. The comparisons showed similar trends as in the case in specimen

RS.
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5.3.5 Specimen RT

Specimen RT consisted of a drypack grouted joint with mild steel conrinuity

reinforcement connected mechanically by bolúng to a Hollow Structural Steel (HSS)

tube section. The HSS-tube section was located in a rectangular pocket within the

connection region. The detail of the tube section was given in secúon 3.3.

Overview

The behaviour of specimen RT was different from specimen RS. As anticipated, the

strength and deformation capacity of the connection was controlled by that of the HSS

tube section. The tube was envisioned to enhance the energy dissipation through local

flexural deformations of the tube walls. However, while the tube was fairly strong in

resisting tension forces, its compressive resistance was limited by local buckling of its

vertical walls. Also, as oriented in the specimen with its hollow face parallel to the

joint interface and its vertical walls perpendicular to the joint interface which was

needed for ease of assembly and drypacking, the tube resistance to shear forces was

very poor. The tube resistance to shear and compression forces was enhanced by the

drypack grout packed inside the tube section and inside the pocket a¡ound the tube.

Initially, the drypacked grout confined the deformations of the tube section. However,

as soon as major crushing occurred in the drypack within the tube section, failure was

imminent and was much more severe than specimen RS.

Figure 5.82(a) gives the overall response of specimen RT in rerms of the load

versus displacement hysteresis relationship. Figure 5.82(b) is a magnified plot of the

load displacement cycles up to 6Dy. Looking at Figure 5.82, the specimen exhibited

almost stable hysteretic behaviour without significant loss of strength until the fi¡st
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cycle to 5Dy when the load-carrying capacity dropped below 8O7o of the maximum

measured value. Major crushing and spalling of the drypack within the tube and

extensive local deformation of the vertical walls of the tube occurred during the cycles

to 5Dy. The yield displacement was 4.5 mm and the ultimate displacement was 18

mm. Figure 5.83(a) represents the horizontal shear-slip mechanism over the duration

of the test. Figure 5.83(b) is a magnification of slip hysteresis cycles up to 5Dy. The

rocking response is given in Figure 5.84 based on the joint rotation. Table 5.8 gives

specific measured values of force, displacement, slip and rocking quantities at critical

stages of the connection response. A detailed description of the observed specimen

performance and examination of the progressive damage up to failure is given in the

following paragraphs.

Observed Specimen Response

Initially, during the reversed load control cycles, the behaviour of specimen RT was

similar to the RS connection: almost linea¡ elastic without significant loss in stiffness

as shown in Figure 5.85. This behaviour was maintained for a total of 9 elastic cycles

at load increments of 50, 100 and 150 kN with 3 cycles at each level. The bond

between the drypack and the concrete panel interface at the connection ends appears

to be fi¡st broken around a load of +40 in push and -60 kN in pull at which the gap

stâtions read positive indicating uplift as evident in the load versus gaps plot of Figure

5.86. This load level represented the onset of rocking as the applied uniform axial

normal compression across the connection was being overcome by the tensile stresses.

At the 3rd cycle to 150 kN, hairline cracks were observed in the drypack pocket at the

west end. No cracks were observed in the drypacked connection region or in the wall

panels. Measured local deformations at the joint interface were small in the order of
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+l- 0.2 mm and +0.95/-0.5 mm for the slip and gap stations, respectively. All four

strain gauges applied to the tube section were still below the yield.

As the specimen was loaded to +175 kN, the load - displacement relationship

became nonlinea¡ and yielding of the top horizontal plate of the tube at the push end

occurred. Yielding of the horizontal wall, as evident in Figure 5.87(a), was measured

by means of two strain gauges, mark StrNW and StrFW, applied at the center line of

the top horizontal plate. The measured corresponding displacement was 4.50 mm.

Yielding of the horizontal plate of the other tube commenced during the pull cycle to -

175 kN as shown in Figure 5.87(b) by yielding of gauges StrNE and StrFE which

were located at the center of the top horizontal plate. Yield of the tube at the pull end

corresponds to a displacement of 3.50 mm as shown in Figure 5.88. The average

displacement at the first cycle to 175 kN, first yield, is 4.0 mm. The specimen was

subsequently subjected to two more cycles of 175 kN. The average displacement

during the subsequent two cycles of I75 kN was 4.5 kN. Therefore, based on the

above, a yield displacement of 4.5 Írm was selected. Minor crushing and no spalling

was observed at lDy. However, only hairline horizontal cracking occurred in the

drypacked pocket at around the location of the horizontal plate of the tube. The

measured slip was very small in the order of 0.30 mm. The rocking through vertical

gap opening and crushing was about +1.5 and -0.5 mm, respectively.

At 2Dy cycles, widening of existing horizontal cracks in the drypacked pocket

at the location of the top and bottom horizontal plates of the tube at the push end

occurred. Similar cracking pattern was noted in the tube pocket at the pull end with

only one horizontal crack above the connection region. Minor damage to the drypack
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and cracking to the panel concrete at the edges of the connection end corners was also

observed with the exception of one vertical compression crack in the top panel at the

east end. The condition of the connection at the 3rd cycle to ZDy is shown in Figure

5.89(b). The condition of the connection at the beginning of the test is shown in

Figure 5.89(a). The connection resistance reached its maximum value of +208 kN in

the push and -200 kN in the pull di¡ection at the lst cycle of 2Dy. At this srage, the

measured slip was about I mm. The rocking through vertical gap opening and

crushing was in the order of +1.2 and -0.5 mm. At 3Dy, more crushing and some

spalling of the drypack in the tube pockets occurred. Crushing concentrated at the

connection ends. The drypack at the connection ends was severely crushed and

spalled off. The drypack within the tube section was still intact with horizontal cracks

and minor spalling. The cracking pattern in the east and west-end tube pockets was

identical with two horizontal cracks at the location of the horizontal plate of the rube.

The concrete at the corners of the joint in the lower panel was severely crushed and

spalled off. Widening of existing vertical compression crack in the top panel at the

east end also occurred. The rocking measured as opening/crushing was approximately

+5.6 and -1.5 mm, respectively. The measured horizontal slip was on average about

1.70 mm. The connection resistance maintained well around +195 in push and -175

kN in pull.

Continued crushing and spalling of the drypack and concrete at the connection

extreme end corners was observed at 4Dy. At the pull end, the drypack in the tube

pocket was crushed and partially spalled off with the tube section walls exposed. The

vertical compression crack in the top panel progressed along the height of the panel.

The drypack crushing and cracking in the west-end pocket was identical. However,

the instrumentation prevented the cracked drypack piece inside the tube section from
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spalling off. The drypack inside the tube section was still intact. The measured

widening/crushing of the drypack at the joint end region was about +7 .2 mmuplift and

-3.0 mm crushing. The average drypack crushing along the connecúon length was

only 0.2 mm. The slip was about 2.35 mm at the 3rd cycle of 4Dy. The connection

resistance in the push and pull ll}-cycles dropped on average from about +/-180 kN

at the lst cycle to +l-164 kN at the 3rd cycle of 4Dy (which is about SOVo of the

maximum load). Up to this stage, the behaviour of the connection was fairly

consistent with stable hysteresis loops as can be seen in Figure 5.82(b).

At the lst cycle of + 5Dy, the connection strength maintained an average of

+/- 160 kN between the push and pull Il2-cycles which is about 78Vo of the maximum

measured load. During the 2nd and 3rd cycles of 5Dy, the connection resistance

dropped to an average of +/-130 kN which is about 607o of the maximum load as

shown in Figure 5.82(b). Failure of the connection occurred during the cycles of 5Dy

since the strength dropped and maintained below 80Vo of the measured maximum.

The condition of the drypack joint at 5Dy is shown in Figure 5.89(c). Severe crushing

of the drypack within the tube section and in the tube pocket occurred. The drypack

inside the tube section was partially spalled off. Crushing of the conÇrete panel end

corners stabilized and no additional cracking was noted in the panels. The existing

vertical compression crack in the top panel was progressed. The compression

resistance at the connection end corner was mainly provided by the tube section alone

as the drypack inside the tube was cracked and crushed. Hence reduced connection

strength was measured. The drypack at the connection ends was severely crushed to

almost powder. However, the overall thickness reduction was limited to 0.35 at the

lst cycle and 0.75 mm at the 3rd cycle of 5Dy. The rocking was 7.7 mm uplift and -
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4.8 mm crushing. The measured slip was about 3.30 mm.

To collect post-tailure information, the specimen was subjected to additional

single cycles at 6Dy, 7Dy and 8Dy. No additional concrete panel cracking was noted

and only the severe crushing of the drypack continued. At 8Dy cycle, the drypack

within the tube was completely spalled off. Condition of the connection ar 8Dy

outside the loading frame is shown in Figure 5.89(d). The connection resistance

dropped to and stabilized to about +l-120 kN which is 607o of the maximum. The

response of the connection during these cycles can be seen in the load versus

displacement relationship given in Figure 5.82. The far hysreresis loops were mainly

due to the unconfined slip mechanism that has occurred following the complete

spalling of drypack within the tube at 7Dy. Since the reduction in connecrion srrengrh

was first measured at the cycles of 5Dy, the onset of failure was taken at 5Dy.

Therefore, the displacement ductility of this type of connection was 4.

Rockins mechanism

The presence of the tube pockets seemed to have prevented overall thickness reduction

of the drypack due to cyclic shear deformations. The overall crushing of the drypack

along the connection length did not occur and crushing concentrated over the

connection end region. The thickness reduction was less than I mm at 5Dy, onset of

failure. This represented less than 57o decrease in the initial joint thickness of 20 mm.

The rocking mechanism th¡ough gap opening and closing is presented in Figure

5.90(a) and 5.90(b) for the push and pull direction, respecrively. The rocking

characteristic was simila¡ to that of specimen RS. Figure 5.90 gives the distribution

of the measured vertical gap deformations. In general, the vertical gap disribution
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along the connection length was almost linear. The behaviour was symmetrical as the

load alternates. Figure 5.90(a) gives the rocking behaviour during cycles to 0.lDy,

0.6Dy, lDy, 3Dy and 5Dy in the push direcúon. It is evident from Figures 5.90(a)

how the neutral axis position moved within the compression zone from a compression

gradient at 50 kN load (O.lDy) to hinging about the cenrer line of rhe connection at

150 kN load cycle (0.6Dy). As the applied displacement ductility was increased above

lDy' hinging of the connection took place as the depth of the compression zone

moved towards the connection ends. The depth of the compression zone remained the

same as the loading increased from lDy to 3Dy while the compression area was

reduced due to crushing of the drypack. As soon as significant drypack crushing

occurred, the neutral axis shifted back closer to the centre line of the connection at

5Dy as seen in Figure 5.90(a). Very similar rocking response was observed for the

pull direction of loading as shown in Figure 5.90(b). However, in the pull direction

hinging between lDy to 3Dy did not occur. The compression zone depth shifted

continually towards the center line of the connection during lDy to 5Dy loading

increments as seen in Figure 5.90(b).

Slip Mechanism

The complete load-slip hysteretic relationship was given in Figure 5.S3(a). The slip

cha¡acteristic was similar to that of specimen RS. Figure 5.83(b) is a magnified plot

of the slip behaviour and included cycles from lDy to 5Dy only. It is evidenr from

Figure 5.83(b) that the slip response was symmetrical in the push and pull direction

at all ductility increments. At early stages of loading, up to lDy increment, the slip

mechanism had a very limited effect on the system behaviour and accounted for less

than 4Vo of the overall response. As the specimen was loaded from lDy to 4Dy, the
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slip contribution to the overall response increased to about ITVo at 4Dy as a result of

drypack crushing in the compression zone and local buckling of the tube in shear. At

failure, sliding conÍibuted about lgvo of the total displacement.

Reinforcing barÆube response

The connection response was controlled by the behaviour of the bar/tube detail used

to connect the reinforcement from the top panel to that of the bottom panel at the joint

region. The behaviour of the bar/tube detail was monitored by electric resistance

strain gauges. Five strain gauges were placed in the locations as indicated in Figure

5.91. One gauge was applied on the reinforcing bar at 200 mm above the connection

region within the top panel. The tube section was instrumented by four gauges as

follows: two gauges were mounted on the centre line of the exterior and interior

vertical walls and two gauges were mounted on the top horizontal plate in the location

of maximum moment at the center line of the plate on either side of the oversized

hole. The strain gauges were installed on the HSS tube to determine the flexural

deformations (stresses) of the horizontal plate and to examine the load distribution

among the vertical walls. The reinforcing bar was gauged to examine the transfer of

force from the tube to the bar. The behaviour of each bar/tube detail could be

summarized as follows:

1. Reinforcing bar remained elastic well below the yield at all ducrility levels.

2. Vertical walls: no yielding in uplift tension rather yielding was through local

buckling of the walls.

3. Horizontal plate: yields in tension followed by large flexural deformations.

4. Failure occurred by local buckling of the vertical walls due ro combined

compression/shea¡ deformations after significant deterioraúon of the drypack.
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The behaviour of the reinforcing bar was monitored by a strain gauge placed

atzffi mm above the drypack grout region. Figure 5.92(a) and (b) show the hysreresis

loops of load versus bar strain for the west bar at the push end and east bar at the

pull-end, respectively. The bar strain remained elastic and well below the yield at all

ductility levels as can be seen in Figure 5.92. At onser of failure, 5Dy, the bar strain

was less than 507o of the measured yield strain in material tension tests. Thus

confirming that most of the deformation occurred within the tube section. Also, the

"double nuts/stiff washer plates" system used proved to be very effective in preventing

pullout of the ba¡ from the oversized hole in the top horizontal plate despite the large

deformations that occurred to the top and bottom horizontal plates during the test. The

double nuts and stiff washer plates were used in lieu of conventional ring-shaped

washers to connect the threaded end protruding bars from the top panel to the tube

plate.

The behaviour of the interior and exterior vertical walls of each tube were

monitored by means of a strain gauge placed at the center line of the each wall.

Figure 5.93(a) represents the complete hysteretic strain behaviour of the interior and

exterior walls of the west tube. Figure 5.93(b) is the envelope of the strain versus

ductility behaviour for the west tube walls. The west tube was subjected to

tension/shear forces in the push direction and to compression/shear forces in the pull

direction of loading. It is evident from Figure 5.93 that the verrical walls did not

reach yield in uplift tension in the push direction. Also, as expected, the exterior wall

had slightly higher tension strain than the interior wall. The ratio of the tension strain

in the exterior and interior wall was slightly greater than l. The increase in tension

strain was almost constant at the various ductility increments up to 3Dy. At 3Dy, the
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strain reached a maximum of 0.1Vo which was less than 507o of the measured yield

strain at 0.257o from material tension tests. Beyond 3Dy, both gauges at the interior

and exterior walls measure compressive strain during the tension cycle in the push

direction. This could be due to local shear deformation of the wall at the connection

region where the gauge was located or it could be caused by ill-function in the gauge.

At this level, the degree of spalling of the drypack in the tube section was rarher

moderate. At 4Dy in push, the gauges definitely became out of order as clear in

Figure 5.93(b). In the pull loading direction, the tube was primarily subjected to

compression and shear stresses. As a result, the vertical walls experience local

buckling which could induce tension or compression strains at the wall center line,

where the gauge was located, depending on the orientation of buckling. Looking at

Figure 5.93, it is clear that buckling of the exterior and interior walls occurred in the

direction away from the tube center line as evidenced by tension strains measured at

both walls. The interior wall experienced higher tensile strains than the exterior wall

as seen in Figure 5.93(b). The local compression/shear buckling of the tube walls

corresponded to severe crushing and spalling of the drypack grout inside the tube

section. The response of the vertical walls in the east tube were similar to that of the

west tube. Figure 5.9a@) and (b) give respectively the complere strain hysteretic

behaviour and the envelope of the strain behaviour for the vertical walls in the east

tube at va¡ious ductility increments. In addition to the shear force, the east tube was

subjected to compression in the push direction and to tension in the pull direction.

The maximum measured tension strain in the pull direction was 0.O9Vo which is less

than 50Vo of the material yield strain. The ratio of the tension strain in the exterior

and interior walls was about 1 up to 2Dy. Beyond 2Dy, the interior wall maintained

a tension strain about twice that of the exterior wall as can be seen in Figure 5.g4(b).
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At 5Dy, the gauges became out of order. In the pull loading direction, the gauge at

the interior wall measured tension while the gauge at the exterior wall measured

compression. This could reflect the orient¿tion of the local buckling of rhe walls in

the tube: the interior wall may have buckled away from the tube center line producing

tension strain at the center line of the wall and the exterior wall buckling towards the

center line of the tube causing compression strain at the wall center line. Again

buckling of the walls was accompanied by severe crushing and spalling of the drypack

within the tube.

The behaviour of the top horizontal plates of each HSS tube was monitored by

means of two gauges placed at the center line of the plate on either side of the

oversized hole. The response of the west tube horizontal plate at the push end is

shown in Figure 5.95(a). Only one of the two gauges on the plate was functional. As

seen in Figure 5.95(a), the load-strain behaviour in tension had similar trends to the

uniaxial tension coupon test of mild steel with an elastic portion, a yield plateau and

strain hardening. The early change in slope in the curve could be attributed to the

cracking of the drypack in the tension zone which caused an increase in the strain.

The response; however, was not symmetrical in tension and compression. The load-

strain curve revealed a stiffer response in compression than in tension. This was

mainly due to the contribution of the drypack grout to the compressive resistance.

Further, the flexural deformations of the horizontal plate and the cracking of the

drypack in tension at the plate location caused a shift in the measured strain and

produced a permanent residual tension plastic strain following a tension loading

increment as seen in Figure 5.95(a) between the elastic and lDy cycles. At 2Dy, the

gauge data were lost due to debonding of the gauge from the surface of the tube as
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seen in Figure 5.95(a) and thus no further analysis was possible.

The strain behaviour of horizontal plate of the tube at the pull end is given in

Figure 5.95(b). The two strain gauges on the horizontal plate of the tube at rhe pull

end were functional up to 2Dy cycles. The measured data from the two gauges were

almost identical as would be expected and are given in Figure 5.95(b). Comparing

Figures 5.95(a) and (b), it is rather obvious that the performance of the horizontal plate

of the tube at the pull end was very similar that of the tube at the push end as

expected due to the symmetry in the reversed loading. Again it was clear that the

load-strain behaviour in tension has similar trends to a uniaxial tension coupon test.

Also, the response was not symmetrical in tension and compression. Following a

higher tension loading increment, the strain did not return to the previous compressive

value, rather there was a permanent tension plastic strain as the loading was increased

from 0.5Dy to lDy to 2Dy. This was a result of the flexural deformations in the

horizontal plate and cracking of the drypack grout at the location of the plate. Beyond

2Dy, the gauges pealed off and no further strain was recorded. However, the observed

crack pattern after 2Dy, with horizontal cracks at the location of the top and bottom

horizontal plates, revealed signihcant flexural deformations of the horizontal plate in

the tube. The significant deformation was coupled with severe cracking and spalling

of the drypack within the tube section. This was accompanied by local

compression/shear buckling of the vertical walls as discussed previously.

Comparison of the measured strain at the center line of the top horizontal plate

and the drypack strain from the vertical gap station located at the center line of the

tube is given in Figures 5.96(a) and 5.96(b) for the tubes at the push and pull ends,
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respectively. The drypack strain was defîned as the ratio of the measured vertical gap

divided by the gauge length of 405 rlm, over which the LVDT instrumentation was

mounted. A good agreement is evident in Figures 5.96(a) at the west tube between

the horizontal plate strain and the drypack strain in the push direction to a tension

loading. In the pull direction, the tube was subjected to compression loading and the

strains were incompatible. While compressive strains were measured for the drypack

region, residual tension strains were measured at the horizontal plate following tension

loading as previously discussed. AtZDy, no further comparison was possible as the

strain gauge became unbonded from the horizontal plate.

The comparison between the horizontal plate strain and the drypack strain at

the east tube is given in Figure 5.96(b). Good correlation was observed at the initial

elastic load cycles. At lDy and 2Dy, the measured horizontal plate tension strain was

twice that of the drypack strain during tension loading in the pull direction as seen in

Figure 5.96(b). This suggested complete loss of bond between the plate and the

drypack. No correlation between the horizontal plate strain and the drypack strain was

evident during the compression loading in the push direction. The response during the

compression loading was similar to that observed for the horizontal plate of the tube

at the push end: residual tension strain was recorded for the horizontal plate while

compression strain was measured for the drypack. Beyond 2Dy the horizontal plate

strain data were lost and further comparison could not be made.
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5.4 PRESTRESSED SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO REVERSED CYCLIC LOAD

This section presents the results of the specimens connected by prestressed

reinforcement and subjected to cyclic loading. Three prestressed specimens (PTS,

PTB and PTBU) were tested under cyclic combined flexure and shea¡ loading. The

specimen nomenclature was explained earlier in section 3.3. All the prestressed

specimens had a plain surface joint. The experimental variables included: connections

with fully bonded prestressing strands (PTS) versus fulty bonded prestressing bars

(PTB); and connections with fully bonded prestressing reinforcement (PTB) versus

fully unbonded reinforcement (PTBU). The totally bonded and totatly unbonded

prestressed reinforcement was achieved by fully grouted and not grouting the

prestressing ducts, respectively.

Each prestressed specimen was loaded to an axial stress of 2 MPa normal to

the connection which was kept constant throughout the test. The specimen was then

subjected to a two-phase reversed cyclic loading history as explained in section 4.2.3.

Briefly, loading was typically as follows: initially, the specimen was subjected to load

control cycles with three cycles at increasing increments of load up to yielding of the

presressed reinforcement. After yield, the specimen was loaded by displacement

control in multiples of the yield displacement with three cycles at each displacement

increment and one lower service level cycle between these increments. The

displacement increment was increased as the test progressed up to failure. Failure was

defined by inability of the connection to sustain any additional loads more than 80Vo

of the maximum measured.
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5.4.1 Specimen PTS

The configuration of specimen PTS was identical to specimen PTS-S tested under

monotonic loading. Specimen PTS consisted of a plain surface drypacked joint region

post-tensioned using two ll2" (12.7 mm) diameter strands spaced at 900 mm o/c.

Each prestressing strand was prestressed to an effective stress of 0.6þu to produce an

equivalent prestress load of 1.2 MPa on the connection.

Overview

The overall connection response is given in Figure 5.97(a) in terms of load versus

displacement hysteresis relationship over the duration of the test. Figure 5.97(b) is a

magnified plot of Figure 5.97(a) and included the hysteresis loops up to 7Dy cycles.

The specimen showed very stable hysteretic behaviour. Rupture of the post-tensioning

strand in the push end occurred at the 2nd cycle of 8Dy. Severe drypack crushing and

spalling at the other extreme end accompanied the rupture of the strand. The

measured yield displacement was 4 mm and the measured ultimate ductility of the

specimen was 6. The connection local response was measured by the horizontal slip

behaviour as shown in Figure 5.98 and by the verúcal rocking behaviour given in

Figure 5.99. The vertical rocking was very similar to the overall response. The

horizontal slip constituted a small portion of the overall displacement and thus had a

limited effect on the connection overall response. A summary of specif,rc response

quantities at different ductility levels are given in Table 5.9. The performance of the

specimen during the different stages of loading follows.

Overall Behaviour

Initially, the behaviour of the connection in load control was linear elastic without any
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stiffness loss for 12 cycles up to a load of 175 kN as shown in Figure 5.100.

Breaking of the bond between the drypack and the upper wall panel appears to have

occurred at a load of +160 kN and -125 kN as opening (uplift) was measured by gaps

#1 and #7 at the connection push and pull end, respectively. The gap openings are

evident in Figure 5.101 which gives the load versus gap#l and load versus gap#7

hysteresis loops. However, no damage was noted at the connection region or in the

wall panels near the joint ar this srage.

As the specimen was loaded to the 200 kN load cycle, a sudden jump was

measured in the vertical gaps at the location of the strands. Since no strain gauges

were placed on the prestressing strands, the strain increment in each strand could only

be estimated from the drypack strain. The drypack strain was determined as the ratio

of the measured verúcal gap at the strand location to a gauge length of 152 rtm over

which the LVDT instrumentåtion was mounted. The total strain in the strand was

determined as the summation of the strain increment (drypack strain) and the initial

pretension strain of 0.005 due to initial prestressing to 0.6fpu. Figure 5.IOZ gives the

load versus strain behaviour at the location of the push and pull end strands. The

jump in the strain at +l-200 kN load is evident. At +200 kN, rhe strain ar rhe push

end strand was 0.0105 and at -200 kN the strain at the pull end strand was 0.0102.

Based on material tension tests, the post-tensioned strand yields at a strain of l%o

(0.01). Thus the connection first yield occurred at the first cycle to 200 kN load level.

Yielding of the push end st¡and corresponded to a displacement of +3.75 mm while

the pull end strand yielded at a displacement of -4.25 Íìm as seen in Figure 5.103.

A yield displacement of 4.0 mm was used in the test based on the average of the two

yield displacements. Figure 5.102 also revealed unsymmetric response in tension and
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compression. This was because the compression force was resisted by the drypack

and the strand while the tension force was resisted by the strand only. Following fìrst

yield, the specimen was subjected to two more cycles at 200 kN load which were

taken as the cycles to lDy. At this stage, no visible damage was observed in the

drypack or in the wall panels at the connection region. The measured slip was +/-0.12

mm. Gap opening and crushing were small at +1.0 and -0.85 mm, respectively.

Figure 5.10a(a) shows the condition of the connection prior to any damage.

After yield, the specimen was loaded in three cycles at multiple increments of

the yield displacement. As in the case of the specimens with mild steel reinforcement,

the post-yield response of specimen PTS was nonlinear inelastic. The hysteresis loops;

however, were narrower and the residual plastic displacement was lower.

Up to a displacement increment of 4Dy, minor damage was observed in the

drypack and the wall panel edges at the connection region. The drypack remained

intact with some crushing and spalling at the two end corners. Limited compression

cracking was noted in the wall panels at the joint. The connection resistance

maintained around an average of +/-225 kN for the 2Dy to 4Dy cycles. This value

was the average of the peak resistances in the push and pull directions among all nine

cycles from 2Dy to 4Dy. The maximum resistance reached was +235 kN at 3Dy in

the push direction and -240 kN at 4Dy in the pull direction as seen in Figure 5.97(b).

The horizontal slip was less than 1 mm ar 4Dy. The vertical gap opening and

crushing at the joint ends were approximately +7.5 mm and -2.50 ûtm, respectively.

The condition of the connection at 4Dy is shown in Figure 5.104(b). Continued

crushing and spalling of the drypack at the connection extreme ends was observed at
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5Dy. Concrete cracks occurred at the lower wall panel push and pull extreme ends.

Further widening of the gap opening to about +9 mm and gap crushing at extreme

ends of the connection to about -4.5 mm was measured at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy. The

slip was about +/-1.3 mm. The connection strength dropped from an average of 225

kN at the lst cycle to 196 kN at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy.

At cycles to 6Dy, the drypack grout continued crushing and spalling off. The

drypack was literally ground to powder at the connection ends. The drypack

deterioration progressed to about 113 the connection length from the joint extreme

ends. A big piece of cracked concrete cover in the lower panel at the west end corner

spalled off as shown in Figure 5.104(c) which gives the condition of the connecrion

at 6Dy. Gap widening to +10 mm and gap crushing to -7.5 Ítm was recorded at the

3rd cycle to 6Dy. The horizontal slip increased to 2.5 mm at the lst cycle to 6Dy.

At the 2nd cycle to 6Dy, no horizontal slip was measured as the slip stations were

lost. The average thickness reduction through overall drypack crushing was about

0.60 mm. The strength reduction among the three cycles to 6Dy was about 87o from

an average of 192 kN at the lst cycle to an average of 176 kN at the 3rd cycle. The

latter value was 787o of the average connection strength of 225 kN measured from

2Dy to 4Dy cycles. Strength reduction could be caused by the prestress loss in the

strand due to some permanent reduction in thickness which occurred between 5Dy and

6Dv.

At 7Dy, panel concrete cracking stabilized and only drypack crushing and

spalling occurred. The crushing progressed further towards the center line of the

connection. The average permanent crushing along the connection length was about -
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I mm at the 3rd cycle to 7Dy. Gap opening was 11.5 mm and gap crushing was -9.66

mm at the extreme edges. Slip could not be measured as the slip stations were lost.

The srength degradation among the cycles to 7Dy was less than 4Vo. The connection

resistance maintained an average of 178 at the lst cycle and 171 kN at the 3rd cycle.

The connection strength was on average of 176 kN at the lst cycle to 8Dy. However,

as the specimen was loaded to 8Dy in push, the strand at the push end ruptured and

the load dropped to 100 kN as seen in Figure 5.97. The condition of the connection

at 8Dy is shown in Figure 5.104(d), which also shows the ruptured strand. Failure

was taken as the point when the load carrying capacity dropped and maintained below

80Vo of the average maximum strength. Failure was probably caused by loss of

prestressing due to extensive crushing of the drypack which occurred during the cycles

from 5Dy to 7Dy. During the three cycles to 7Dy, the connection strength maintained

at767o of average connection strength. Thus the ductility of this type of connection

was 6.

Rockinq Behaviour

As in the specimens with mild steel reinforcement, the rocking mechanism for

specimen PTS was monitored by seven vertical gap stations along the connection

length. The distribution of gap stations represented the rocking response. Figure

5.105(a) and (b) gives the rocking behaviour in the push and putl direction of loading,

respectively. These figures include rocking at 0.5Dy, lDy, 3Dy and 6Dy level. The

rocking response during these cycles was almost linea¡. Figure 5.105 also showed the

movement of the compression zone as loading was increased. The rocking response

was similar to that observed in the specimens with mild steel reinforcement. Initially,

the connection was under uniform compression. As the bending moment at the
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connection region was increased, the behaviour moved from a compression gradient

at 0.1Dy (50 kN) to rocking about the connection center line at 0.48Dy (150 kN) ro

hinging about L/3 from the end corner at lDy to hinging about Ll4 at 3Dy. The

compression zone depth was about the same during cycles from 2Dy to 4Dy. Hinging

was accompanied by crushing and spalling of the drypack at the connection ends. As

soon as significant deterioration to the drypack occurred the neutral axis shifted back

closer to the connection center line at 6Dy as seen in Figure 5.105(a). Rocking

behaviour was symmetrical as the load was reversed. This was clear from comparing

the rocking response in the pull direction in Figure 5.105(b) to that for the push

direction given in Figure 5.105(a). The thickness reduction in terms of overall

drypack crushing along the connection length at 6Dy was less than 1 mm which is

about 47o of the initial drypack thickness.

Slip Behaviour

The slip was the horizont¿l movement of the top panel relative to the bottom panel at

the connection region. The horizontal slip response was given in Figure 5.98. The

load versus slip response was almost symmetrical in push and pull direction but was

slightly shifted towa¡ds the push end. The slip plane was berween the bottom panel

and drypack interface. It is evident in Figure 5.98 that initially, up ro lDy, the slip

had very narrow hysteresis loops and small contribution to the system behaviour. At

lDy, the slip was less than 4Vo of the total displacement. As the specimen was loaded

from lDy to 6Dy, the slip increased to almost l17o of the total displacement with a

rather fat hysteresis loop at the lst cycle to 6Dy. This was caused by the crushing and

spalling of the drypack in the compression zone. Beyond 6Dy, the slip behaviour was

not recorded since the slip stations were lost.
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5.4.2 Specimen PTB

Specimen PTB was identical to specimen PTB-S consisting of a plain surface

drypacked joint region post-tensioned using two 5/8" (15 mm) diamerer Dywidag high

strength bars, spaced at 900 mm o/c. The bars were fully bonded though an expensive

grout injected in the ducts. Each bar was stressed to an effective prestress of 0.6fpu.

The configuration was detailed in section 3.3.

Overview

The connection overall response is given in terms of load versus displacement

relationship and the local response is given in terms of horizontal slip and vertical

rocking. Figure 5.106(a) shows the load versus displacement hysteresis relationship

over the test duration. Figure 5.106(b) is a magnifîcation of the load-displacemenr

hysteresis plot. The horizontal slip versus load behaviour is shown in Figure 5.107(a).

Figure 5.107(b) gives the horizontal slip versus ductility behaviour. Figure 5.108

presents the vertical rocking behaviour. Table 5.10 gives a summary of specific

response quantities at different ductility levels. In general, specimen PTB showed

ductile and stable behaviour. Between cycles of 3Dy and 4Dy, the strength gradually

reduced due to gradual reduction in the connection thickness. At 5Dy, a further drop

in the strength was measured possibly because of the loss in prestress caused by

thickness reduction. Between 5Dy and 6Dy, the strength maintained at the same lower

load level. At 7Dy, the strength picked up to the same load level measured in cycles

of 3Dy and drypack crushing stabilized. During the 3rd cycle ro 7Dy in the pull

direction, the load dropped suddenly as the prestressing bar ar rhe pult end ruptured.

Rupture of the bar was coupled with more crushing of the drypack ar the push end.

The measured yield displacement was 4 mm and the ductility was 6. The observed
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overall performance at different loading stages follows.

Overall Behaviour

In the initial load control cycles, the behaviour of the connection was linea¡ elastic

without any stiffness loss. This was maintained for 16 cycles up ro a load of 200 kN

as shown in Figure 5.109. The bond between the drypack and the upper wall panel

appears to break at a load of +/-60 kN as evident in Figure 5.1l0 for gaps #l and #7

at the connection push and pull end, respectively. At this stage, no visible damage

was observed at the connection region or in the wall panels near the joint.

As the specimen was loaded to a load increment of 200 kN, the strain

increment at push-end bar in the push end jumped from 0.0015 to 0.0036 and the

strain increment at the pull-end ba¡ in the pull end jumped from 0.0015 to 0.0045.

The prestressing bar had an initial pretension strain of 0.003, due to initial prestressing

to 0.6fpu. Thus the bar strain at200 kN jumped from 0.0045 to 0.0066 for the push-

end bar and jumped from 0.0045 to 0.0075 for the east bar. The strain behaviour for

the push and pull end bars is evident in Figure 5.1 I I . Based on material tension tests,

the prestressing bar yields at a strain of about 0.657o (0.0065). The 200 kN load level

represents the connection first yield at which the bar yielded in tension. A

displacement of 4.20 mm corresponded to yielding of push end bar and a displacement

of 3.60 rtm corresponded to yielding of pull-end bar as shown in Figure 5.112. A

yield displacement of 4.0 mm was selected based on the two directions of loading.

At lDy cycles, the connection strength maintained an average of 198 kN

between the push and pull directions. The horizontal slip was only +/-0.15 mm. The
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vertical gap opening and crushing were small in the order of +1.5 and -0.75 mm,

respectively. Few vertical hairline cracks were noted in the drypack and no cracks

were observed in the wall panel edges at the connection region. The condition of the

connection before any observed damage is shown in Figure 5.113(a).

The observed damage at 2Dy was very minor with limited crushing and

spalling of the drypack at the extreme edges. Some vertical cracks were observed in

the concrete upper and lower panels at the connection ends. The connection reached

its maximum strength at +l-225 kN during the lst cycle to 2Dy. The slip increased

to 0.46 mm. The gap opening increased to +3.5 mm and the gap crushing at the

extreme connection end was -1.30 mm. At 3Dy, crushing of the drypack progressed

to about l/3 the connection length. Vertical cracks were noted in the wall panels at

the location of the prestressing bars. The cracked concrete in the lower wall panel at

the connection ends crushed and spalled off at this stage. The connection strength

maintained an average of 198 kN between the push and pull direction. The slip was

about +/-1 mm and the gap increased to an opening of +4.75 mm and crushing of -3

mm. Up to 3Dy, the drypack at the connection ends remained tairly intact and overall

thickness reduction was less than 0.3 mm. Condition of the connection at 3Dy is

shown in Figure 5.113(b).

At 4Dy, no significant change occurred to the cracking patterns. Crushing and

spalling of the drypack continued. The extent of crushing remained at about I/3 the

connecúon length. Widening of existing cracks occurred. A large concrete cover

piece in the lower panel cracked. The panel cracking was limited to surface cracks

which did not propagate within the thickness of the wall. The overall crushing along
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connection length was -0.85 mm. The connection strength dropped to 177 kN at the

3rd cycle of 4Dy. The strength reduction could be due to the prestress loss in the bar

which was caused by permanent thickness reduction. The vertical gap opening and

crushing at the connection ends were approximately +5.90 mm and -5.90 mm,

respectively. The horizontal slip was shifted towards the push end. The slip ranged

from -0.31 mm in push to -1.74 mm in pull direction at 3rd cycle to 4Dy. The shifted

slip behaviour could be due to the orientation of buckling of the prestressing bar or

due to the loading system. Thus ductility ratio of 4 represented onset of strength

reduction, onset of thickness reduction and onset of buckling of bar.

At 5Dy, the drypack at the connection extreme ends continued to crush and

spall off. Severe crushing was observed at the connection ends. Drypack crushing

propagated towards the center line of the connecúon. The overall crushing along the

connection length increased to 1.6 mm which represented 87o thickness reduction.

The large concrete cover piece in the lower panel at the west end corner, which

cracked at 4Dy, spalled off as shown in Figure 5.113(c) which gives the condition of

the connection at 5Dy. The gap opening increased to about +6.0 mm and gap

crushing increased to about -8.0 mm at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy. The measured slip

remained perûumently shifted and was -0.17 mm in push and -2.40 mm in pull. The

connection strength dropped from an average of I7l kN at the lst cycle to 160 kN at

the 3rd cycle to 5Dy. This value represents 78Vo of the average strength of 205 kN

during cycles to lDy, 2Dy and 3Dy, prior to any significant strength reduction.

At 6Dy, concrete cracking and crushing stabilized while the drypack grout

continued to crush and spall off. The drypack was literally ground to powder at the
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connection ends. The deterioration through thickness reduction increased to about 3

mm at the 3rd cycle to 6Dy. Gap widening to +7.2 mm and gap crushing at rhe

connection extreme end to -11 mm was recorded at the 3rd cycle to 6Dy. The

horizontal slip ranged from 0 mm in push and -2.74 mm in pull. The connection

strength slightly increased to an average of 172 kN which is 84Vo of the average

strength of 205 kN. The three cycles to 6Dy were almost identical without any

strength degradation.

At 7Dy, further concrete cracking did not occur and only drypack crushing and

spalling continued. The drypack in the connection region was reduced to a very thin

layer. The connection resisûance increased and maintained at an average of 186 kN

during the first 2 cycles to 7Dy. The resistance was transferred from the top panel

through the thin drypack layer to the concrete in the bottom panel. At the 3rd cycle

to7Dy, as the specimen was loaded in thepull direction, the load suddenly dropped

to 110 kN. This drop in the load was caused by rupture of the prestressing bar. At

this stage, gap opening was +7.5 mm and gap crushing was -13.2 mm at the extreme

edges. Slip was still permanently shifted towards the push end and ranged from -1.0

mm to -5.30 mm in the push and pull directions, respectively. It was suggested earlier

that the slip orientation was a consequence of the orientation of the local shear

deformation of the bar in dowel action. The deformation of the bar is evident in

Figure 5.113(d) which shows how the bar was deformed towa¡ds the pull direction.

Figure 5.113(d) represents the condition of the connection ar the 3rd cycle of 7Dy.

The thickness reduction along the connection length at the 3rd cycle of 7Dy increased

to about 5 mm which was a 25Vo reduction from the initial 20 mm thickness. Failure

was probably caused by loss of prestressing due to the extensive crushing of the
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drypack which occurred during the cycles from 4Dy to 7Dy. The connection strength

dropped below SOVo of the average strength only for the 3rd cycle to 5Dy. This was

possibly due to the loss of prestressing at the onset of drypack crushing which

occurred at 4Dy. The resistance increased back to 84Vo during the cycles to 6Dy and

to 907o during the two cycles to 7Dy. This increase in the load was probably because

of the sÛain hardening effect of the prestressing ba¡. However, since the bar ruptured

at the 3rd cycle to 7Dy, the ductility of this type of connection was taken as 6.

Rockins Behaviour

Again, the rocking behaviour for specimen PTB was monitored by seven vertical gap

stations along the connection length. Figures 5.114(a) and (b) give the rocking

behaviour in the push and pull direction of loading, respectively. These figures

include rocking at 0.5Dy, lDy, 3Dy and 6Dy level. Figure 5.1l4(c) gives the overall

thickness reduction of the connection due to crushing of the drypack at various

ductility increments. Figures 5.114(a) and (b) show the movement of the compression

zone as loading was increased. Initially, the connection was under uniform

compression. As the bending moment at the connection region was increased, the

behaviour moved from a pure compression at 0.1Dy (50 kN) to rocking about the

connecúon center line at 0.48Dy (150 kN) to hinging about L/3 from the end corner

at lDy and 2Dy. Crushing and spalling of the drypack during cycles from 3Dy to

6Dy caused the neutral axis to move back towards the center line of the connection.

This is clear in Figure 5.1I4(a) for movement from lDy to 3Dy to 5Dy. As soon as

drypack at the extreme ends of the compression zone was completely crushed, the

compression zone depth moved back towards the connection ends as seen in Figure

5.114(b) between 5Dy and 7Dy. Therocking behaviour was symmerrical when the
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load was reversed as clear by comparing Figure 5.114(b), which gives rocking in the

pull direction, to Figure 5.114(a), which represented rocking in the push direcrion.

The thickness reduction due to overall drypack crushing along the connection length

is given in Figure 5.114(c). It is evident from fîgure 5.114(c) that cycles ro 4Dy

represented the onset of thickness reduction. At failure, the reduction was 25Vo of the

initial thickness of 20 mm.

Slip Behaviour

The horizontal slip behaviour of specimen PTB was similar to that of specimen RS.

Up to displacement increment of lDy, the slip mechanism had very limited effect on

the system behaviour and the connection response was mainly governed by the rocking

mechanism. The slip accounted forless than 37o of the overall response at lDy. As

the specimen was loaded from lDy to 3Dy, the slip contribution to rhe overall

response increased to about I07o at 3Dy as a result of drypack crushing in the

compression zone and the flexibility of the prestressing bar. The slip response was

almost symmetrical up to this level. At 4Dy, the slip became unsymmetrical and

tended to be more towards the push end as clear in Figure 5.107(a). This shift in the

slip response could be due to a permanent compression/shear deformation of the

prestressing bar towards the push end. Thus cycles to 4Dy represented the onset of

in-plane buckling of the prestressing bar. The slip response continued to be

unsynìmetric and permanently shifted towards the pull end during cycles to 5Dy, 6Dy

and 7Dy. At failure, displacement increment 7Dy, sliding contributed about 17Vo of

the displacement in the pull direction.
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Post-tensioned Bar Response

Each prestressing bar was instrumented by means of two elecric resistance strain

gauges mounted at the inner and outer surfaces of the bar within the 20 mm

connection region. No gauges were placed along the length of the bar. The bars were

initially post-tensioned to 0.6fpu. This produced an initial pre-rension srrain of 0.0032

in each bar. At the time of testing, the average bar strain was 0.0030 which means

that the prestress losses were in the order of 67o. During testing, the strain increment,

which did not include the initial pre-strain, was measured. At any loading stage, the

strain in the bar was determined as surnmation of the measured strain increment and

the initial prestrain of 0.003. Figures 5.1 15(a) and (b) give the load versus bar strain

relationship for the bars at the connection push and pull end, respectively. These

figures include the data for the inner and outer gauges on each bar. In the push

loading direction, the push end bar was the tension bar and the pull end bar was the

compression bar. As the load was reversed, in the pull direction, the push-end bar

became the compression bar and the pull-end bar became the tension bar. Looking

at Figure 5.115(a), which represents the ba¡ strain ar the push-end, it is seen that at the

initial stages, the measured strain at the inner and outer gauge were in excellent

agreement. As loading was increased, the outer gauge measured more tension st¡ain

than the inner gauge. Both gauges became out of order at the lst cycle to ZDy. The

load-bar strain relationship in Figure 5.115(a) showed similar trend to the behaviour

of a prestressing bar in uniaxial tension. AIso, the measured yield strain, including the

initial pre-strain, agreed well with those measured in material tension test of

prestressing bar. The load versus bar strain relationship at the pull end in Figure

5.115(b) shows very similar behaviour to the push-end bar. As evident in Figure

5.115(b), the outer gauge remained functional at the cycles to 2Dy thus capturing the
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response of the bar into the strain hardening zone. Beyond 2Dy, the gauge data were

lost.

Comparison of the measured bar strain increment, excluding initial pre-strain,

and the drypack strain at the bar location is given in Figure 5.116(a) and 5.116(b) for

the push and pull end, respectively. The drypack strain was determined as the ratio

of the measured vertical gap at the bar location divided by a gauge length of 152 mm,

over which the instrumentation was mounted. Looking at Figures 5.116(a) and (b),

it was obvious that initially, up to 0.5Dy, the drypack strain and bar strain were almost

identical suggesting that the bars were bonded to the drypack at this stage.

Compatibility of the strains became no longer valid beyond lDy. Specif,rcally, rhe

sftains in the compression zone became incompatible possibly due to unbonding of the

bar. The compression strain in the drypack was consistently higher than that measured

in the bar possibly because of the residual tension strain in the bar following loading

in tension. The permanent shift in the ba¡ strain due to plastic deformations during

loading in tension is clearly shown in Figures 5.116(a) and (b). Such a phenomena

was not observed for the drypack strain. On the other hand, there was a very good

agreement between the drypack and the bar strain in the tension zone at different

ductility increments as clear in Figure 5.116(b) during the putl loading direction. The

strain gauge on the bar at the push end became out of order at 2Dy as seen in Figure

5.116(a) while the gauge on the bar at the pull end remained functional during rhe

cycles to 2Dy as seen in Figure 5.116(b). Beyond 2Dy, the gauge on rhe bars became

out of order and further comparison was no possible.
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5.4.3 Specimen PTBU

The configuration of specimen PTBU was similar to that of specimen pTB which

consisted of a drypacked plain surface connection post-tensioned using two 5/8" (15

mm) diameter prestressing bars spaced at 900 mm o/c. The major difference between

the two specimens was that the prestressing bars in this specimen, PTBU, were fully

unbonded and the ducts were not grouted. As in specimen PTB, the prestressing bars

were each stressed to an effective prestress of 0.6fpu to produce an average stress of

1.2 MPa on the connection region.

Overview

Because of the fully unbonded prestressing bars, the behaviour of specimen pTBU was

different from specimen PTB. Specimen PTBU deformed significantly higher than

specimen PTB and therefore more damage was observed at the connection region.

The overall specimen response is given in Figure 5.1I7(a) which represents the load

versus displacement hysteresis relationship over the test duration. Figures 5.117(b)

through (e) presents the hysteresis loops at selected ductility levels. Splitting the

hysteresis loops of Figure 5.117(a) into four subsequent graphs was essential to

examine the cyclic hysteretic behaviour which could not possibly otherwise from

Figure 5.117(a) alone due to congestion of the loops. Figures 5.117(b) through (e)

will be used to explain the different stages observed for the tested specimen. The

local connection response was measured in terms of horizontal slip and vertical

rocking. The complete horizontal slip versus load behaviour is shown in Figure

5.118(a). The süp hysteresis at selected ductility levels is presenred in Figure 5.11S(b)

and (c). Figure 5.118(d) gives the slip versus ductility behaviour. The vertical

rocking behaviour is quanúfied in terms of joint rotation as shown in Figure 5.119.
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Summary of the response quantities at different ductility levels are given in Table

5.11. Since the bar was unbonded, the strain along the entire length of the bars was

uniform and no localized yielding could occur at the connection region. Therefore,

the applied yield displacement was 4 mm based on the measured localized yield

displacement of specimens PTB and PTS which were connected with fully bonded

prestressing bars and strands, respectively. The measured ultimate displacement was

56 mm and the ultimate ductility was 14. Throughout the duration of the test, the

specimen showed very ductile and stable hysteretic behaviour. Severely pinched and

narrow hysteresis loops characterized the response. Rupture of the bar did not occur

and failure was caused by significant crushing and spalling of the drypack grout and

the concrete wall panels at the connection region. Failure was accompanied by

significant reduction in the thickness of the drypacked connection. The observed

overall performance at different loading stages are described below.

Overall Behaviour

The behaviour of the connection in the load conrrol cycles up to 100 kN was linear

elastic without any stiffness loss. At load level of 150 kN, the response showed slight

nonlinear behaviour with slight stiffness loss at load ranging between 100 kN and 150

kN increments as shown in Figure 5.120. The response was also unsymmetric

between the push and pull loading directions. This nonlinearity and unsymmetry could

be attributed to the nonlinear characteristic of the drypack material from one end of

the connection to the other. Breaking of the bond between the drypack and the upper

wall panel appears to have occurred at a load of +30 and -80 kN as evident in Figure

5.12I based on the measured vertical gaps #l and #7 ar rhe push end and pull end,

respectively. No observed damage at the connection region or in the wall panels near
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the joint was noted at this stage.

At load cycles of I75 kN increment, the load-displacement loops exhibited

pronounced nonlinear behaviour during the 3rd cycle in the push direction as the

displacement jumped from 6 mm to 9 mm. This behaviour was accompanied by

minor crushing of the drypack grout at the extreme connection corner. At this stage,

however, the strain in the presressing bars, including the initial pre-tension strain,

were only 0.357o which was well below the yield strain of the ba¡ at 0.7Vo based on

material tests. Since the prestressing bars were fully unbonded, bar yielding was

unlikely to occur as evident in Figure 5.122 which gives the strain behaviour of the

prestressing bars for displacement increments up to +/- 12 mm. The complete bar

strain behaviour, which will be discussed later, over the duration of the test confirmed

that the bars remained linear elastic below yielding. Thus the definition of connection

yielding based on the yielding of the bars could not be used for specimen pTBU.

Since the onset of nonlinear behaviour occurred at load cycles of 175 kN, this level

will be used as a guide to verify the equivalent-yield displacement selected. The

average displacement between the push and pull loading direction for the three cycles

to 175 kN was 4.56 mm. While the measured yield displacement for the post-

tensioned specimens with bonded prestressing bars (specimen pTB) and srands

(specimen PTS) was 4 mm. This displacement of 4 mm was very close to the average

displacement of 4.56 mm for the 175 kN load cycles. Therefore, it was decided to

apply an equivalent-to-yield displacement of 4 mm to be consistent with specimens

PTB and PTS and for ease of comparing the relaúve behaviour of the various

prestressed specimens.
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Similar to the other specimens, specimen PTBU was loaded in displacement

control at multiple increments of the selected equivalent-to-yield displacement with

three cycles at each increment. Among the three cycles to a ductility increment, the

behaviour was similar to what have been observed for other specimens: abovt I\Vo

strength degradation between the lst and 2nd cycle and no degradation between the

2nd and the 3rd cycle. The hysteresis loops; however, were nanower and more

pinched possibly because of the fully unbonded bars.

Up to cycles of 3Dy, minor crushing and some spalling occurred to the drypack

at the connection ends. Crushing of the drypack spread over 150 mm from the

connection ends. Minor cracking and spalling of a concrete cover piece occurred in

the lower panel at the pull end and a vertical compression crack was noted in the

upper panel at the push end. The strength maintained an average of I72 kN in the

push and pull direction at cycles to 3Dy. The horizontal slip was small at +/-0.6 mm.

Gap opening and crushing at the connection extreme ends were 4.90 mm and -3.0 mm,

respectively. The drypack at the connection ends remained tairly intact and overall

thickness reduction was less than 0.45 mm. The condition of the connection at third

cycle of 3Dy is shown in Figure 5.123(b). The condition of rhe connection at the

beginning of the test is given in Figure 5.123(a).

At cycles to 4Dy and 5Dy, further crushing and spalling of the drypack

occurred. Crushing of the drypack progressed towards the center line of the

connection. The drypack was still intact at the center line of the connection but was

severely crushed at the extreme ends. Concrete cracking occuned along the edges of

the lower panel at the pull end. A concrete cover piece in the upper wall panel
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cracked and spalled off at the pull end. Concrete cracking at the push end did not

change with one vertical compression crack at the top panel. The connection strength

slightly inc¡eased to an average of 178 kN. The slip was symmetrical and increased

to +/-0.85 mm. The gap opening increased to +7.7 mm and the gap crushing was -6

rlm. The thickness reduction through overall crushing along the connection length

increased to 1.5 mm at the 3rd cycle to 5Dy. The hysteresis load-displacement loops

during cycles from lDy to 5Dy exhibited very stable response as seen in Figure

5.117(b)' The loops were naûow and slightly pinched. The envelope of the load-

deformation during these ductility increments conformed to an elasto-plastic behaviour.

Condition of connecrion ar 5Dy is shown in Figure 5.123(c).

At7Dy, no signihcant change occurred to the cracking patterns in the concrete

wall panels. However, severe crushing and spalling of the drypack continued along

the connection length. The resistance was transferred from the crushed drypack to the

concrete panels at the connection region and the strength increased to about 190 kN.

The gap opening increased further to +9.70 mm and gap crushing to -10.5 mm ar rhe

3rd cycle to 7Dy. The connection thickness was reduced by 4 mm which was 2OTo

of the initial 20 mm thickness. The slip at the lst cycle to 7Dy was almosr

symmeÍical at +1.40 and -1.87 mm between the push and pull direction. At the 3rd

cycle to 7Dy, the slip was permanently shifted towards the push direction with range

of +0.45 mm and -1.90 mm in the push and pull direction, respecrively. This shifted

slip behaviour was possible due to permanent shea¡ deformation in the bar through

dowel action at7Dy.

Further crushing and spalling of the drypack grout within the connection region
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occulred during cycles from 8Dy to 10Dy ductility increments. The drypack in the

connection region reduced to a very thin layer and the resistance transferred to the

concrete wall panel edges at the connection ends. Compression cracking in the

concrete of the upper and lower panels at connection comers increased. Significant

thickness reduction occurred during ductility increments from 8Dy to 10Dy. At l0Dy,

the connection thickness reducedby 7.5 mm. Gap opening increased to +10 mm and

gap crushing was -17 mm. The slip was permanently shifted towards the push end

and ranged from -1 .72 to -4.52 mm in the push and pull direction. The connection

resistance reached and maint¿ined a maximum of 2N kN during ductility incremenrs

from 8Dy to 10Dy. The hysteresis loops were very narow and severely pinched

possibly because of the fully unbonded bars, as evidenr in Figure 5.117 (c) for ductility

increments from 6 to l0Dy. Condition of the connection at l0Dy is shown in Figure

s.123(d).

During ductility increments from llDy to 74Dy, the drypack was completely

crushed and ground to powder. Signifîcant crushing and some spalling of the concrete

wall panels at the connection end corners occurred. The condition of the connection

at 14Dy is shown in Figure 5.123(e). At l4Dy, gap opening increasedto 2O mm and

gap crushing increased to -25 mm at the connection ends. Since the connection

thickness was initially 20 mm, gap crushing of 25 mmimplied a 5 mm crushing in the

concrete wall panels has occurred. The overall reduction in the connection thickness

was 11.5 mm. The slip continued to be shifted towards the pull direcúon and ranged

from -4.25 to -7.22 mm in the push and pull direction. The resistance dropped from

190 kN at llDy increment to 164 kN at l4Dy which represenrs 82Vo of rhe measured

maximum of 200 kN. At l2Dy, the limit of the stroke of the actuator was reached in
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the pull direction. Thus beyond 12Dy, testing continued by applying an unsymmetric

loading pattern with ducúlity increments larger rhan IZDy possible in the push

direction while loading in the pull direction was limited by the actuator's stroke to -

12Dy. The unsymmetric loading is very obvious in the load-displacemenr loops of

Figure 5.117(d) for increments from llDy to 15Dy. The characteristic of the

hysteretic response throughout the test could be identified by comparing the load-

displacement loops at selected ductility increments to lDy, 5Dy, l0Dy and l4Dy as

shown in Figure 5.1I7(e). It is evident from the figure thar ar all ductility levels, the

hysteresis loops were very narrow and pinched. Figure 5.117(e) also reveals the

significant stiffness degradation as ductility level was increased.

At 15Dy cycles, the limit of the actuator's stroke in the push direction was also

reached and further testing was not possible. At this stage, l5Dy, the resistance

dropped to 140 kN which is 70vo of the maximum measured load. The resistance had

gradually dropped from 190 kN at llDy to 164 kN at l4Dy, which is g2To of the

maximum load, as evident from Figure 5.117(d). Failure, reduction of the resistance

below 80Vo' was characterized by more severe crushing and spatling of the panel

concrete at the connection end comer. Since onset of failure was at l4Dy, the

ultimate ductility of this type of connection was 14. The condition of the connection

outside the loading frame ar 15Dy is shown in Figure 5.123(Ð.

Rockine Behaviour

The rocking behaviour ar ducrility increments of 0.5Dy, lDy, 7Dy and l4Dy is given

in Figures 5.124 (a) and (b) for the push and pull loading direcrions, respecrively. The

rocking was monitored by seven vertical gap stations along the connection length.
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Figures 5.124 (a) and (b) illustrate the movement of the compression zone within the

connection length as loading was increased. The behaviour moved from a

compression gradient at 0.lDy (50 kN), which was not shown in the figure since the

measured gap deformations were very small, to rocking about the connection centre

line (L/2) at 0.5Dy (150 kN) to hinging about L/3 from the end corner ar all orher

ductility levels. The severe crushing and spalling of the drypack during cycles from

3Dy to 14Dy caused permanent reduction in the connection thickness while the neutral

axis remained const¿nt at about ll3 the connection length. This was clear in Figure

5.124(a) for the push direction and was repeated in Figure 5.I24(b) for the pull

direction of loading. The rocking behaviour was symmetrical when the load was

reversed as clear by comparing Figures 5.I24(a) and Figure 5.I24(b). The thickness

reduction due to overall drypack crushing along the connection length is given in

Figure 5J2a@). It is evident from Figure 5.12a@) that 4Dy represenr onset of

thickness reduction. At failure, the reduction was 607o of the initial 20 mm thickness.

Slip Behaviour

The horizontal slip behaviour of specimen PTBU was similar to that of specimen pTB.

However, due to the larger deformability and more severe damage at the connection,

the shear deformation of the bar was much more pronounced than that observed in

specimen PTB. Up to a displacement increment of 7Dy, the connection response was

mainly governed by the rocking mechanism and the slip had very limited effect on the

behaviour accounting for about 6Vo of the overall response at the lst cycle of 7Dy.

The slip response was almost symmetrical up to this level. At the 3rd cycle of 7Dy,

the slip became unsymmetrical and tended to be more towards the pull end as clear

in Figure 5.118(b). This shift in the slip response could be due ro a permanenr
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compression/shear local deformation of the prestressing bar towards the pull end which

was in phase with the more severe damage that occurred in the pull end as opposed

to the push end. Thus cycles to 7Dy represented the onset of in-plane local shear

deformation of the prestressing bar through dowel action. The slip response continued

to be peruuurently shifted towards the pull end during cycles from gDy to l4Dy as

seen in Figure 5.118(c). The slip range; however, remained constanr. At failure,

ductility increment of l4Dy, sliding contributed about l4vo ofthe displacemenr in the

pull direction.

Post-tensioned Bar Response

As in specimen PTB, the prestressing bars were each instrumented by means of two

electric resistance strain gauges mounted at the inner and outer surfaces of the bar

within the connection region. The bars were initiatly post-rensioned to 0.6fpu which

produced an initial pretension strain of 0.3vo in each bar after prestress losses. During

testing the strain increment was measured. The strain increment did not include the

initiat prestrain. The total strain in the bar was determined as summation of the

measured strain increment and the initial prestrain of 0.@3. The load versus bar strain

relationship for the bars at the connection push and pull end are given in Figures

5'r25(a) and (b), respectively. These figures included the dara for the inner and ourer

gauges on each bar and represented the total strain in the bar including the initial

pretension strain. Figure 5.125(a) represents the bar strain at the push-end, clearly

indicates that the strain behaviour was stiffer during compression loading versus

tension loading. The stiffer response in a compression loading cycle was expected

since the compression stresses were resisted by the drypack/concrete and not by the

continuity bars. Also, at initial stages, the strain at the inner and outer gauges were
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in excellent agreement. As loading was increased, the outer gauge measures more

tension strain than the inner gauge. The strain behaviour ar the inner gauge indicated

that the bar response was still linear and below yielding of the bar. At lODy, the

measured strain at the inner gauge was 0.6Vo whíle the yield strain from material tests

was at 0.77o.

The outer gauge; however, seemed to have exceeded the material yield of the

bar at an applied ductility increment of l0Dy. Unless the local shear deformation in

the bar occurred at the location of the outer gauge in an orientation to produce such

high tension strains. Such a drastic change in the strain across the thickness of the bar

is impossible and thus one of the two gauges should be neglected. The behaviour of

the outer gauge could possibly be due to nonlinearity in the gauge. To see if there

was any repetitive trend in the bar behaviour, the strains at the inner and outer gauges

on the pull end bar were compared. Figure 5.I25(b) gives the load versus strain

relationship for the inner and outer gauges at the pull end. The agreement between

the inner and outer gauge data was excellent. The response was similar to that of the

inner gauge for the bar at the push end: linear elastic in tension and well below the

yield strain. This confi¡med that the measured strains of the outer gauge at the push

end bar could be neglected. Both inner and outer gauges remained functional beyond

the cycles to 10Dy.

Comparison of the measured bar strain increment, excluding initial pre-strain,

and the average drypack strain at the bar location is given in Figure 5.126(a) and

5.126(b) for the push and pull end, respectively. The average drypack srrain was

determined as the ratio of the measured vertical gap at the bar location divided by a
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gauge length of 2600 mm, over which the bar was unbonded, to account for the

unbonding effect. This average drypack strain did not; however, reflect the actual

strain in the drypack at the connection region. The comparisons for the bar versus

drypack strains at the push and pull ends were very similar. Prior to signifTcant

crushing of the drypack, there was excellent correlation between the bar strain and the

average drypack strain. After crushing of the drypack, the agreement remains

excellent between the bar strain and the average drypack strain in tension at different

ductility increments as clear in Figures 5.126(a) and (b). The compression strain in

the drypack was consistently higher than that measured in the bar, as would be

expected since the compression resistance was provided mainly by the drypack and

concrete. The strains in the compression zone were incompatible possibly due to the

unbonded bar.
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Table 5.1 Summary of measured response quantities for specimen RS-S

P = applied horizontal load
þ = total displacement at location of load
Ds= slip deformation
e - rotation at the connection
c = depth of compression zone

Displacemen
D (mm)

Rotation c
0 (x 1 E-3 ) (m*)

0.0

0.1

0.3

0.5

0.9

0

54

100

151

201

0.05

0.46

1.03

1.81

3.50

0.00

0.02

0.04

0:08

0.77

0.05 1200

0.20 1000

0.39 1038

0.61 769

1.04 s57

1,

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

226

261

270

278

283

286

286

28s

280

4.22

8.22

12.02

15.85

20.07

23.98

27.76

31.87

35.73

0.20

0.s2

1.01

1.61

2.77

2.84

3.49

4.35

4.91

1,.24

2.85

4.44

6.11

7.98

9.80

1,r.49

1,3.47

75.29

496

303

257

250

247

248

252

263

258
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Table 5.2 summary of measured response quantities for specimen prB-s

pplied horizontal Ioad
D - total displacement at location of load
Ds: slip deformation
$ = rotation at the connection
c : depth of compression zone

Ductility
ratio

Load
P (kN)

Disp
D (mm)

Slip
Ds (mm)

Rotation c

e (xlE-3) (mm)

-0.0

0.1

0.2

0.s

-2

51

101

150

-0.16

0.33

0.93

2.0s

-0.00

0.00

0.01

0.01

0.02 1200

0.06 1000

0.15 823

0.42 560

1.0

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

200

21,6

22r

224

227

234

235

238

234

229

724

4.14

8.31

1.2.51.

16.76

19.74

24.42

28.2r

32.1,9

36.1.2

40.02

44.00

0.74

0.58

1,.22

1.91

2.56

3.44

4.35

5.19

6.10

6.89

7.67

1,.27

3.25

5.40

7.1.4

8.81

10.88

12.54

1,4.40

16.15

17.90

20.29

429

406

402

405

407

403

401

389

387

386

361,
(t tal
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Table 5.3 summary of measured response quantities for specimen prs-S

P : applied horizontal load
D - total displacement at location of load
Ds: slip deformation
0 - rotation at the connection
c : depth of compression zone

Ductility
ratio

Load
P (kN)

Disp
D (mm)

Slip
Ds (mm)

Rotation c

e (x1E-3) c (mm)

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.9

0

51

100

151

201,

0.03

0.35

0.98

1.90

3.77

0.00

0.01

0.03

0.05

0.1,4

0.03

0.07

0.20

0.48

1,.20

7200

1000

860

440

360

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

216

226

236

235

243

230

224

4.30

8.27

12.23

16.83

20.77

26.74

28.20

0.16

0.38

0.63

0.86

7.04

1.55

1.69

1..43

3.4r

5.58

8.13

10.30

12.85

13.89

350

233

222

209

203

799

203
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Table 5.4 summary of post-yield test results for specimen RS

Stage Cycle Load
P

(kN)

Displ.
D

lmm)

SIip
Ds

(mm)

. Rocking Behaviore lc lste*1E-3 1(mm) llmm)

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

201
-244

793

-233

+4.29
-4.27

+4.30
-4.29

0.21.
-0.09

0.27
-0.08

+0.89
-1.02

+0.92
-1.03

403
350

4r7
357 0.09

2Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

265
-261

240
-252

+8.67
-8.64

+8.82
-8.54

0.71

-0.63

0.75

-0.44

+2.50
-2.74

+2.64
-2.8s

305

280

376
353 0.09

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

256
-272

237
-257

72.87

-73.04

12.85
-12.78

1.38

-1.04

1,.46

-0.81

+4.37
-4.82

+4.39
-4.86

347
322

432
393 0.13

4Dv

+1
-1

-l-J

-J

247
-268

221

-261.

17.12

-17.37

17.48

-17.29

2.3r
-7.52

2.31.

-7.28

+6.77
-6.98

+6.47
-7.1.r

423

379

570
486 0.26

5Dv

+1
-1

+3

229
-249

198

-1,74

21,.36

-21.32

21.2t
-23.29

2.60
-2.42

0.74
-4.1.5

+8.45
-8.92

+9.95
-9.86

568
492

616
549 0.7

6Dv +1
-1

182
-179

25.67
-25.70

0.51
-4.69

12.62

-70.94
600
577 I

P = applied horizontal load
D = total displacement at load
Ds : slip deformation

0 = rotation at the connection
c = depth of compression zone

5tg : crushed thickness of drypack
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Table 5.5 Summary of post-yield test resulrs for specimen RSK

Stage Cycle Load
P

(kN)

Displ.
D

(mm)

SIip
Ds

(mm)

Rocking Behavioro lc ls,u*1E-3 1(mm) l(mm)

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

220
-213

227
-21,8

4.55

-4.5s

4.64
-4.70

0.24
-0.18

0.24
-0.18

1.35

-1.06

1.36
-1.08

364

352
489

0.22

0.22

0.23

0.22

2Dv

+1
-1"

+3
-J

277
-262

266
-251

9.10
-9.02

9.13

-9.1.L

0.45

-0.47

0.55

-0.46

3.25
-2.72

3.43

-2.73

255
297

262
341.

0.18
0.r4

0.08
0.08

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

284
-271

278
-26r

13.55

-13.75

13.53

-73.62

0.73

-0.77

0.87
-0.81

s.68
-4.84

5.58
-4.86

214
268

236
307

0.07
-0.00

-0.07
-0.06

4Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

285
-271

266
-250

1,8.72

-18.18

18.01

-18.35

7.73
-1.10

7.26

-7.23

8.03

-7.13

8.11

-7.23

203
295

208
330

-0.08
-0.12

-0.06
-0.04

5Dv

+i
-1

+3

203
-252

777

-200

22.80
-22.62

22.87
-23.1,8

7.46

-1.39

7.47
-1,.4r

1.7.49

-9.63

1,1.63

-10.68

176
328

168

358

0.05

0.00

0.12

0.10

P = applied horizontal load
D = total displacement at load
Ds = slip deformation

0 = rotation at the connection
c : depth of compression zone

ðtg = crushed thickness of drypack



ummary ot post-yield test results for specimen RS J

Stage Cycle Load
P

lkN)

Displ.
D

(mm)

Slip
Ds

lmm)

. Rocking Behavior
elcl¡tg

*1E-3 l(mm) l(mm)

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

235
-230

220
-224

6.52
-6.64

6.s6
-6.56

0.45

-0.20

0.42
-0.16

2.57
-2.69

2.61
-r 1)

264
267

280
298

0.23

0.22

0.23

0.23

2Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

236
-249

218
-235

13.09
-73.1.2

1.3.02

-13.25

1,.34

-0.84

0.98
-0.61

5.72
-5.82

6.1.3

-6.26

244
307

317

364

0.21

0.17

0.22
0.22

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

235
-249

21,7

-224

19.82
-1,9.1.7

19.76

-1,9.66

2.46
-1.61

7.43

-1,.46

8.92
-8.91

9.67
-9.39

334
388

457

498

0.23

0.22

0.32

0.36

4Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

223

-238

21.0

-226

26.42
-26.20

26.37
-26.32

3.25
-2.63

0.97
-2.77

12.37
-12.31.

13.95
-72.76

462
506

s05
558

0.48
0.50

0.78
0.97

5Dv

+1
-i

+3
-J

224
-245

226
-246

32.52

42.6A

32.61
-32.26

3.r4
-5.30

1,.74

-6.57

16.18

-1,4.74

16.57
-73.76

492
532

504
544

7.62

r.93

3.32
3.82

6Dv +1
-1

+J
-J

249
-268

240
-264

38.42

-39.09

39.07

-40.74

3.97

-8.37

1.69
-70.27

18.68

-16.86

20.79
-1,6.29

466
478

448
464

4.74
5.12

6.53

6.88
7Dv +1

-1
1,78

-275
45.20

-45.27
-0.92

-1,1.44

25.64
-18.66

347

408
7.62

7.87
P = applied ntal load e = rotation a

315

Table 5.6 Summarv of

D = total displacement at load
Ds : slip deformation

c = depth of compression zone
5tg : crushed thickness of drypack

connectron
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lqble 5.7 Summary of post-yield. / òummary ot post-Yield test res ts for specimen RS

Stage Cycle Load
P

lkN)

Displ.
D

(mm)

Slip
Ds

lmm)

Rocking Behavioro lc l¡,e*1E-3 l(mm) l(mm)

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

191
-211.

192
-209

5.07
-4.99

5.74
-5.00

0.34
-0.07

0.31
-0.08

0.93
-0.95

0.94
-0.98

373
433

373

433

0.12

0.1,2

2Dv

+1
-1

+3

21,9

-256

219
-247

1,0.20

-10.06

10.04
-10.09

0.83

-0.66

0.27
-0.42

2.99
-2.86

2.92
-3.11

375

368

468
477

0.74

0.74

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

21,4

-242

203
-231

15.18
-15.06

1.5.07

-15.00

7.91

-0.87

0.60
-0.46

5.22
-5.66

5.45

-5.88

560
505

576
442

0.5s

0.70

4Dv

+1
-1

+3

215
-236

796
-220

20.20
-1,9.28

20.12
-20.36

2.06
-1,.16

1.61

-r.77

7.42
-8.35

7.74
-8.47

500
440

546
509

1.36

2.09

5Dv

+1.

-1

+3

203
-274

190
-186

24.78
-25.01

24.63

-25.09

6.30
-4.40

9.08
-72.72

9.77
-9.77

7.78
-6.27

620
578

640
591

3.75

10.50
6Dv +1

-1

+3
.J

273
-242

183
-71.6

30.08
-30.28

30.15
-24.47

4.08
-11.80

-4.52
-15.80

1,3.87

-9.93

1,4.33

-1,0.25

487

411,

511

474

11

12
-a 0 = rotationæ con

D = total displacement at load
Ds = slip deformation

nectlon
c : depth of compression zone

5tg : crushed thickness of drypack
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Table 5.8 Summary of post-yield test resulrs for specimen RT

Stage Cycle Load
P

(kN)

Displ.
D

lmm)

Slip
Ds

(mm)

Rocking Behaviorolcl¡,e
tLE-3 l(mm) lfmm)

1Dv

+1
-L

+3
.J

175

-175

172

-156

4.47
-4.42

4.66
-4.41,

0.30
-0.33

0.29
-0.35

1.89

-r.45

2.03
-1,.42

386
391.

399
435

0.05

0.06

2Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

208
-200

1.93

-182

9.72
-9.06

g.0g

-9.00

0.72
-1.00

0.88
-1.21,

4.07
-3.21

4.07
-3.11

269
305

28s
391.

0.11

0.11

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

204
-19r

180

-165

73.73

-13.50

73.73

-t3.63

1,.37

-2.64

0.79
-1.73

6.1.6

-4.83

6.90
-5.05

253

440

312
443

0.1.4

0.1.4

4Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

189

-170

1,66

-153

18.06

-78.72

18.10
-27.25

1.56
-3.23

1.58
-3.68

9.32
-6.L1.

10.78
-6.46

284
420

338
407

0.20

0.20

5Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

1.64

-153

1.39

-L21,

22.78
-22.48

22.29
-23.28

3.08
-2.86

3.58
-3.28

12.80

-6.73

t4.39
-6.97

360
373

382
515

0.35

0.75

P : applied horizontal load
D = total displacement at load
Ds : slip deformation

= rotation at the connection
= depth of compression zone
= crushed thickness of drypack

I
c

5tg
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pp

Table 5.9 Summary of post-fleld test results for specimen prs

e = rotation atlñe connection
D : total displacement at load
Ds = slip deformation

c = depth of compression zone
5tg = crushed thickness of drypack

Stage Cycle Load
P

lkN)

Displ.
D

(mm)

Slip
Ds

lmm)

Rocking Behaviorel.l¡tg
*1E-3 1(mm) l(mm)

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

200
-201.

200
-200

3.95
-4.28

4.74
-4.62

0.06
-0.18

0.04
-0.20

1.05
-1.55

7.1,4

-1..75

358
476

357

445

0.18

0.18

2Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

226
-21,9

222

-220

8.00
-8.01

7.97
,8.01

0.24
-0.26

0.26

-0.28

3.10
-3.53

3.03

-3.62

267
271

299
288

0.10

0.1,4

3Dv

+1
-i

+3
.J

235
-232

224
-229

77.93

-1,2.02

12.00
-12.15

0.50

-0.42

0.53
-0.47

5.10
-5.67

5.17
-5.76

239
228

239
245

0.11

0.19

4Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

228
-240

209
-232

16.02

-15.98

1,6.74

-1,6.29

0.79

-0.55

0.83
-0.51

7.26
-7.83

7.43
-8.05

227
21.4

273

230

0.19

0.22

5Dv

+1
-1

+3

212
-234

186

-206

1,9.87

-20.25

20.26
-20.59

1.19

-0.60

1.51

-7.1,2

8.70
-9.63

8.93

-7.99

28r
239

386
370

0.22

0.31
6Dv +1

-1

+3
-J

185

-199

168
-1,84

24.09
-24.27

24.37
-24.44

2.48
-7.72

12.02
-12.08

73.41

-72.07

431

425

471
470

0.44

0.61
7Dv +1

-1
1,69

-186
28.41

-27.70
15.51

-73.74
483

466 0.77
lled horizonta



Stage Cycle Load
P

ftN)

Displ.
D

(mm)

SIip
Ds

lmml
e

*1E-3

Rocking
c

(mm)

Behavior

I ¡te
I lmml

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
-3

205
-205

186
-188

4.60
-4.20

4.07
-4.07

0.17
-0.17

0.09
-0.20

1.69

-1.61

1.49
-7.54

29s
345

31,6

345

0.07

0.10

2Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

223

-228

200
-20s

8.04
-8.14

8.01

-8.02

0.44
-0.61

0.31

-0.49

3.63
-3.51

3.69
-3.65

274
285

374
346

0.07

0.11

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

207
-2r2

184
-188

12.08
-1,2.06

12.01,

-1,2.28

0.94
-1.00

0.13

-1,.25

5.70
-5.s9

6.30
-5.7s

374
353

463
440

0.1.4

0.31

4Dv

+1
-1

+3
.J

180

-195

159
-1,73

16.06
-1.6.77

1.6.37

-16.00

0.68

-1.90

-0.31

-1,.76

8.31

-7.61

9.71.

-7.63

475

452

532
470

0.44

0.83

5Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

160

-183

1.52

-168

20.26
-20.17

20.56
-20.88

0.48
-2.1,5

-0.17

-2.40

L0.47

-10.00

11.03
-10.44

539
468

552
520

1..22

1,.74
6Dv +1

-1

+3

1,63

-181

1,70

-172

24.02
-24.33

25.76
-23.17

0.4r
-2.77

0.04
-2.72

13.07
-1,1,.63

1,4.24

-11.55

542
488

537

503

2.36

3.32
7Dv +1

-1

+3
-J

191

-181
195

-110

28.55

-28.01

28.08
-29.09

0.40
-4.01

-1.06
-5.27

15.39

-73.48

15.79
-13.53

511

482
506
470

3.88

4.65
P = applied hor zontal loac = rotati

3r9

Table 5.10 Summary of post-yield test results for specimen prB

tion at the connection
D = total displacement at load
Ds : slip deformation

c = depth of compression zone
5tg = crushed thickness of drypack



Stag€ Cycle Loacl
P

(kN)

ulspl.
D

lmm)

Slrp
Ds

(mm)

Rocking
ol"

*18-3 I f*rnl

Jehavior

I ¡te
I lmm)

1Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

176

-176

176

-176

5.73
-3.01

6.52
-2.99

0.24
-0.04

0.34
0.27

2.36
-1.26

2.79
-1.37

309
288

337
310

0.74

0.16

3Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

174
-r79

1.67

-1,69

72.02
-11.98

12.36
-r2.57

0.43

-0.78

0.09
-0.80

6.10
-6.09

6.49
-6.52

390
394

429

41,9

0.31

0.51

6Dv

+1
-1

+3
-J

1.82

-191

1.76

-184

23.9s
-24.08

24.48
-24.49

1.38
-1.13

0.80
-1..25

L2.38
-12.97

13.00

-1,3.23

42r
436

433
438

1.89

2.6s

9Dv

+1
-1,

+3

797

-207

787

-i89

36.71.

-36.28

36.06

-36.34

0.47
-3.48

-0.73

-3.68

20.26
-19.21

27.04
-18.85

372

423

384
477

5.94

6.66

IZDy

+1
-1

+3
.J

1,78

-799

162
-184

49.r5
-47.37

48.07

-47.63

-1.88
-5.47

-2.82

-5.99

29.16
-25.04

29.37
-24.79

379
400

39r
41,1

9.18

9.s3

L4Dy

+1
-1

+3

752
-181

r40
-178

56.88
-47.53

56.30
-47.63

-3.9r
-6.95

-4.24

-7.22

35.59
-24.29

35.77
-24.34

393
387

398
387

10.59

11.18
= apolied

320

Table 5.11 summary of post-yield test resulrs for specimen prBU

rotation at the connectionapp
D : total displacement at load
Ds : slip deformation

= depth of compression zone
= crushed thickness of drypack

e
c

5ts
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Figure 5.1 (a) Connection response quantities
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Figure 5.1(b) Computation of rorarion from Gaps
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RS-S: Rebar + Splice Sleeve - Static

z
J
tc(s
o

Displacement, D (mm)

Figure 5.2 Load versus displacement relationship for specimen RS-S



Slip, Ds (mm)

Figure 5.3 Load versus horizontal slip behaviour for specimen RS-S

z5
E(úI

Rotation x 0.001

Figure 5.4 Load versus rotation relationship for specimen RS-S
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Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.5 Fi¡st yield response per load vs. displacement relationship for specimen RS-S

Bar strain x 0.@1 (mmimm)

Figure 5.6 First yield response per load vs. tension bar strain for specimen RS-S

zJ
ït(ú
o
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Figure 5.7(a) condition of connection for specimen RS-s: at srart

Figure 5.7(b) condition of connecrion for specimen RS-S: at 5Dy
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Figure 5.8(a) Rocking behaviour for specimen RS-S: elastic stage

Location along the joint (mm)

Rocking behaviour for specimen RS-S: post-yield srageFigure 5.8(b)
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Strain x 0.@1

Figure 5.9 Load versus strain relationship for specimen RS-S: west and east bar
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Figure 5.10(a) Comparison of bar and drypack strain at push end for specimen RS-S
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Figure 5.10(b) Comparison of bar and drypack strain at pull end for specimen RS-S
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Figure 5.11(a) Tension bar strain ar gages #r,#z and #3 for specimen RS-S

RS-S: Reinforcing bar+Sleeve-static

Ductility

RS-S: Reinforcing bar+Sleeve-static

Ductility

Figure 5. I I (b) compression bar srrain ar gages #r, #2 and #3 for specimen RS-s
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Figure 5.12 Extent of tension bar yielding at different ducrility levels for specimen RS-S
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PTB-S: Post-tensioned bar - Static
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Figure 5.13 Load versus dispracement relaüonship for specimen prB-s
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Figure 5.14 Load versus horizontar srip behaviour for specimen prB_s

Rotatíon x 0.001

Figure 5.15 Load versus rotation relationship for specimen prB-s
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Figure 5.16 First yield response per load-disptacement relationship for specimen pTB-S
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Figure 5.17 First yield response per load vs. tension bar strain for specimen PTB-S
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Figure 5.18(a) condiúon of connecrion for specimen prB-S: ar start

Figure 5.18(b) condiúon of connecrion for specimen prB-s: at 4Dy
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Figure 5.18(c) Condition of connection for specimen PTB-S: at 8Dy

Figure 5.18(d) Condition of connection fo¡ specimen PTB-S: at 1lDy (failure)
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Figure 5.19(a) Rocking behaviou¡ for specimen prB-s: elastic stage
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Figure 5.19(b) Rocking behaviour for specimen prB-s: post-yield stage
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West barat push end
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Figure 5.20(a) Load vs. strain of west bar at the push end for specimen prB-s

stra¡n x 0.001 (mm/mm)

Figure 5.20(b) Load vs. strain of east bar ar the pull end for specimen PTB-S
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Figure 5.2I(a) Comparison of bar and drypack strain at rhe push-end for specimen pTB-S
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Figure 5.21(b) Comparison of ba¡ and drypack strain at r.he pull end for specimen pTB-S
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PTS-S: Posþtensioned Strand - Static
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Figure 5.22 Load versus displacement relationship for specimen prs-s
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Rotation x 0.001

Figure 5.24 Load versus rotation relationship for specimen prS-s
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Figure 5.23 Load versus horizontal slip behaviour for specimen prs-s
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Figure 5.25 Fi¡st yield response per load-displacement relationship for specimen pTS-S

Tension drypack strain x 0.001 (mm/mm)

Figure 5.26 First yield response per load vs. tension drypack strain for specimen pTS-S



Figure 5.27(a) Condition of connection - specimen PTS-S: at 4Dy (18 mm,no damage)



Figure 5.27(b) Condition of connection for specimen PTS-S: ar 7.5Dy (30 mm, failure)

Figure 5.27(c) condition of connection for specimen prs-s: post-tailure
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Figure 5.28(a) Rocking behaviour for specimen prS-s: elastic srage
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Figure 5.28(b) Rocking behaviou¡ for specimen prs-s: post-yield stage



RS: REBAR + SPLICE SLEEVE

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.29(a) Hysteresis loops of load versus displacement behaviour for specimen RS
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Figure 5.29(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load vs. displacemenr for specimen RS
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Figure 5.30 Hysteresis loops of load versus horizont¿l slip for specimen RS
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Figure 5.31 Hysteresis loops of road versus rotation for specimen RS
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Figure 5.32 Elastic load-displacemenr behaviour for specimen RS

Verticalgap (mm)

Figure 5.33 Onset of breaking of bond in load-gap relationship for specimen RS
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Figure 5.34 onset of yield in load-ba¡ srain relationship for specimen RS
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Figure 5.35 Onset of yield in ba¡ suain-displacement relationship for specimen RS
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Figure 5.36(a) Condiúon of connection for specimen RS: at start

Figure 5.36(b) Condiúon of connection for specimen RS: at 2Dy
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Figure 5.36(c) Condiúon of connection for specimen RS: at 5Dy (failure)

Figure 5.36(d) condiúon of connection for specimen RS: post-failure outside frame
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Figure 5.37 onset of east bar pull-out per strain gage #2 ar 5Dy for specimen RS
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Figure 5.38 Shift in slip @ cycles ro 5Dy for specimen RS
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Figure 5.39(a) Rocking behaviour in the push direction for specimen RS
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Figure 5.39(b) Rocking behaviour in the pull-direction for specimen RS
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Figure 5.40(a) V/est bar strain gage #1 at connection push-end for specimen RS
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Strain x 0.001 (mnVmm)

Figure 5.40(b) East ba¡ srrain gage #l at connecrion pull-end for specimen RS
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Figure 5.41(a) Comparison of west bar strain and drypack strain at joint for specimen RS
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Figure 5.41(b) Comparison of east ba¡ strain and drypack strain at joint for specimen RS
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Figure 5.42(a) west bar strain at gages #1,#z and #3 for specimen RS
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Figure 5.42(b) East bar srrain ar gages #7, #z and #3 for specimen RS
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Figure 5.43 Extent of yielding for west bar at different ductiliry levels for specimen RS
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RSK: REBAR + SPLICE SLEEVE + SHEAR KEYS
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Figure 5.44(a) Hysteresis loops of load versus displacement for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.44(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement for specimen RSK
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Slip (mm)

Figure 5.45 Hysteresis loops of load versus horizont¿l slip behaviour for specimen RSK

Rotation x 0.001 (rad)

Figure 5.46 Hysteresis loops of load versus joint rotation for specimen RSK
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Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.47 Elastic load versus dispracement behavior for specimen RSK

Verticalgap (mm)

Figure 5.48 Onset of breaking of bond in load versus gap hysteresis for specimen RSK
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Strain x 0.001 (mn/mm)

Figure 5.49 Onset of yield in load-bâr strain relationship for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.50 Onset of yield in ba¡ strain-displacement relationship for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.51(a) Condiúon of connection for specimen RSK: at start

Figure 5.51(b) Condition of connection for specimen RSK: at 3Dy



Figure 5.51(c) Condition of connecrion for specimen RSK: ar 5Dy (failure)

Figure 5.51(d) Condition of connection for specimen RSK: posr-failure outside frame
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Figure 5.52(a) Rocking behaviour in the push direction for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.52(b) Rocking behaviou¡ in the pull-direcrion for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.53(a) West ba¡ strain gage #1 at connection push-end for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.53(b) East bar strain gage #l at connection pull-end for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.54(a) Comparison of west bar and drypack strain ar joint for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.54(b) Comparison of east bar and drypack strain at joint for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.55(a) West bar strain at gages #1,#2 and #3 for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.55(b) East bar strain at gages #1,#2 and #3 for specimen RSK
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Figure 5.56 Extent of yielding for west bar at different ducrility levels for specimen RSK
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RSU: UNBONDED REBAR + SLEEVE
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Figure 5.57(a) Hysteresis loops of load versus displacement behaviour for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.57(b) Hysteresis load-displacement loops at l&2Dy cycles for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.57(c) Hysteresis load-displacement loops at3,4&5Dv cycles for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.57(d) Hysteresis load-displacement loops at 6,7 &ïDy cycles for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.58(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. horizont¿l slip behaviour for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.58(b) Slip behaviour at cycles to I,2 and 3Dy for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.58(c) slip behaviour ar cycles to 4 and 5 Dy for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.58(d) Slip behaviour ar cycles to 6Dy for specimen RSU
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Rotation x 0.001 (rad)

Figure 5.59 Hysteresis loops of load versus joint rotation for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.60 Elastic load vrs. displacement behavior for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.61 Onset of breaking of bond in load versus gap hysteresis for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.62 Extent of ba¡ yield for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.63 Onset of yield in load vs. bar strain at gage #1 for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.64 Onset of yield in displacement vs. bar süain at gage #1 for specimen RSU



Figure 5.65(a) condition of connecrion for specimen RSU: ar srarr

Figure 5.65(b) Condition of connecrion for specimen RSU: at 2Dy
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Figure 5.65(c) Condition of connection for specimen RSU: at 4Dy

Figure 5.65(d) Condition of connection for specimen RSU: at 6Dy (failure)
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Figure 5.65(e) Condition of connection for specimen RSU: post-failure outside frame
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Figure 5.66(a) Rocking mechanism for specimen RSU: drypack thickness reducrion
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Figure 5.66(b) Rocking behaviour for specimen RSU: push direction
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Figure 5.66(c) Rocking behaviour for specimen RSU: pull direction
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Figure 5.67(a) West bar strain gage #1 at connection push-end for specimen RSU

Strain x 0.001 (mnVmm)

Figure 5.67(b) East bar strain gage #l at connection pull-end for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.68(a) Comparison of west bar and drypack strain at joint for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.68(b) Comparison of east bar and drypack strain at joinr for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.69(b) East ba¡ strain at gages #lthrough #4 for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.69(a) IVest ba¡ strain at gages #lthrough #4 for specimen RSU
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Figure 5.70(a) Extenr of yield for specimen RSU at r, z, 3 and 4Dy: west bar
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Figure 5.70(b) Extent of yield for specimen RSU at l, z, 3 and 4Dy: east bar



RW: REBAR + WELDED

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.71(a) Hysteresis loops of load versus displacement behaviour for specimen RW

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.71(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load vs. displacemenr for specimen RW
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Figure 5.72(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. horizont¿l slip behaviour for specimen RW
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Figure 5.72(b) slip behaviour at cycles to 1,2 and 3Dy for specimen RW
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Figure 5.72(c) Slip behaviour at cycles to 4 and 5Dy for specimen RIV
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Figure 5.72(d) Slip behaviour at cycles to 6Dy for specimen RW
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Figure 5.74 Elastic load-displacement behaviour for specimen RW

Rotation x 0.001 (rad)

Figure 5.73 Hysteresis loops of load versus rotation for specimen RW
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Verticalgap (mm)

5.75 onset of breaking of bond in load versus gap hysteresis for specimen RW



Strain x 0.001 (mnVmm)

Figure 5.76 Onset of yield in load-bar strain relationship for specimen RW

Strain x 0.@1 (mn/mm)

Figure 5.77 Onset of yield in bar strain-displacement relationship for specimen RW
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Figure 5.78(a) Condition of connection for specimen RW: at 2Dy

Figure 5.78(b) Condiúon of connection for specimen RW: at 4Dy



Figure 5.78(c) Condition of connection for specimen RW: at 6Dy (failure)

Figure 5.78(d) Condition of connection for specimen RW: buckling of bar (closeup)
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Figure 5.79(a) Rocking mechanism for specimen RW: drypack thickness reducrion



RW: Rocking Behavior
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Figure 5.79(b) Rocking behaviour for specimen RV/: push direction

RW: Rocking Behavior
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Figure 5.79(c) Rocking behaviour for specimen RW: pull direction
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Strain x 0.001 (mm/mm)

Figure 5.80(a) west bar strain gage #l ar connection push-end for specimen RW

Strain x 0.001 (mr/mm)

Figure 5.80(b) East bar strain gage #1 at connecrion pull-end for specimen RW
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Figure 5.81(a) Comparison of west bar and drypack strain ar joint for specimen RW
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Figure 5.81(b) Comparison of east bar and drypack strain at joint for specimen RW
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RT: Rebar + Tube Section

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.82(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement relationship for specimen RT

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.82(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement for specimen RT
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Figure 5.83(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. horizontal slip behaviour for specimen RT
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Figure 5.83(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load vs. horizontal slip for specimen RT
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Rotation x 0.@1 (rad)

Figure 5.84 Hysteresis loops of load versus joint rotation for specimen RT
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Figure 5.85 Elastic load-displacement behavior for specimen RT
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Vefticalgap (mm)

Figure 5.86 Onset of breaking of bond in load versus gap hysæresis fo¡ specimen RT
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strain in top transverse plate x 0.001

Figure 5.87 Onset of yield in load vs. top transverse plate strain for specimen RT
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strain in top transverse plate x 0.001

Figure 5.88 Onset of yield in transverse plate strain vs. displacement fo¡ specimen RT



Figure 5.89(a) Condition of connection for specimen RT: at start

Figure 5.89(b) Condition of connection for specimen RT: at 2Dy
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Figure 5.89(c) Condition of çonnection for specimen RT: at 5Dy

Figure 5.89(d) Condition of connection - specimen RT:post-failure outside frame(8Dy)
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Figure 5.90(a) Rocking behaviour in the push direction for specimen RT
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Figure 5.90(b) Rocking behaviour in the puil-direcrion for specimen RT
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Figure 5.91 schematic of srrain gage layout on HSS rube secrion



Strain in West Bar, STR-WBIO.OO1(mm/mm)

Figure 5.92(a) West bar load vs. strain behaviour for specimen RT

Strain in East Bar, STR-E8x0.001(mm/mm)
Figure 5.92(b) East bar load vs. strain behaviour for specimen RT
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Figure 5.93(a) Strain behaviour of vertical walls of push-end tube for specimen

Ductility ratio

Figure 5.93(b) Envelope of strain of vertical walls in push-end tube for specimen RT
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Figure 5.94(a) Strain behaviour of vertical walls of pull-end tube for specimen RT
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Figure 5.94(b) Envelope of strain of vertical walls in pull-end tube for specimen RT
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Figure 5.95(a) Strain behaviour of horizontal plate in push-end rube for specimen RT
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Figure 5.95(b) Strain behaviour of horizont¿l plate in pull-end tube for specimen RT
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RT: Rebar+Tube
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Figure 5.96(a) Comparison of west tube horizontal plate & drypack strain: specimen RT
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Figure 5.96(b) Comparison of east tube horizontal plate & drypack strain: specimen RT



PTS: Post-tensioned Strand

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.97(a) Hysteresis loops of load versus displacement behaviour for specimen pTS

Displacement (mm)

Figure 5.97(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load versus displacemenr for specimen pTS
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Figure 5.98 Hysæresis loops of load versus horizontal slip for specimen prs

Rotation x 1000 (rad)

Figure 5.99 Hysteresis loops of load versus rotation for specimen prs
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Figure 5.100 Elastic load vs. displacement behavior for specimen pTS
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Figure 5.101 Onset of breaking of bond in load vs. gap hysteresis for specimen PTS
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Strain x 0.@1 (mm/mm)

Figure 5.102 Onset of yield in load-drypack strain relationship for specimen PTS

Stnain x 0.001 (mm/mm)

Figure 5.103 Onset of yield in drypack strain versus displacement for specimen PTS
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Figure 5.10a(a) Condition of connection for specimen PTS: at start

Figure 5.104(b) Condition of connection for specimen PTS: at 4Dy



Figure 5.104(c) Condition of connection for specimen PTS: at 6Dy

Figure 5.104(d) Condition of connection for specimen PTS: at 8Dy (rupture of strand)
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Figure 5.105(a) Rocking behaviour in the push direction for specimen PTS
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Figure 5.105(b) Rocking behaviour in the pull-direction for specimen prS
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PTB: Post-tensioned Bar
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Figure 5.106(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement behaviour for specimen pTB
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Figure 5.106(b) Magnified hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement for specimen PTB
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Figure 5.107(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. horizontal slip for specimen prB
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Figure 5.107(b) Hysteresis loops of horizontal slip vs. ductility for specimen
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Figure 5.108 Hysteresis loops of load versus rotation for specimen prB
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Figure 5.109 Elastic hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement for specimen PTB
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Figure 5.11 1 Onset of yield in load vs. bar strain relationship for specimen PTB
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Figure 5.1i3(a) condition of connecrion for specimen prB: at srart

Figure 5.113(b) condition of connection for specimen prB: ar 3Dy



Figure 5.113(c) Condition of connection for specimen pTB: at 5Dy

Figure 5.113(d) Condirion of connection for specimen pTB: ar 7Dy (failure)
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Figure 5.114(c) Rocking behavior for specimen prB: thickness ¡educrion
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Figure 5.115(a) West bar inner & outer strain at connection push end for specimen PTB
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Figure 5.115(b) East bar inner & outer st¡ain at connection push end fo¡ specimen
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Figure 5.116(a) Comparison of bar and drypack strain ar joint push end for specimen pTB
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Figure 5.116(b) Comparison of bar and drypack strain at joint pull end for specimen pTB



PTBU: Unbonded Post-tensioned Bar
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Figure 5.117(a) Hysteresis loops of load vs. displacemenr behaviour for specimen PTBU
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Figure 5.117(b) Hysteresis load-displacement at 1Dy to 5Dy cycles for specimen pTBU
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Figure 5.1 17(c) Hysteresis load-displacement cycles ar 6Dy to 9Dy for specimen pTBU
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Figure 5. t 17 (d)Hysteresis load-displacement cycles ar 1 I Dy ro 1 5Dy for specimen pTB U
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Figure 5.117(e) Hysteresis load-displacement cycles at 1, 5, 10, 14Dy of specimen PTBU
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Figure 5.118(a) Hysteresis loops of load versus horizontal slip for specimen pTBU
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Figure 5.118(c) Slip hysteresis loops for specimen PTBU: 8 ro 14 Dy cycles
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Figure 5.119 Hysteresis loops of load vs. rotation for specimen PTBU
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Figure 5.120 Elastic hysteresis loops of load vs. displacement for specimen PTBU
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Figure 5.121 Onset of breaking of bond in load vs. gap hysteresis for specimen PTBU
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Figwe 5.I23(a) Condition of connection for specimen PTBU: at start

Figure 5.I23(b) Condition of connection for specimen PTBU: at 3Dy
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Figure 5.I23(c) Condition of connection for specimen PTBU: at 5Dy

Figure 5.123(d) Condition of connection for specimen PTBU: ar 10Dy



Figure 5.r23(e) condition of connecrion for specimen prBU: atr4Dy

Figure 5.123(Ð Condition of connection specimen PTBU: post-faiiure outside frame
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Figure 5.124(c) Rocking behavior for specimen pTBU: thickness reducrion
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Figure 5.125(a) Strain at inner & outer gage on push end ba¡ for specimen prBU
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Figure 5.125(b) Strain at inner & ourer gage on pull end bar for specimen prBU
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Figure 5.126(a) comparison ofbar and drypack strain ar push end for specimen prBU
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Figure 5.126(b) Compæison of ba¡ and drypack strain at pulI end for specimen PTBU



CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OF FLEXURE/SHEAR TEST RESULTS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses in detail the results of the combined flexure/shear experiments.

The specimens under monotonic loading condition are treated first in section 6.2. The

specimens with mild steel reinforcement subjected to cyclic load are discussed in

section 6.3 and the cyclic specimens with prestressing reinforcement are discussed in

section 6.4. Each section begins with a brief overview of the general performance and

the observed damage at failure for the particular test group. This is followed by a

more detailed discussion of critical response characteristics including, where

applicable, overall load-displacement strength envelopes and various limits states; local

joint rocking and joint slip; stiffness degradation; strengrh; ductility; and energy

dissipation capacity. (The energy dissipation and stiffness loss were not observed in

the monotonic specimens and are characteristics of the cyclic specimens only).

Comparisons of the performance among the specimens in each test group are made

based on the different response characteristics. This made it possible to identify the

contribution of the different configurations and experimental variables in each test

group to the behaviour of precast wall connections. The rationalization of the

resistance mechanisms for such connections is presented later in Chapter 7.

443
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6.2 SPECIMENS SUBJECTED TO MONOTONIC LOADING

6.2.L General

The results of specimens tested under monotonic loading conditions are discussed in

this section. These specirnens will be referred to henceforth as the monotonic

specimens. Three specimens (RS-S, PTB-S, and PTS-S) were tested to study the

monotonic behaviour of three different types of continuity reinforcement across the

joint, namely: mild steel reinforcement, prestressing bars and prestressing strands.

Each monotonic specimen had a companion cyclic specimen with identical

configuration and material properties. 
\

Each specimen was monotonically loaded in one direction. The specimen was

subjected to elastic load-control increments until yielding of the reinforcement

continuity, followed by displacement-control increments of the yietd displacement.

Throughout the test the 2 Mpa vertical axial load was kept constant.

6.2.2 Performance and Damage Observations

The observed performance of the three shtic specimens was very similar. In general,

the response was charactenzed by progressive crushing at one end of the connection

in the compression zone and opening at the other end in the tension zone. At failure

of the mild steel specimen, the bar pulled out from the NMB splice sleeve after

undergoing strain similar to the rupture strain for a bar in tension. For the prestressed

specimens, rupture of the prestressing bar or strand occurred at failure. The drypack

within the compression zone remained almost intact with minor crushing and some

spalling noted at the outer edges. Local shear deformation of the continuity

reinforcement, mild-steel and prestressing, occurred in the compression zone of the
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connecúon as well. Very minor compression-flexural cracking was noted in the top

and bottom panels. Thus failure of the monotonic specimens was cha¡acterized by

minor to moderate damage. The degree and extent of damage experienced by these

specimens Ì\'as lrot nearly as severe as in the case of the companion cyclic specimens.

Since no load reversal was applied, the severe drypack deterioration along the

connection length observed in the cyclic specimens did not occur and drypack

crushing concentrated only at the connection end region within the compression zone.

Also, progressive drypack deterioraúon due to the grinding action observed in the

cyclic specimens did not occur.

6.2.3 Overall Specimen Response

In general, the monotonic specimens had similar overall response characteristics. The

overall response is compared in terms of load-displacement relationships as shown in

Figure 6.1. The load-displacement relationships were bilinear elasto-plastic and the

behaviour was characterized by three distinct phases:

Phase I: Elastic behaviour - prior to yielding of continuity reinforcement:

the behaviour is elastic almost linear without any visible damage.

Plastic behaviour - following the yielding of conrinuiry

reinfo¡cement without significant joint deterioration: the

behaviour was plastic with hinging and mino¡ damage without

extensive crushing. The connection strength was very stable and

remained almost constant during this phase.

Residual behaviour - after failure with significant reduction in

the load carrying capacity under increased deformation. This

stage was chancterízed by hinging at one end of the joint with

Phase II:

Phase III:
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moderate crushing and rupture of the prestressing steel or pull-

out from sleeve of the mild steel reinforcement at the other end.

The three phases of the behaviour are illustrated in the load-displacement

curves in Figures 6.1. The effect of the different continuity reinforcement on the

overall response is also shown in these figures. It is obvious from Figure 6.1 that the

reinforcement type had little or no influence on the connection stiffness as all three

specimens had almost identical initial stiffness. The three specimens exhibited

pronounced nonlinear behaviour at around the same displacement level and the

measured yield displacement was identical for the three specimens. The specimen

with mild steel reinforcement (RS-S), as designed, had higher connection strength than

the post-tensioned specimens (PTB-S & PTS-S). Also, the suength of the connection

post-tensioned with strands was slightly higher than that of the connection post-

tensioned with prestressing bars. The failure modes of the different connections are

also indicated in Figure 6.1. Failure of specimens post-tensioned with strands or bars

was abrupt as shown by the sudden drop in the load at ultimate due to rupture of the

prestressing barlstrand. Failure of the specimen with mild steel reinforcement was

gradual, as seen in the load-displacement plot, due to the gradual pull-out of bar from

the sleeve. With regard to the ultimate displacement capacity of the different

connections, the specimen with presressing strand had the lowest ultimate ductility

while the specirnen with post-tetrsioned bars had the highest ductility capacity. Thus

the latter specimen showed the best performance as it had the largest ductility.

The relative performance of the specimens was compared in terms of

normalized load versus ductility relationship shown in Figure 6.2. The norm alized

load is the ratio of the load to the maximum measured load and the ductility is the
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ratio of measured displacement to yield displacement of the given connection. It is

clear from Figure 6.2 that the th¡ee specimens had very similar overall response

characteristics.

6.2.4 Connection Local Response

Due to the inherent low reinforcement content typically used for this type of

connection and the relatively low elastic modulus of the drypack in comparison to the

concrete walls, all inelastic deformations and damage were expected to be

concentrated in the connection region. The basic response mechanisms of deformation

in the connection could be charactenzed as a combination of: (i) Rocking associated

with vertical opening of the drypack gap region at one extreme end while pivoting

about the opposite end of the joint region; and (ii) Horizontal slip at rhe interface of

the panel to the drypack. All the static specimens showed similar response

characteristics in terms of rocking and slip. The behaviour of the two specimens with

bars, mild steel (RS-S) and prestressed (PTB-S), was charactenzed by rocking with

initially limited slip in the joint region at the early srages (up to 3Dy) followed by

major slip with large displacement at onset of tailure. The specimen with prestressing

st¡ands (PTS-S) had a limited slip mechanism throughout the duration of the test. The

following paragraphs discuss and compare the rocking and slip behaviour of the th¡ee

monotonic specimens.

6.2.4. I Rocking Behavioar

The rocking behaviour was monitored by seven LVDT gap stations mounted vertically

along the length of the connection. The layout of the instrumentation was explained
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in section 3.9. Severe drypack deterioration along the connection length did not occur

and crushing concentrated over the compression zone of the connection. The three

specimens showed very similar rocking cha¡acteristics. Typical rocking behaviour is

given in Figures 6.3, which shows the distribution of measured vertical gap

deformations across the length of the connection at various loading increments for

specimen PTB-S. Two stages of the response could be identified: (l) initial elastic

and (2) post-yield behaviour. The rocking at the joint region was slightly nonlinear

for the initial elastic load increments as shown in Figure 6.3(a). The post-yield

rocking behaviour was almost linear as shown in Figure 6.3(b). Figures 6.3

demonstrates how the neutral axis migrated within the connection length as the

moment was increased. The behaviour went from pure compression to rocking about

the centre line of the connection to hinging towards the connection ends. During

hinging, the compression zone length remained constant as the displacement ductility

was increased while the compression area was slightly reduced due to crushing of the

drypack. The hinging phenomenon is evidenr in Figure 6.3(b).

A similar rocking characteristic was observed for specimens RS-S and PTS-S

with elastic and post-yield rocking stages. The only difference was in the extent of

horizontal hinge length at the connection end: specimen PTB-S hinged at about L/3,

specimen RS-S hinged at about L/5 and s¡recimen PTS-S hinged at about L/6, where

L is the connection length. The va¡iation of measured compression zone depth versus

displacement ductility ratio is shown in Figure 6.4 for the three specimens. The

different hinging ranges of the specimens are evident in Figure 6.4. The rocking

behaviour was further compared in terms of rotation versus ductility relationship as

shown in Figure 6.5. The rotation was defined in Figure 5.1(a) as the rario of rhe
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absolute summation of the gap stations at the opposite ends of the connection to the

connection length. Figure 6.5 indicates again that the three specimens had very

similar rocking characteristics. Looking closely at Figure 6.5, it could be seen that in

the initial elastic stage below yield, the rotational capacity of the three specimens was

almost identical. During the post-yield phase, the rotational capacity of the two

specimens with bars, mild steel (RS-S) and prestressed (PTB-S), was close while that

of the specimen with prestressing strands (PTS-S) was higher. The rotation of

specimen PTS-S was about 207o hígher than specimen RS-S while the rotation of

specimen PTB-S was only 57o higher than that of RS-S for a given ductility ratio.

This suggested that PTS-S was more flexible than PTB-S and RS-S in the nonlinear

range. This can be attributed to the lower stiffness of the st¡and relative to thar of the

bars. This behaviour occurred after loss of prestress due to deterioration of grout.

However, it should be noted that the va¡iation was rather small.

6.2.4.2 Slip Behavi.our

The horizontal slip behaviour was measured by two LVDT slip stations, one at each

end of the connection. The slip characteristic of the specimen with strands was

different from that of the specimens with bars as shown in Figure 6.6, which compares

the slip versus ductility relationship for the three specimens. The two specimens with

bars, mild steel (RS-S) and prestressed (PTB-S), had initially limited slip at early

stages with the slip accounting for less than 57o of the total deformation. The

connection response was governed mainly by rocking at this initial stage. This stage

was then followed by a nonlinear increase in the slip up to a maximum of about lTVo

and I4Vo of the total deformation at onset of failure for specimens PTB-S and RS-S,

respectively. The increase in slip occurred as a result of drypack crushing in the
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compression zone. On the other hand, the specimen with prestressing strands (PTS-S)

had a limited slip mechanism throughout the duration of the rest with the stip

maintaining around 5Vo of the total deformation. The percentage of slip to

displacement ratio at different ductility levels is presented in Figure 6.7. Thedifferent

stages of the slip response for the specimens with bars a¡e clearly indicated in Figure

6.7. It is clear from the figure that specimen PTS-S had consisrenrly the lowest slip

contribution to the total deformation at all ductility levels.

The shea¡-force-slip mechanism was mainly resisted by a Coulomb-type friction

at the panel-to-drypack interface in the compression zone region since the drypack

grout remained intact at all stages of loading. The contribution of the steel

reinforcement to the slip mechanism appeared to be negligible. The magnitude of the

measured slip was too small, about 50Vo lower than in the pure shear tests, to activate

any clamping action of the compression reinforcement. Also, the gap opening (uplift)

of the connection at the location of the tension reinforcement and the inherent

flexibility of the reinforcement would increase the link length over which the

horizontal shear was transferred to the reinforcement and would make the contribution

of the tension reinforcement almost nil. However, to include the contribution of the

reinforcement in shea¡ resistance, the apparent coefficient of friction, p, was calculated

as the ratio of the applied shea¡ (measured horizontal load) to the drypack compressive

force as follows:

u-- v'C¿ (6.1)
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where

V = connection shear resistance, measured horizontal load

Cd = drypack compressive force in the compression zone

tl = coefficient of friction

The drypack compressive force, C6, wâs calculated from equilibrium of forces

in the connection region using measured material properties. From the measured

results, apparent coefficients of friction about 0.65, 0.55 and 0.40 were determined for

specimens RS-S, PTB-S and PTS-S, respectively, under combined flexure and shear

loading. It is worth noting that the average coefficient of friction of a similar

specimen tested under cyclic pure shear loading condition was in the order of 0.80

(west, 1993). Also, as was evident in the pure shear tests (west, lgg3), it was

virtually impossible to quantify the magnitude of the slip deformation. The pure shear

test results indicated that the shear-force-shear-slip relationship was an unconfined

elasto-plastic mechanism. Thus the slip contribution to the overall response would be

represented as a percentage of the total deformation.

The distinct similarity between the load versus rotation and load versus slip

relationships indicates that flexural and slip deformations might be coupled. In

general, sliding at one end was in phase with uplift at the other end of the connection

and the peak slip displacement was in proportion to the uplift. Thus coupling of the

flexural and shear displacements could be quantified experimentally by means of slip

versus rotation relationship shown in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.8 shows an almost linea¡

relationship between slip and rotation. The slope of the slip-rotation relationship was

determined by linear regression to be 32Vo, 387o, and ll%o for specimens RS-S, PTB-S

and PTS-S, respectively. Thus the slip to rotation was about 357o for connections

with bars and I I7o for connections with strands.
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6.2.5 Connection Stiffness

The stiffness of the connection in the test specimen was expressed as the slope of the

graph of the horizontal load versus the displacement at the top of the upper panel.

Due to the nonlinear cha¡acteristic of the drypack material, the load-displacement

relationship exhibited nonlinearity during the elastic loading srage. Thus the initial

elastic stiffness cannot be evaluated definitively. However, rhe initial tangent stiffness,

\' *d the stiffness at yield, \, could be easily determined. The r¿ngenr stiffness

was defined as the slope of the tangent at the origin of the load-displacement curve.

The measured rângent stiffnesses for specimens RS_s, prB_s and prs_s were 120,

140 and 150 KN/mm, respectively. The tangent stiffness values had a 20Vo variability

among the specimens. This could be attributed to the initial nonlinearity of the

material or to the lack of accuracy of the instrumentation in the initial stages. The

yield stiffness, a secant stiffness, was given as the ratio of the yield load to the yield

displacement. The measured yietd stiffnesses for the specimens were very close at

about 55, 48, and 50 kN/mm for specimens RS-s, prB-s and prs-s, respectively.

The variability in the measured yield stiffness values was only I2Vo. The stiffness

evaluation for the monotonic specimens is presented in Figures 6.9 to 6.11. The

tangent stiffness and the yield stiffness are evident in these Figures. The specimen

elastic stiffness is somewhe¡e between the tangent stiffness and the yield stiffness. As

a guide, the PRESSS program (Priestley, et al., 1992) defined the elastic stiffness, K",

as the secant stiffness corresponding to a load of 757o of the maximum nominal load.

This elastic stiffness is also shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.11. For specimen RS-S, the

load corresponding to 757o of the maximum is the same as the yield load and thus the

elastic súffness coincides with the stiffness at yield.
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6.2.6 Connection Strength

The maximum connection strengths for the static connections tested are given in terms

of the maximum measured load in Table 6.1. The measured maximum load was

achieved at or close to the ultimate displacement of the connection. In general, the

measured strength of the connection with mild steel reinforcement (RS-S) was 2OTo

higher than the connection with prestressed bars (PTB-S) or strands (pTS-S). This

was mainly due to the differences in size and material characteristic of the

reinforcement type. The strengths of the two prestressed connections (pTB-S and

PTS-S) were within l%o difference.

6.2.7 Connection Ductility

The large connection deformability associated with rocking and slip allowed the

precast shear wall subassemblage to withstand large magnitude of deformation up to

onset of failure. Failure resulted from the inability of the connection to sustain

additional load. The deformational capacity of the sysrem is expressed in terms of the

ulúmate displacement ductility or the drift. The ultimaæ displacemenr ductility is

defined as the ratio of the displacement at failure to the displacement at yield as

follows:

p^:l (6.2)

Table 6.1 gives the ultimate displacement ductilities, and maximum drift for the

three static specimens. Also given in Table 6.1 a¡e values for the connection stiffness

at yield and the percent slip to displacement ratio. The ultimate drift is defined as rhe
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ratio of the ultimate displacement at the top wall panel to the effective height of the

top panel above connection region.

While the yield displacement of the three specimens was the same, the ulúmate

ductility was different. The ultimate displacement ductility for the specimen with mild

steel reinforcement (RS-S) was 9 and the drift was 27o. Thepost-tensioned connection

with prestressing bars, specimen PTB-S, had a ductility of l1 and a drift of 2.44Vo.

Specimen PTS-S, post-tensioned with prestressing strands, had the lowest displacement

ductility of 7 and drift of 1.567o. The lower ultimate ductility achieved by specimen

PTS-S could be attributed to the material stress-strain characteristic of the prestressing

strand.

In suûurury, specimen PTB post-tensioned with bars showed the best

deformational capacity with the highest ultimate ductility. The ductility of the

specimen PTB-S was 207o higher than specimen RS-S. The ductility of pTB-S, with

prestressed bars, was about 60Vo higher than that of PTS-S, with prestressing strands.

This increase in ductility can be attributed to the differences in prestressing

reinforcement. The ductility of specimen RS-S, with mild steel reinforcemenr. was

about 307o higher than that of specimen prS-s, with prestressing strands.
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6.3 MILD STEEL SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO REVERSED CYCLIC LOAD

6.3.1. General

Five specimens with mild sæel reinforcement continuity across the joint were tested

under cyclic loading: specimen RS, RsK RsU, RW, and RT. These specimens will

be referred to in the discussion as the mild steel specimens. (The specimen

nomenclature was explained earlier in section 3.2). All the mild steel specimens, with

the exception of specimen RSK, had a plain surface joint. The experimental variables

include:

1. Condition of ioint surface:

a) plain surface (RS) versus b) shear keys (RSK)

2. Type of bar couplins:

a) splice sleeve (RS); b) welded ro angle (R'W); and c) bolted to tube (RT)

3. bar to panel concrete condition:

a) bonded reinforcement (RS) versus b) partially unbonded reinforcement(RSU)

Specimen RS, plain surface joint with bar mechanically spliced with a splice

sleeve, will be used as the "control" or "rsference" specimen. The behaviour of the

remaining four specimens will be discussed in comparison to specimen RS. The

behaviour of the companion monotonic specimen RS-S is also compared to that of

specimen RS.

Each specimen was subjected to a two-phase cyclic loading hisrory: load-

control cycles and displacement-control cycles. The load-control cycles consisted of

3 cycles at increasing increments of the theoretical load up to the connection yield.

The displacement-control cycles were multiples of the yietd displacement. Three
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cycles were applied at each displacement ductility level, followed by a lower service

level cycle. The top displacement is the relative top panel to bottom panel

displacement measured at the location of the applied horizontal load as explained in

section 5.1. The applied displacement ductility raúo was increased as the rest

progressed. Throughout test, the normal stress applied to the top of the wall was kept

constant at 2 MPa. A more detailed description of the cyclic loading history could be

found in section 3.8.

6.3.2 Performance and Damage Observations

In general, the cyclic response of the mild steel specimens was similar and could be

identified by the following srages:

1. Rocking: continuous opening and closing of the joint region.

2. Crushing of drypack and panel concrete in the compression zone at joint ends.

3. Yielding of continuity reinforcement at connection level.

4. subsequent buckling of vertical reinforcement through the joint.

5. Spalling of concrete and drypack adjacent to the buckled bars.

6. Limited formation of flexural-shear cracks in the panel.

7. Hinge formation and deteriorarion of drypack in the joint region.

7. Progressive drypack crushing and spalling along the length of the connection.

8. Rupture of reinforcing bar at the weld toes in the RW (welded detail) and pull-out

of the bar from the splice sleeve in the RS (splice sleeve detail) and severe wall

deformations of the rube in specimen RT (tube detail).

The degree and extent of damage observed at failure varied among the

specimens. Specimen RSU, RW and RT had major drypack deterioration at failure.

Specimen RS had moderate damage across the connecúon length while specimen RSK
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had moderate damage at the connection ends and no damage or minor damage to the

shear keys which remained intact at failure. The behaviour of the mild steel

specimens was detailed in section 5.3. The following is a brief recapulation of the

behaviour of each specimen at failure:

Specimen RS failed by pull-out of the east bar from the sleeve in the 3rd cycle

of loading increment to - 5Dy in the pull direction. Bar pull-our occruïed after

reaching srain levels corresponding to rupture of the bar. Drypack crushing

concentrated at the connection end region, around 1/3 the connection length, and was

ground to a very thin layer. However, the spread of crushing along the full length of

the connection was limited. Average drypack crushing along the connection length

was rather moderate at about 57o of the initial thickness. Few cracks were observed

at the concrete panels around the connection region and no cracks were observed

elsewhere. The crack pattem was limited to compression-type cracks. The slip at

onset of tailure was permanently shifted in one direction and tended to be slightly

more towards the pull than the push-direction of loading. (The push/pull-directions

of the load were explained in Figure 5.1). Slip consisted of 13 percenr of the total

deformation at failure.

Failure of specimen RSK occurred by pull-out of the west bar from the sleeve

in the first cycle to + 5Dy in the push direction. No damage was observed in the

shear keys which remained intact. Very minor cracking was noted in the concrete

wall panel in the form of vertical compression crack. Moderate drypack crushing and

spalling occurred at the connection end region and was concentrated over I/6 the

connection length from either end. Average drypack crushing did not occur as in the

case of the RS connection. The shear-slip followed the loading direction and was

limited to approximately 7 percent of the total deformation; thus the response was
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predominantly flexural.

Severe drypack deterioration over the entire connection length occurred at

failure of specimen RSU. The drypack was literally ground to dust in the connection

region and the com,pression force was transferred to the wall panel concrete. Failure

was by pull-out of the ba¡ from the sleeve at the lst cycle at + 7Dy. Average drypack

crushing was over the enti¡e connection length and was about 40Vo of the initial

thickness of the joint. Cracking in the wall panels occurred by spalling off the

concrete cover at the panel end region at the connection region. Buckling of the

continuity reinforcement occurred. The slip was pernanently shifted towards the pull

than the push-direction of loading. The slip constituted about ISVo of the displacement

at failure.

The behaviour of specimen RW at failure was similar ro that of specimen RSU

with extensive drypack crushing and spatling. Overall crushing along the entire

connection length was in the order of 607o of the initial thickness. Buckling of the

compression reinforcement caused permanent shift in the force-slip behaviour. The

slip was more towards the pull than the push-direction of loading and was about 357o

of the total deformation. Onset of severe crushing and major slip was the 3rd cycle

to 5Dy. The response ståbilized during the cycles of 6Dy and failure occurred by

rupture of the east bar during the 3rd cycle of -6Dy in pull direction.

Specimen RT failed at the lst cycle of + 5Dy. Failure was charactenzed,by

severe drypack crushing and spalling at the connection extreme end, severe crushing

and partial spalling of the drypack within the tube section and local buckling of the

tube section due to shear deformations. Vertical compression cracks were noted in the

wall panels. Average drypack crushing along the connection length was less than l%o.

Slip was symmetric and consisted of about l4%o of the total deformation.
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6.3.3 Overall Specimen Response

The overall cyclic response of each specimen was monitored by hysteresis loops of

the load versus the displacement relationship. The load was the applied horizontal

load at the top of the upper panel a¡d the top displacement was defined as difference

between the top panet displacement at location of the applied load and the

displacement of the bottom panel close to the joint region. A typical cyclic response

strength-envelope is shown in Figure 6.12. The measured cyclic responses of all the

mild steel specimens are shown in Figures 6.13 to 6.17. These figures also include

the strength envelopes of the cyclic response for each specimen tested. The strength

envelope is the envelope of the measured absolute maximum/minimum loads at

different displacement increments. The strength envelopes will be compared later in

this section to discuss the relative performance of the different mitd steel specimens.

As seen in Figures 6.13 to 6.17 all the mild steel specimens had very similar

cyclic response characteristics. All specimens showed very good ability to maintain

peak resistance with continued cycling beyond frst yield. The mild steel specimens

exhibited stable hysteretic behaviour until onset of failure, followed by degraded

slightly pinched loops during post-failure cycles. Failure of the different connecrions

is also indicated in Figures 6.13 to 6.17: specimens where the reinforcing bar was

coupled with a splice sleeve (RS, RSK, RSU) or with the tube secrion (RT) had a

gradual failu¡e. The specimen where tbe reinforcing bar was welded (RW) had an

abrupt failure by rupture of the bar. In general, the overall behaviour of the

connection can be chuacterized by three distinct phases depending on the degree of

joint deteriorarion:

Phase I: Initial linear elastic behaviour prior to connection yield without



Phase II:

Phase III:
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any visible damage.

Post-yield behaviour without significant joint deterioration -

behaviour was consistent with nearly stable hysteresis loops and

minor damage without extensive crushing.

Post-yield behaviour with significant joint deterioration - with

significant reduction in load carrying capacity under increased

deformation. This stage was charactenzed by bar rupture at the

weld or pull-out of bar from sleeve, and by crushing and spalling

of drypack and concrete at the connection level.

The three phases of the connection behaviour are illustrated in the strength

envelope plots in Figures 6.13 to 6.17. The response characteristics of the five mild

steel specimens are compared by means of the strength envelopes as shown in Figure

6.18. It is clear from Figures 6.18 that the fïve specimens had similar overall response

characteristics. Looking closely at Figure 6.18, for a given connection, the response

in the push (+ve) and pull (-ve) directions was not perfectly symmetrical. However,

the difference in strength between push and pull was less than 107o. This difference

could be attributed to the progressive deterioration of the drypack at the extreme ends

of the connection as loading alternates from the push and pull direction. The

difference in strength ¿rmûng the mild steel specimens, with the exception of specimen

RT, was less than l5%o. In this regards, with the exception of specimen RT, specimen

RSK had the highest stengths about 275 kN and specimen RW had the lowesr

strength about 240 kN. The strength of specimen RT was 205 kN. Also, it seems that

the different configurations tested had minor influence on the connection initial

stiffness. Different specimens exhibited nonlinear behaviour at different displacement
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levels and the measured yield displacement varied for the five conf,rgurations tested.

specimen RS, with the bonded bar had the lowest yield displacement of 4.25 mm and

specimen RSU with the unbonded bar had the highest yield displacemenr of 6.5 mm,

as would be ex¡recæd due to the effect of debonding. With respect to ultimate

displacement capacity, the specimen with the tube section (RT) had the lowest

displacement capacity of about 20 mm and the specimen with the unbonded ba¡ (RSU)

had the highest displacement capacity of 40 mm.

The normalized performances of the specimens are compared in terms of the

normalized load versus ductility relationship shown in Figure 6.19. The normalízed

load is the ratio of the load to the maximum measured load and the ductility is the

ratio of measured displacement to yield displacement. Figure 6.19 indicates that the

connections had very similar response and were able to maintain their individual peak

loads up to large ductility levels well beyond yield point. Nondimensionalizing the

deformability capacity relative to a specimen's own yield provided a conservative

estimate of the ductility characteristic as will be discussed in section 6.2.6.

To better compare the effect of the different connection confîgurations to the

response, Figrire 6.18 was split into four comparison plots each including strength

envelopes for two specirnens only: the control specimen RS compared separately to

each of the other four specimens. The comparison plots are presented in Figures

6.20(a) through 6.20(d). The effect of welded versus mechanically spliced connecrion

detail is shown in Figure 6.20(a). Both these connection deraits had similar overall

response characteristics. However, the mechanically spliced detail showed slightly

higher initial stiffness and maximum load compared to the welded one, even though
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the welded detail had higher deformation capacity mainly due ro the flexibility of the

welded connector in comparison to the rigid splice sleeve. The effect of bolting the

bar to a tube section versus mechanically spliced detail is shown in Figure 6.20(b).

The conneetion witLr tube section had slightly lower initial stiffness, significantly lower

strength and lower ultimate displacement capacity in comparison to the mechanically

spliced detail. Figure 6.20(c) compares the nvo mechanically spliced reinforcing bar

connections with and without shear keys at the joint interface. Again the comparison

was very good; both these connections showed simila¡ response characteristics in

terms of stiffness, maximum load and deformability of the joint. The shear key

connection configuration had consistently limited slip response compared to the plain

surface joint as will be discussed later in section 6.3.4.3. The effect of debonding of

continuity reinforcing bar on the behaviour is illusrrared in Figure 6.20(d) that

compares two mechanically spliced reinforcing bar connections: the one with the

reinforcing bar fully bonded to the concrete and the other with the reinforcing bar

partially unbonded inside the top panel of the test specimen. Looking ar Figure

6'20(d) it is evident that the connection with the debonded reinforcing bar gives much

more favourable connection performance in terms of deformation capacity while

maintaining strength and stiffness. The effect of reversed cyclic loading on the

behaviour of the connection with mild steel reinforcement is given in Figure 6.20(e).

The figure compares two identical specimens tested under monotonic and cyclic

loading conditions. The cyclic loading seems to have little effect on the maximum

measured strength. However, the ultimate deformation capacity was reduced

significantly due to the severe damage induced by cyclic loading.

Table 6.2(a) summarizes the response characteristics for the five mild steel
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connections in terms of strength, stiffness, ductility and percent slip-to-displacement

raúo. Table 6.2(b) compares the strength degradaúon, stiffness degradation, slip-to-

displacement ratio, and energy dissipation quantities for the mild steel connections at

4Dy. This ductility level was chosen since all the connections were capable of
withstanding 4Dy. It is worth noting that at 4Dy, no significant reduction in the

strength was measured, as indicated in Table 6.2(b). The comparisons in Table 6.2(b)

reveal the similarities and differences in the response among the different

configurations as will be discussed in the following sections.

6.3.4 Connection Local Response

Similar to the behaviour of the specimens tested monotonically, all the inelastic

deformation and damage in the specimens with mild steel reinforcement tested under

cyclic loading were concentrated at the connection region. The basic response

mechanisms at the connection were charactenzed by: (i) Rocking associated with

vertical gap opening (uplift) at one extreme end and gap closing (crushing) at the orher

end of the connection; (ii) Permanent reduction in the thickness of the drypack due to

the progressive deterioration (crushing and spalling) caused by the grinding acrion of
the cyclic loading; and, (iii) Horizontal shear slip ar rhe panel to drypack inrerface.

All the mild sæel specimens with a plain surface connection region (RS, RSU,

RW' RT) showed very similar rocking and slip behaviour. The behaviour of the

specimen was characterized by rocking with initially limited slip in the joint region

at early stages followed by major slip at the onset of failure. Specimen RSK, with

multiple shear keys along the connection had a limited slip mechanism throughout the

entire test duration. As such the rocking behaviour of specimen RSK was slightly
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different from that of the rest of the mild steel specimens.

Reduction in the thickness of the connection due to the deterioration of the

drypack grout by the cyclic loading varied among the specimens. While specimens

RSU and RW sustained major reduction in the connection thickness, moderate

reduction was measured for specimen RS, minor reduction for specimen RT and no

reduction was noted for specimen RSK at the onset of failure.

6.i.4.1 Rocking B ehaviour

All mild steel specimens displayed similar rocking behaviour. A typical rocking

behaviour is given in Figure 6.21, which shows the distribution of the measured gap

deformations across the length of the connection at various loading increments for

specimen RS. Figure 6.21(a) gives the response for loading cycles in the push

(forward) direction and Figure 6.21(b) shows the response in the pull (reverse)

direction. It is evident from Figure 6.21(a) and (b), that the rocking response was

almost linear and symmetrical between the push and pull directions. Figures 6.21

demonstrate how the neutral axis moved within the connection length as the applied

moment was increased. The behaviour ranged from pure compression followed by

rocking about the center line of the connection to hinging around the end zone of the

connection. At large lateral deformation (5Dy), due to significant drypack crushing

and appreciable reduction in the thickness of the drypack, the neutral axis shifted back

towards the center line as shown in Figure 6.21. In all the specimens with mild steel

reinforcement, hinging occurred at ductility levels between lDy and 3Dy. During

hinging, the depth of the compression zone remained the same and thus the neutral

axis position remained approximately constant. As the applied displacement was
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increased, the compression area slightly reduced due ro crushing of the drypack. The

hinge length depended on the type of the connection. For specimens RS and RSU,

the hinge length was about L/4, specimen RT and RW had a hinge length of about

L/3, and specimen RSK had hinge length of about L/5, where L is the connection

length. As soon as significant drypack crushing occurred in the connection region, the

neutral axis shifted toward the cenfe line of the connection. The motion of the

neutral axis was to compensate the loss of drypack resistance due to crushing at the

outer edges of the connection and to maintain equilibrium between the compression

and tension forces. This phenomenon was observed for specimens RSU, RW and RT,

but not for specimen RSK, due to the presence of the shear keys which remained

intact at onset of failure and therefore prevented the reverse movement of the neutral

axis. The variation of measured compression zone length versus applied displacement

ductility ratio is shown in Figures 6.22 to 6.26 for the five mild steel specimens

subjected to cyclic loading. The measured compression zone lengths for the push and

pull directions of loading are shown in these figures. It is clear from these figures that

the length of the compression zone in the push direction was not always identical to

that in the pull direction. However, the difference was at most l5Vo and could be

attributed partly to the variability in the characterisúc of the drypack material from one

end of the connection to the other and partly due to the lack of accuracy of the

instrumentation- The average compression zone lengths of the different mild steel

specimens are compared in Figure 6.27(a). The average length of the compression

zone is the average of the two depths measured in the push and pull directions for

each specimen' The normalized compression zone length relative to the connection

length is compared in Figure 6.27(b). The similarity in the hinging behaviour among

the mild steel connections was very obvious in these figures.
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The rocking behaviour in terms of rotation versus displacement relationship of
all specimens with mild steel reinforcement subjected to cyclic loading is shown in

Figure 6.28. Figure 6.28 reveals that the all five specimens had nearly identical

rocking cha¡acteristics, mainly due to the fact that all specimens were subjected to the

same moment-to-shear ratio (M/VL), for the same connection length, L. The linear

relationship of the rotation-displacement relationship shown in Figure 6.2g confi¡med

the rigid-body-type motion of the top panel relative to the bottom panel ar rhe

connection region. The rocking behaviour of the specimens is compared versus the

ductility ratio in Figure 6.29. The ductility ratio in rhe figure is the ratio of the

applied displacement to the yield displacement for the given connection. The

magnitude of the yield displacement varied among the specimens: specimen RS had

the lowest yield displacement of 4.25 mm while specimen RSU had the highest yield

displacement of 6.5 mm. Figure 6.29 shows that all the specimens had a similar

rocking characteristic. All specimens with bonded reinforcing bars had nearly

idenúcal rotation-ductility relationships. Specimen RSU, with partially unbonded

reinforcing bar, had much higher rotâtional capacity in comparison to the rest of the

specimens mainly because the unbonded reinforcing bar in that specimen. Thus,

comparing the rocking response in terms of the ductility ratio, a nondimensional

quantity, did not give the relative behaviour of the different connections. However,

the rotation versus displacement gave a better comparison.

6.3.4.2 Reductiott of Connectinn Thickness

A reduction in the thickness of the connection in the form of permanent deterioration

due to crushing and spalling of the drypack along the connection length was observed

for all the cyclic specimens with plain surface connection connected by reinforcing
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bars. No reduction in the thickness was observed for the shear key specimen (RSK)

as the shea¡ keys remained intact during cyclic loading and the drypack crushing

concentrated at the connection ends only. The shear keys in the connection region

remained intact possibly due to a strut-tie mechanism within the keys which enhanced

the shear resistance. No measurable overall thickness reduction was observed for the

specimen tested under monotonic loading since crushing of the drypack concentrated

in the compression zone only. Thus it seems that overall thickness reduction could

be an addiúonal limirstate only due to cyclic loading.

The degree of deterioration in the cyclic specimens with plain surface region

varied from severe for specimens RSU and RW to moderate for specimen RS to minor

for specimen RT. The variation of the percent reduction in the thickness versus

ductility for the specimens with plain surface connection subjected to cyclic loading

is given in Figures 6.30 to 6.33. The reduction in the thickness in these figures was

measured at the zero displacement position and at the completion of the three cycles

of the applied ductility level. Figure 6.30 gives the thickness reduction for specimen

RS. It is clear from the figure that overall drypack dererioration along the length of

the connection was moderate. The measured percent reduction at failure, 3rd cycle

to 5Dy, was less than SVo. The reduction in thickness for specimen RSU is presented

in Figure 6.31. It is evident that up to 4Dy, the reduction was minor. During cycles

of 5Dy, major overall crushing occurred and the connection thickness reduced

significantly. Progressive thickness reduction conrinued during cycles of 6Dy. After

the drypack was severely crushed the compression resistance mechanism was

transferred to the concrete panels. The percent reduction at failure, lst cycle to 7Dy,

was 35Vo for specimen RSU. The thickness reduction for specimen RW was similar
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to that of specimen RSU and is shown in Figure 6.32. Again prior to 4Dy, the

reduction was minor. At 4Dy cycles, the reduction was moderate at lTVo. During the

5Dy cycles, extensive drypack crushing and spalling occurred and significant

continued reduction in thickness was measured. The thickness reduction stabilized at

6Dy. The percent reduction at failure, 3rd cycle to 6Dy, was 55vo. very minor

overall thickness reduction was measured for specimen RT and the percent reduction

at failure, lst cycle to 5Dy, was less than I7o as can be seen in Figure 6.33. The

severe drypack crushing concentrated mainly at the tube location and at the connection

ends.

6.i.4.3 Slip Behaviour

All mild steel specimens exhibited some amount of horizontal slip between the top and

bottom panels at the connection region. The slip behaviour of the five mild steel

specimens subjected to cyclic loading is given by hysteresis loops of slip versus

displacementrelationship as shown in Figures 6.34to 6.38. The slip in these figures

is the average of the slip measured by two LVDT slip stations mounted at both ends

of the connection. The displacement is the applied displacement at the top of the

upper panel. Figures 6.34 to 6.38 also include the envelopes of cyclic slip response

for each specimen. The slip envelopes represent points of absolute maximum and

minimum slip at different displacement increments.

The specimens with a plain surface connection (specimens RS, RSU, Rw, RT)

had very similar slip response. In general, all four specimens with plain surface

connections had minor slip at the initial stages of loading. The slip was almost

symmetrical and fully recoverable when the applied displacement returned to zero.
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At this initial stage, the response was mainly governed by the rocking mechanism.

At large displacement increments, the slip magnitude was moderate to major.

The magnitude of slip was in proportion to the amount of drypack deterioration from

the cyclic loading. The slip hysteresis loops were fat and formed an irrecoverable

mechanism with a permanent residual slip at the zero displacement level. The slip

was symmetrical in push and pull for specimen RT with the tube section as seen in

Figure 6.38 but was permanently shifted towards the push direction for specimens RS,

RSU and RW with bars as seen in Figures 6.34,6.36 and 6.37, respectively. The

permanently shifted slip of these specimens was possibly due to pernunent local shear

deformation of the bar at the connection region and/or pull-out of the bar from the

sleeve. At failure, specimen RS and RT had moderate slip and specimens RSU and

RW had major slip. on the other hand, the specimen with multiple shear keys across

the connection (specimen RSK) exhibited consistently minor slip at all ductility levels

as clear in Figure 6.36. Presence of shear keys at connection interface prevented the

extensive slip that occurred in plain surface connections. The slip was symmetrical

in push and pull and fully recoverable when applied displacement returns to zero.

A comparison of the slip envelopes for the mild steel specimens is presented

in Figure 6.39. It is clear that all specimens, with the exception of specimen RSK,

had similar slip characteristics. The slip-displacement relationship prior to significant

drypack deterioration was almost linear, indicaúng a constant rate of slippage.

Extensive crushing and spalling observed in specimens RSU and RW altered the slip

resistance mechanism causing a sudden change in the slip rate. The increase in the

measured slip, as seen in Figure 6.39, could have resulted from a reduction in the
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coefficient of fricúon due to significant drypack crushing. Specimen RSK with shear

keys had consistently the lowest slip contribution at all displacement levels.

The slip to displacement ratio in percentage is plotted in Figures 6.40 to 6.44

for all the specimens cornected by reinforcing bars. The percentage of slip per cycle

is given for the push and pull cycles at the different ductility levels. These Figures

revealed the simila¡ity in the slip characteristic for all four specimens with plain

surface connections and the distinct slip behaviour of the specimen with shear keys.

For all specimens, up to lDy, the slip was limited to 57o of the total deformation. The

slip for specimen RSK with shea¡ keys continued to be limited and symmetrical in

push and pull at all ductility levels as seen in Figure 6.41. The slip for all orher

specimens varied from moderate to major at failure. Specimen RS had moderate slip

with the average push/pull slip at l4%o of the total deformation as seen in Figure 6.40.

The slip for specimens RSU and RW was major at Tailure wirh the average slip at

\7Vo and 32Vo of the total deformation as seen in Figures 6.42 and 6.43. At failure,

the slip in these specimens RS, RSU, and RV/ was permanently shifted and tended to

be more towards the pull direction. The onset of permanent shift in slip behaviour

was at the 3rd cycle of 5Dy for specimen RS, at the Znd cycle to 5Dy for specimen

RW and at the lst cycle to 6Dy for specimen RSU. The onset of permanent shift in

the slip behaviour conesponded to severe drypack deterioration and dowel action due

to local shear deformation of the bar. The slip response for specimen RT with the

tube section was symmetrical and moderate at l3vo as seen in Figure 6.44.

Figure 6.45 compares the maximum slip/displacement percentage versus

ductility for the five mild steel specimens. The different stages of the slip response
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are clear in this comparison plot. Specimen RW had the highesr percentage of slip-

to-displacement at 35Vo and specimen RSK had the lowest percent slip at 6To of the

displacement at failure.

As in the specimen subjected to monotonic load, the shear-slip resistance

mechanism was mainly through a Coulomb-type friction in the compression zone of

the connection. The contribution of the compression reinforcement to the resistance

was negligible since the clamping action of the reinforcement did not occur because

the measured slip at ulúmate in the flexural specimens was less than 50Vo of the slip

at which clamping action occurred in the pure shear tests. The tension steel

reinforcement provided no clamping action and its inherent flexibility made its

contribution almost nil.

To include any contribution of the reinforcement in the shear resistance, an

apparent coefficient of friction, F, was calculated as the ratio of the connection shear

resistance, V, (applied horizontal load) to the compressive force of the drypack, Co,

in the compression zone using equation 6.1. From the test results, apparent

coefficients of friction of about 0.55, 0.45 and 0.50 were determined respectively for

specimens RS and RSU and RW under combined flexure and shear loading. The

coefficient of fricúon of connection type RV/ with mild steel reinforcement tested

under cyclic pure shear loading condition was 0.80 (West, et aI,1993). It is worth

noting that the cyclic shea¡ test results indicate that the shear force-shear slip

relationship is an unconfined elasto-plastic mechanism. It was virtually impossible to

quantify the magnitude of the slip deformation versus load. Therefore, the slip

contribution to the overall response could possibly be represented as a percentage of

the total deformation.
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6.3.5 Connection Stiffness and Stiffness Degradation

The stiffness loss or stiffness degradation for the specimens connected by reinforcing

bar and subjecæd to cyclic load, is discussed in this section. Stiffness loss is

examined at different ductility levels and at the service cycle after completion of each

ductility level. The service cycle was taken at a 150 kN load level which represents

about 60vo of the maximum load. The stiffnesses ar yield of the fìve mild steel

specimens are compared in Table 6.2(a). These stiffnesses were of the same order of
magnitude with a maximum variability of 357o. This variation could be due to the

variability in the material cha¡acteristics or the connection configurarion.

Figures 6.46 to 6.50 give the load-displacement cycles for the intermediate

equivalent service cycles after each displacement increment. It is clear from these

figures that the mild steel specimens had similar service cyclic response. The service

load-displacement loops for specimen RS were n¿uïow up to 5Dy, beyond which the

service loops widened and became severely degraded, as shown in Figure 6.46. This

was due mainly to the crushing and spalling of the drypack and pull-out of the

reinforcing bar from the sleeve. The service cycles for specimen RSU were narow

up to 3Dy. Beyond 3Dy, the service behaviour was nonlinear elastic and the

hysteresis loops were wide as shown in Figure 6.48. For the other specimens, the

service load-displacement cycles remained in the elastic range and the hysteresis loops

were consistently n¿urow. This behaviour is shown clearly in Figure 6.47, 6.49 and,

6.50 for specimens RSK, RW and RT, respectively.
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Figures 6.51 to 6.55 give the measured stiffness degradation in term of the

ductility level. The stiffness per cycle was determined as the slope of the peak-to-

peak load-displacement hysteresis relationship at the service cycle after completion of
the cycles of each ductility increment. The load was the horizontal load applied at the

top of the upper panel and the displacement was the measured displacemenr ar the

location of the applied load. The initial elastic stiffness of the connection, was

obtained by regression analysis as the slope of the besrfit line of the load-

displacement elastic cycles in the initial excursions prior to yield. The stiffness at

yield was the peak-to-peak slope in the push and pull direction of the load-
displacement cycle at connection yield. In general, the initial stiffness was about

twice the stiffness at yield. Figures 6.51 to 6.55 reveals that all specimens resred had

very similar response in þrms of stiffness degradation. one thing was obvious in
these figures: the stiffness at the service cycle after the completion of each ductility
level was slightly higher than the stiffness at a load corresponding ro the same

ductility level.

Comparison of the stiffness degradation for the mild steel specimens is shown

in Figures 6'56(a) and (b). Figure 6.56(a) gives the stiffness degradation to each

ductility level while Figure 6.56(b) gives the stiffness degradation ar rhe service cycle
afær the completion of each ductility level. Figure 6.56 reveals that all the specimens

had very simil¡' stiffness degradation. The highest and lowest stiffnesses at yietd

were 50 kN/mm and 35 kN/mm for specimens RS and RSU, respectively. The

difference between these stiffnesses is about 35vo. Thisdifference could be attributed

mainly due to the use of bonded reinforcement in specimen RS versus unbonded

reinforcement in specimen RSU. The measured stiffness was compared to the stiffness
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at yield in Figure 6-57(a) at each ductility level while Figure 6.s7(b) represenrs rhe

same quantity at the service cycle after the completion of each ductility level. Again

Figure 6-57 teflects simila¡ stiffness degradation characteristic for the tested specimens

connected with reinforcing bars. Figure 6.57(a) reveals that, at a given ductility level,

the percent stiffness degradation of the specimens was similar. In particular at 4Dy,

the average stiffness degradation for the different connection types, as given in Table

6'2(b), was about 27Vo. The stiffness at failure was abour 20Vo ofthe iniúal stiffness

at yield. on the other hand, the percent service stiffness to yield stiffness-ductility

relationship in Figure 6.57(b) has a wider scatter among the specimens suggesting that

the degradation of the stiffness at the service cycles for specimen RW and RSK was

considerably less than the other specimens.

The most important feature revealed in Figures 6.56 and 6.57 was the sharp

decrease in stiffness versus increase in ductility. Such decrease in stiffness with

increasing ductitity seems to be a cha¡acteristic of degrading systems and has been

observed by other researchers testing concrere structures (ATCS, lggl). This loss of
stiffness was due mainly to the progressive deterioration of the drypack material by

continued crushing, loss of compression zone area by spalling of the drypack, cracking

and spalling of the concrete at the connection edges, and the nonlinear behaviour of
the material.
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6.3.6 Connection Strength

The measured connection strengths for the five mild steel specimens are given in

Table 6.2(a). The connection strength is expressed in terms of the maximum

measured horizontal load which was achieved close to the ultimate displacement of
the connection. In general, the percent variability in the connection strength among

the mild steel specimens, with the exception of specimen RT with tube section, was

less than l4%o. The connection strength in specimen RT with the tube was aboutZ5Vo

lower than the average strength value of the other specimens. This lower strength was

due mainly to the lower resistance of the tube section relative to the sleeve or welded

connector. The strength reduction for the different connections is compared at 4Dy

in Table 6.2(b). At this s[age, specimen RSU, RW and RT had only lyvo srrengrh

reduction while specimens RSK and RS had less than 3Vo reduction. Above 4Dy,

comparison of strength degradation among connections was not possible since different

connections reached different ductilities.

6.3.7 Connection Ductility

All mild steel specimens were capable of maintaining peak resistance with cycling at

large displacements well beyond first yield. No sudden loss of load carrying capacity

was noted with appreciable deformation, and failure was rather gradual. The overall

perforrnance of the specimen is given by its deformational capacity. The

deformational capacity is expressed in terms of either the ultimate displacemenr

ductility or the ultimate drift. The ultimate displacement ductility, p¡, is defined as

the ratio of the displacement at failure, Du, to the displacement at yield, Dr, as given

in equation 6.2. The ultimate drift, 0, is the ratio of the displacement at failure, Du,

to the effective height, H, of the upper panel above the connection region. The
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effective height was the same for all specimens at 1800 mm. Values for the ultimate

ductility and ultimate drift for the mild steel specimens are given in Table 6.2(a).

In terms of the overall deformational capacity, specimen RSK with shear keys

and specimen RT with the tube section had the lowest ductility ratio of 4. Specimen

RS, a plain surface connection with a mechanically spliced reinforcing bar, had a

displacement ductility ratio of 5 and an ultimate drift of l.Z%o. Specimen RW, the

welded-reinforcing-bar configuration, had an ultimate ductility ratio of 5 and a drift

of 1.387o. The lower ductility achieved by specimen RS compared to that of specimen

RW could be attributed to material characteristics or to the early pull-out of the bar

from the sleeve prior to overall drypack crushing in the connection or to the flexibility

of the welded connector relative to the rigid splice sleeve. Specimen RSU with

unbonded reinforcement had the highest displacement ductility ratio of more than 6.

The ultimate drift for specimen RSU was 2.r6vo. Therefore, comparing the

deformational capacities of the five specimens it can be seen rhat the capacity of
specimen RS was 20Vo higher than that of specimens RT and RSK. The capacity of

specimen RW was 207o higher than specimen RS. The capacity of specimen RSU,

with unbonded reinforcement, was 807o higher than specimen RS, with bonded

reinforcement.
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6.3.8 Energy Dissipation

The energy dissipated by each specimen during a test was defined as the a¡ea enclosed

by the load versus displacement hysteresis relationship. The area was calculated by

numerical integration. For each specimen the energy dissipation per cycle (e) and the

cumulative energy dissipation (E) were computed up to failure. The energy dissipation

per cycle (e) was defined as the energy dissipated at a given cycle for a given ductility

level. The cumulative energy dissipation was the surnmation of the energy per cycle

at any given point in the test (E=Iæ¡). Also, for each specimen an estimate was made

of how much of this energy was dissipated by rocking and how much was dissipated

by slip. The contribution of the slip to the energy dissipation (E, or er) was calculated

by deducting the flexural energy dissipation (E, or er) determined by the load versus

flexural deformation plot from the total energy dissipation (E, or er) determined by the

load-displacement plot. The flexural deformation was given as the total displacement

minus the horizontal slip deformation. The energy dissipation response exhibited by

specimens RS, RSK, RSu, RW and RT is given in Figures 6.5g throu gh 6.62,

respectively. Each frgure shows: (a) the energy dissipation per cycle and (b) the

cumulative energy dissipation. Also shown in each plot is the contribution of slip and

rocking to the energy dissipation (a) per cycle and (b) ar the cumulative level. As can

be seen from Figures 6.58(a) through 6.62(a), the energy dissipation per cycle was

consistent at each ductility level. The percent energy due to slip versus the total

energy was, in general, less than 307o. The cumulative energy dissipation for all

specimens was charactenzedby nonlinear as shown in Figures 6.58(b) to 6.62(b). The

contribution of slip to the energy was small and also nonlinea¡.
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Comparison of the average percentage energy dissipated per cycle due to slip

to the total energy is shown in Figure 6.63. Specimen RSK had the lowesr percenr

energy due to slip and specimen RT had the highest. specimens RS, RSU and RW

exhibited very similar contriburion of slip to energy dissipation.

Comparison of the average energy dissipation per cycle plots at a given

ductility level is shown in Figure 6.64. The cumulative energy dissipation for all

specimens are compared in Figure 6.65. Looking closely ar Figures 6.64 and6.65, the

following was noted: the energy dissipation per cycle capability of specimens RSK

and RS, mechanically spliced reinforcing bar connections with and without shear keys,

was nearly identical. The cumulaúve energy dissipation for the RS specimen was

higher as it failed at a higher ductility level. The welded connecrion detail, specimen

RW, had a slightly higher energy dissipation per cycle than specimen RS. Specimen

RW also had a higher cumulative energy dissipation as failure occurred at a higher

ductility than RS specimen. Specimen RT has the lowest energy dissipation per cycle

and the lowest cumulative energy dissipation; this is due to the fact that specimen RT

had a significantly lower strength than the other specimens (the strength of specimen

RT was about 70Vo of that of the rest of the specimens). Specimen RSU, with

unbonded ba¡, had by far the best cumulative energy dissipation characteristics in

comparison to all other specimens.
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In order to give a nondimensionalized representation of the energy dissipation

for each specimen, an attempt was made to normalize the energy dissipated relative

to the elastic energy absorbed by the specimen at yield. The energy dissipation index

was defined as the ratio of the energy at a given ductility level to the energy at yield.

The elastic energy at yield was determined as:

Ev: +P;^;) (6.3)

The yield load and yield displacement in this equarion were defined in Figure

6.1 and corresponded to the push (+ve) and pull (-ve) cycles of the response. The

energy dissipation index per cycle is presented in Figure 6.66. The cumulative energy

dissipation index is shown in Figure 6.67. The wide range observed in the energy

dissipation per cycle was somewhat reduced as energy dissipation index values were

closer to each other. Yet Some specimens still had a higher dissipation index than

others. The cumulative energy dissipation index in Figure 6.67 revealed similar trend

of behaviour as well.

|rrrr,
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6.4 PRESTRESSED SPECIMEN SUBJECTED TO REVERSED CYCLIC LOAD

6.4.L General

This section discusses the results of the prestressed specimens subjected to reversed

cyclic loading. Three prestressed specimens were tested: specimen pTB, pTS, and

PTBU. The specimen nomenclature was explained earlier in section 3.2. All
prestressed specimens were post-tensioned to an equivalent prestress of 1.2 Mpa on

the connection. The specimens had a plain surface joint region. The experimental

variables included:

1. Tyoe of prestressing reinforcement:

a) prestressing bars (PTB) versus b) prestressing strands (prs)

2. Bar to panel concrete condition:

a) bonded reinforcement (PTB) versus b) fully unbonded reinforcemenr(pTBu)

Specimen PTB with bonded prestressing bars will be used as the reference

specimen. The behaviour of the other two prestressed specimens will be compared to

specimen PTB. The behaviour of prestressed specimens tested under cyclic loading

conditions was compared to specimens tested under monotonic loading conditions.

As in the mild steel specimens, the prestressed specimens were subjected to the

cyclic loading hisrory as explained in section 3.g.
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6.4.2 Pefiormance and Damage Observations

The observed response of the presEessed specimens was similar to that of the mild

steel specimens and can be given by the following st4ges:

1. Rocking in teflns of continuous opening and closing of the joint region.

2' Crushing of drypack and panel concrete in the compression zone at the joint ends.

3. Yielding of prestressing reinforcemenr (specimen pTB and pTS).

4. subsequent buckling of rhe presrressed bars (specimen prB and prBU).

5. Spalling of concrete and drypack adjacent to the buckled bars.

6. Panel cracking in the form of compression cracks at the connection extreme ends.

7. Progressive drypack crushing and spalling along the length of the connection.

8. Rupture of the prestressing bar or strand at the connection region (specimens pTB

and PTS) at failure.

The extent of observed damage at failure varied. Specimens PTB and PTS had

moderate damage across the connection length while specimen PTBU had major

drypack deterioration at failure. The observed behaviour of the prestressed specimens

was detailed in section 5.4. A brief recapulation of the behaviour of each specimen

at failure is as follows:

Specimen PTS failed by rupture of the prestressing strand at the 2nd cycle to

8Dy in the push direction. Severe crushing and spalling of the drypack grout

accompanied the rupture of the strand. The drypack was ground to a thin layer over

about L/6 from the connection ends. Drypack crushing progressed towards the

connection centre line where very minor crushing occurred. The average thickness

reduction along the connection length was minor at about 5Vo of the initiat thickness.
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Concrete cracking and spalling concentrated at the connection extreme ends in the

form of surface cracks mainly in the lower panel. A big concrete cover piece in the

lower panel at the push end spalted off. The slip was symmetrical and consisted of

72vo of displacement at failure. The ductility of the connection was 6.

Specimen PTB lailed by rupture of the prestressing bar at rhe 3rd cycle of 7Dy

in the pull direction. The drypack at the connection ends was reduced ro a very thin

layer. Drypack crushing progressed along the full connection length. The average

drypack crushing along the connection at failure was moderate with a25Vo reduction

from the initial thickness. Concrete cracking and spalling was mainly in the lower

panel at the connection edges. The cracking was in the form of compression surface

cracks. The slip was permanently shifted and tended to be more towards the pull end

possibly because of local shear deformation of the ba¡ in dowel acrion. The slip at

failure was l2vo of the displacement. The ultimate ductility was 6.

Failure of specimen PTBU was charactenzed by severe drypack deterioration

over the entire connection length and significant crushing in the extreme ends of the

concrete panels. The drypack was literally ground to dust in the connection region

and the compression force was transferred to the wall panel concrete. Rupture of the

bar did not occur at failure. The average drypack crushing over the entire connection

length was 607o of the initial thickness. Cracking in the wall panels occurred by

spalling off conc¡ete cover at the panel end region near the connection region.

Buckling of the continuity reinforcement occured. The slip was permanently shifted

towards the pull than the push-direction of loading. The slip constituted about I4Vo

of the displacement at failure. The ultimate ductility was 14.
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6.4.3 Overall Specimen Response

The overall cyclic response of the prestressed specimens was monitored by the load

versus displacement hysteresis relationship. The response was similar to that of the

specimens with mild steel reinforcement; however, the hysteresis loops were narïower

and the plastic deformation was smaller, possibly due to the prestressing effect.

Figures 6.68 to 6.70 give the measured load-displacemenr hysteresis loops and include

the strength envelope of the cyclic response. In these figures, the load was applied

at the top of the upper panel and the displacement was measured at the location of the

applied load relative to the bottom panel. The strength envelope connects absolute

maximum measured loads of cycles at different displacement increments. The strength

envelopes will be later compared to evaluate the relative performance of the

prestressed specimens.

The cyclic behaviour of the three prestressed specimens was very similar as is

evident in Figures 6.68 to 6.70. The hysteresis loops for specimen pTBU, with

unbonded bars, were narrower and more pinched in comparison to loops for specimens

PTB and PTS, with bonded reinforcement. This behaviour was a consequence of

unbonding the prestressing reinforcement. All specimens showed stable hysteretic

behaviour and were able to maintain peak resistance after cycling well beyond first

yield. Failure of the connection is evident in Figures 6.68 to 6.70: the rwo specimens

with bonded prestressing reinforcement failed abruptly by rupture of the bar or strand

while the specimen with unbonded ba¡ had a gradual failure. The envelope of the

connection behaviour can be characterized by three phases as illustrated in Figures

6.68 to 6.70 depending on the degree of joint dereriorarion:

I: Initial linear elastic prior to yietd without any visible damage.

II: Ductile phase charactenzed by stable hysteresis loops and minor to
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moderate damage without extensive crushing.

ultimate stage (tailure) with significant reduction in the load carrying

capacity under increased deformation and severe damage. This stage

was characterized by extensive crushing and spalling of drypack and

panel concrete at both sides of the joint. Rupture of the prestressed

reinforcement, in the bonded specimens, occurred at this stage.

The response characteristics of the prestressed specimens are compared using

the strength envelopes in Figure 6.71. The three specimens had similar overall

characteristics. The response, however, was not perfectly symmetrical between the

push and pull directions. The strength difference between push and pull was less than

107o. This difference could be attributed to the progressive deterioration due to cyclic

between the push and pull directions. The maximum strength of specimens with

bonded prestressed bars or strands was within l7o. The strength of the specimen with

unbonded bars was l57o lower than the one with bonded bars and was a direct

consequence of the unbonding of the bars. Specimen PTS had the highest strength of

240 kN, specimen PTB had a slightly lower strength of 225 kN, and specimen pTBU

had the lowest strength of 205 kN. The connection configuration had no influence on

the initial stiffness of the connection which was almost identical for the three

specimens as is clear in Figure 6.71. The prestressed specimens exhibited nonlinea¡

behaviour at different displacement levels but the yield displacement was the same for

the three configurations tested. The yield displacement for all specimens was 4.0 mm.

This displacement corresponds to the yielding of the bars and strands in specimens

PTB and PTS, respectively. The unbonded bars in specimen PTBU did not yield and

therefore the equivalent-to-yield displacement was chosen as the yield displacement

III:
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of specimen PTB. The ultimate displacement capacity at onset of failure varied

among the specimens: the two specimens with bonded prestressed bars and strands

(PTB and PTS) had the same displacement capacity of 24 mm and the specimen with

unbonded ba¡ (PTBÐ had the highest displacement capacity of 56 mm.

Figure 6.72 provides a nondimensionalized response of the three prestressed

specimens. The norrnalized performances are given in terms of the normalized load

versus ductility ratio. The normalized load is the ratio of the load to the maximum

measured load. Since the same yield displacement was used for the three specimens,

nondimensionalizing the deformability capacity did not give a different comparison

alternaúve.

Figure 6.71 is split into two comparison plots, Figure 6.73(a) and 6.73(b), each

including strength envelopes for only two specimens to highlight the effect of the

different configurations to the response. The effect of bonded bars versus bonded

strands is shown in Figure 6.73(a). Both these connection details had very similar

overall response characteristics in terms of stiffness, yield and ultimate displacement.

The specimen with strands had a slightly higher maximum load compared to the

specimen with bars. The strength was maintained over a longer displacement range

in the specirnen with strands. The effect of debonding of the prestressing bars on the

behaviour is illustrated in Figure 6.73(b) which compares two prestressed connections:

fully bonded bars and futly unbonded bars. Relative ro rhe specimen with bonded

bars, the specimen with unbonded bars had significantly enhanced connection

deformability capacity. The strength of the unbonded specimen was slightly lower

than that of the bonded specimen while the stiffness was almost the same. Therefore,
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unbonded bars give much more favourable connection performance than bonded bars

in terms of deformation capacity.

The effect of the reversed cyclic loading on the behaviour of prestressed

specimens is given in Figures 6.73(c) and (d) for specimens with bars and sftands,

respectively. Each figure compares the response of two identical specimens tested

under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. Figure 6.73(c) compares specimens

PTB and PTB-S, prestressed with bars, and Figure 633(d) compares specimens pTS

and PTS-S, prestressed with strands. The cyclic loading did not affect the maximum

measured strength. However, the ultimate displacement capacity was significantly

reduced due to the severe damage induced by cyclic loading.

Table 6.3(a) summa¡izes the response characteristics of the prestressed

connections in terms of strength, stiffness, ductility and percent slip to deformation

ratio. Table 6.3(b) compares the strength degradation, stiffness degradation, slip to

deformation ratio and energy dissipation quantities for the prestressed connections at

6Dy' This ductility level was chosen since atl the connections were capable of
withstanding 6Dy. The similarities and differences of response among the different

configurations will be discussed in the following sections.

6.4.4 Connection Local Response

As for the mild steel specimens, the mechanisms at the connection of the prestressed

specimens were: (i) rocking associated with vertical gap opening and closing; (ii)

permanent reduction in drypacked connection thickness through severe drypack

deterioration and, (iii) horizontal shear slip at the panel to drypack inrerface.
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All the prestressed specimens (PTS, PTB and PTBU) showed similar rocking

and slip response. Initially, the behaviour was charactenzed by rocking with limited

slip at early stages followed by major slip at the onser of failure. Specimens pTB and

PTBU had permanent shift in slip af failure. Thickness reduction due to deterioration

of the drypack grout va¡ied among the specimens. Specimen PTBU showed a major

reduction in the connection thickness, moderate reduction was measured for specimen

PTB and minor reduction for specimen prs, at the onset of failure.

6.4.4.1 Rocking Behøviour

The rocking behaviour for all prestressed specimens was simila¡. Typical rocking

behaviour of the prestressed specimens is given in Figures 6.7a@) and (b) for rocking

in the push and pull toading directions, respectively. The rocking response was almost

linear and symmetrical between the push and pull directions. Figures 6.74 illusrrates

the movement of the neutral axis within the connection length as loading was

increased. The behaviour started initially by pure compression followed by rocking

about the centre line of the connection to hinging around the end zone of the

connection. At large ductility levels, due to significant drypack crushing and some

reduction in the thickness of the drypack, the neutral axis shifted back toward the

centre line as shown in Figure 6.74. The neutral axis moved back to compensate for

the loss of drypack resistance due to crushing and to maintain equilibrium between

compression and tension forces.

In the prestressed specimens with bonded reinforcement, hinging occurred at

ductility levels between lDy and 3Dy, while hinging of the unbonded specimen

occurred between lDy and 14Dy. During hinging, the depth of the compression zone
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remained the same and thus the position of the neutral axis remained approximately

constant. The hinge length depended on the type of the connection. Specimen pTS

hinge length was about L/4 while specimen PTB and PTBU had a hinge length about

L/3, where L is the connection length. As soon as significant drypack crushing

occurred in the connection region, the neutral axis shifted back closer towards the

centre line of the connection and the compression depth increases. This phenomena

was observed for specimens PTB and PTS but not for specimen PTBU. The variation

of measured compression zone length versus applied displacement ductility ratio is

shown in Figures 6.75 to6.77 for the threeprestressed specimens subjected to cyclic

loading. The measured compression zone lengths for the push and pull directions of

loading are shown in these figures. The length of the compression zone in the push

direction was not always identical to that in the pull direction. The difference was at

mosf l57o and could be attributed to the variability in the characteristic of the drypack

material or to the accuracy of the instrumentation. The average compression zone

lengths of the three prestressed specimens are compared in Figure 6.7g(a). The

average compression zone length was the average of the two lengths measured in the

push and pull directions for each specimen. The normalized compression zone lengths

relative to the connection length is compared in Figure 6.78(b). The similarity in the

rocking behaviour is very obvious in these figures.

The rotation versus displacement relationship of the prestressed specimens

subjected to cyclic loading is shown in Figure 6.79(a). Figure 6.79(a)reveals that the

all specimens had very similar rocking characteristics, mainly due to the fact that all

specimens were subjected to the same moment-to-shear ratio (M/VL), for the same

connection length, L. The linearity in the relationship of the rotation-displacement

shown in Figure 6.79(a) confirmed the rigid-body-type morion of the rop panel relarive
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to the bottom panel at the connection region. The two specimens with bonded

reinforcement had nearly identical rotation-ductility relationships. Specimen PTBU

with unbonded bar, had a higher rotational capacity in comparison to the bonded

specimens mainly because the unbonded bar in that specimen. The rocking behaviour

of the specimens was compa¡ed versus the ductility ratio in Figure 6.79(b) to

nondimensionalize the results. Simila¡ behaviour is evident in Figure 6.7g(b) among

the three specimens.

6.4.4.2 Redaction of Connectiott Thickness

Permanent reduction in the thickness of the connection caused by crushing and

spalling of the drypack along the connection length was observed for all prestressed

specimens subjected to cyclic loading, while no measurable thickness reduction was

noted for companion specimens (PTB-S and PTS-S) tested under monoronic loading.

Thus thickness reduction could be an additional limit-state due to cyclic loading only.

The degree of deterioration in the prestressed specimens varied from severe for

specimens PTBU to moderate for specimen PTB to minor for specimen pTS. The

percent reduction in the thickness versus ductility for the prestressed specimens

subjected to cyclic loading is given in Figures 6.80 to 6.82. The reduction in the

thickness in these figures was measured at the zero displacement position after the

completion of three cycles of the applied ductility level. Figure 6.80 gives the

thickness reduction for specimen PTS. The drypack deterioration along the length of

this connecúon was minor. The measured percent reduction at onset of failure, 6Dy,

was about 37o. The thickness reduction for specimen PTB is presented in Figure 6.81.

Up to 4Dy, minor reduction was noted with 47o reduction at 4Dy. Between 4Dy and
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6Dy, major crushing occurred and the connection thickness reduced. The percent

reduction at failure, 6Dy, was 207o. The thickness reduction for specimen pTBU is

shown in Figure 6.82. Again prior to 4Dy, the reduction was minor. At 6Dy cycles

reduction was moderate at 70Vo. During cycles of 6Dy to l4Dy, extensive crushing

and spalling of the drypack and concrete occurred. Continued reduction in the

thickness was measured. The thickness reduction stabilized at during cycles to l4Dy.

The percent reduction at onset of failure, 3rd cycle to l4Dy, was 55vo.

6.4.4.3 Slþ Behaviour

The slip behaviour of the three prestressed specimens subjected to cyclic loading

(specimens PTS, PTB and PTBU) is given by hysteresis loops of slip versus

displacement as shown in Figures 6.83 to 6.85. In these figures, the average slip

measured by two LVDT slip stations, mounted at both ends of the connection, was

reported. Also included in these figures was the envelope of cyclic slip response for

each specimen. In general, all three specimens with prestressed reinforcement had

similar response. All specimens had minor slip at the inirial loading srages. The slip

was almost symmetrical and fully recoverable at the zero displacement level. At large

displacement increments, the slip formed an irrecoverable mechanism with permanent

residual slip at zero displacement. The slip hysteresis loops were somewhat fat for

specimens PTB and PTS with bonded steel but rather narow for specimen pTBU with

unbonded bars- The slip was symmetrical in push and pull for specimen pTS up to

the lst cycle to 24 mm (6Dy), as seen in Figure 6.83, beyond which the slip srarions

were lost and the slip response could not be determined. The slip was permanently

shifted towards the pull direction for specimens PTB and pTBU with bars as seen in

Figures 6.84 and 6.85, respectively. The shift in slip response was more pronounced
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in specimen PTBU with the unbonded ba¡ than in specimen pTB with bonded ba¡s.

This was possibly due to local shea¡ deformation of the bar at the connection region

or loss of prestressing force or instrumentation eror. At failure, the magnitude of slip

was in proportion to the extent of drypack deterioration. Specimens pTS and pTB had

moderate slip and specimens PTBU had major slip.

The slip envelopes for the prestressed specimens are compared in Figure 6.g6.

The similarity in the slip response among the th¡ee specimens is obvious. The slip

behaviour prior to signihcant drypack deterioration was almost linear with constant

rate of slippage. Extensive crushing and spalling resulted in sudden change in the slip

rate as seen in Figure 6.86. The sudden increase in the measured slip could have

resulted from a reduction in the coefficient of friction at the connection interface due

to severe crushing. Specimen PTS consistently had the lowest slip contribution at all

displacement levels while specimen PTBU had the highest slip at ultimate.

Figures 6.87 to 6'89 give percentåge of slip to displacemenr rario in the push

and pull cycles at different ductility levels for the three prestressed specimens. Again,

the similarity in the slip characteristic for all three prestressed specimens is evident.

For all specimens, up to lDy, the slip was limited to 5vo of the total deformation. The

slip for specimen PTS increased slightly to 6vo of the displacemenr ar rhe 1sr cycle of
5Dy and then jumped to l}Vo of the displacemenr ar the lst cycle of 6Dy. In

specimen PTB, the rate of slip increase was higher. The slip increased to lyvo of the

displacement at 3Dy and maintained a maximum of 127o of the displacement between

4Dy and 6Dy. It is evident from Figure 6.88 that the slip was permanently shifred and

tended to be more towards the pull than the push direction. The onset of shift in slip
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response is at the 3rd cycle of 3Dy. At the Znd cycle of 4Dy in the push direction,

some negative slip contribution was recorded. The negative slip to displacement ratio

means that the measured slip is opposite to the di¡ection of the applied displacement.

This negative slip contribution was repeated for two push cycles of 5Dy and one push

cycle of 6Dy. During these push cycles, the local motion in the connection was

dominated by the rigid body rotation of the top panel ar the connecrion region. When

the top panel rotates at the pull end, the lower edge of the panel moves towards the

pull end at the connection region, thus producing a negative slip contribution. In

specimen PTBU, the slip maintained below 6Vo of the displacement up to 7Dy.

Beyond 7Dy, the slip increased at a constant rate up to 14Vo of the displacement at

l4Dy. Between 7Dy to l4Dy, the slip response was permanently shifted towards the

pull direction as evident in measured negative slip during these ductility levels.

The maximum slip to displacement ratio in percentage versus ductility for the

three prestressed specimens is compared in Figure 6.90. At 6Dy, the percent slip to

displacement ratio was lowest for specimen PTBU at 6Vo while specimens pTS and

PTB had similar percent slip to displacement ratio of IlTo utd l2Vo, respecrively.

This behaviour is possibly because specimens PTB and PTS experienced severe

degradation and may had more prestress loss at 6Dy than specimen pTBU with

unbonded bars. The compa¡ison is given in Table 6.3(b). At ultimate of specimen

PTBU, l4Dy, the percent slip to displacemenr ratio is l4%o.

Again, the shear force-slip resistance mechanism was characterized as

Coulomb-fricúon in the compression zone of the connection. The contribution of the

prestressed reinforcement to the resistance was through the effective prestress force
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only and not by dowel action. The effect of the prestressing on the shea¡ resistance

was included by calculating an apparent coefficient of friction, ¡r. The measured

apparent coefficients of friction varied from 0.35 to 0.5 for specimens pTBU, pTB and

PTS under combined flexure and shear loading. Coefficient of friction of similar

prestressed specimens tested under cyclic pure shear loading was 0.90 (West, Soudki

and Rizkalla 1993).

6.4.5 Connection Stiffness Degradation

The stiffness degradation for the prestressed specimens subjected to cyclic load was

examined at the ductility level and at the service cycle after completion of the ductitity

level. The service cycle was considered as equivalent to 60vo of the connection

strength: at 150 kN for specimens PTB and PTS, and ar 100 kN for specimen pTBU.

Minor variation was recorded among the stiffness of the different specimens, mainly

due to the variability in the material characteristics or the connection configuration.

Figures 6.91 to 6.93 give the response at service of the prestressed specimens

in terms of the load-displacement after each ductility level. It is clear from these

fTgures that the service cyclic response of specimens with bonded steet (pTS and pTB)

was diffe¡ent from the specimen with unbonded steel (PTBU). The service load-

displacement loops for specimens prB and prs were narrow up to ZDy, beyond

which the loops became fat and degraded as shown in Figure 6.9r and 6.92. The

service cycles for specimen PTBU were consistently n¿urow at all ductility levels up

to failure as shown in Figure 6.93. The loops were narow mainly due to the

unbonding of the bars. The service cycles of specimen PTBU were severely degraded

after 5Dy. The degraded response is mainly due to the severe deterioration of the
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connection region from cyclic load.

The measured stiffness degradation versus ductility is given in Figures 6.94 to

6.96- At any given eycle, the stiffness is determined as the slope of the peak-to-peak

load-displacement hysteresis relationship. The initial elastic sriffness is obtained by

regression analysis as the slope of the best-fit line of the load-displacement elastic

cycles in the initial excursions prior to yield. The stiffness at yield is the peak to peak

slope in the push and pull direction of the load-displacement cycle at yield. In
general, as evident in Figures 6.94 to 6.96, the initiat stiffness was about twice the

stiffness at yield. Figures 6.94 to 6.96 reveal that all prestressed specimens had very

similar response in terms of stiffness degradation. The degradation was nonlinear with

a very sharp decrease in the stiffness. Also evident in Figures 6.94 to 6.96 is that the

stiffness at service cycle after the completion of each ductility level was higher than

the stiffness ar a load corresponding ro the same ductility level.

Comparison of stiffness degradation for the prestressed specimens is shown in

Figures 6.97(a) and (b). Figure 6.91(a) gives the stiffness degradation at the ducrility

level while Figure 6.97(b) gives the stiffness degradation at the service cycle after the

completion of the ductility level. These figures reveal the similarity in the stiffness

degradation among fhe specimens. At yield, the highest and lowest stiffness were 47

kN/m for specimen PTB and 40 kN/m for specimen PTBU. The variability among

these stiffness was only 157o. This difference could be attributed mainly due to the

use of bonded reinforcement in specimen PTB versus unbonded reinforcement in

specimen PTBU. The measured stiffness was further compared to the stiffness at yield

in Figure 6.98(a) at the ductility level and in Figure 6.98(b) ar rhe service cycle after
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completion of the ductility level. Again, Figures 6.98 reflect the similarity in rhe

stiffness degradation characteristic. The percent stiffness degradation of the specimens

was rather ídentical. At 6Dy, the stiffness degradation was about l67a for the three

specimens as shown in Figure 6.98(a) and given in Table 6.3(b). At ultimare of

PTBU, I4Dy, the residual stiffness was about l07o of the yield stiffness for specimen

PTBU, as shown in Figure 6.98(a). On the other hand, the percent service stiffness

to yield stiffness - ductility relationship in Figure 6.98(b) had a wider scager .mong

the specimens suggesting that the stiffness degradation at the service cycles for

specimen PTS with strands was considerably less than the other two specimens bars.

This could be due to the higher loss of prestress in the bars versus strands and/or the

severe connection deterioration observed in the specimens with bars versus specimen

with strands.

As in the mild steel specimens, the most important feature revealed in Figures

6.97 and 6.98 was the severe stiffness degradation of the prestressed specimens in

terms of the sharp decrease in stiffness versus increase in ductitity. It was mainly due

to the progressive deterioration of the drypack material by continued crushing and

spalling.

6.4.6 Connection Strength

Table 6.3 gives the connection strength for the three prestressed specimens tested

under cyclic loading. The maximum measured load-carrying capacity was almost the

same for specimens PTB and PTS. The capacity of specimen PTBU was about BTVo

of specimen PTB. This could be due to the lack of grout in the ducts for the

unbonded bar used for specimen PTBU. The strength ¡eduction is compared for the
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three specimens at 6Dy in Table 6.3(b). At 6Dy, specimens pTB and pTS has reached

ultima¡s with strengthTT%o and837o of the maximum measured while specimen pTBU

still maintained 94Vo of the maximum load.

6.4.7 Connection Ductility

All prestressed specimens were capable of maintaining peak resistance with cycling

at large displacement increments well beyond first yield. The overall performance of
the specimen is given by its ultimate displacement ductility, p¡, or the ultimate drift.

Definitions of the ductility terms are found in section 6.3.7. Table 6.3 gives the

ultimate displacement ductility and the ultimate drift for the three prestressed

specimens tested under cyclic loading.

In terms of overall response, the deformational capacity of specimen pTBU

with unbonded bars was more than twice that of specimens with bonded steel (pTB

and PTS). Specimens PTB and PTS had the same ducrility capacity. These

specimens had an ultimate ductility of 6 and an ultimate drift of l.33vo. Specimen

PTBU, with unbonded bars, had the highest ductility of 14 and ultimate drift of 3.llLo.
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6.4.8 Energy Dissipation

The energy dissipation per cycle (e) and the cumulative energy dissipation (E) were

computed up to failure, for all the three prestressed specimens. The energy dissipation

per cycle (e) was the energy dissipated at a given cycle for a given ductility level.

The energy dissipated was defined as the area enclosed by the load versus

displacement hysteresis relationship. The cumulative energy dissipation was the

summation of the energy per cycle at any given point in the test (E=Iæ¡). Also for

each specimen, the contribution of slip and rocking to the energy dissipation was

identified. The slip contribution to the toral energy dissipation (E, or er) was

calculated by deducting the total energy dissipation (8, or e,) from the flexural energy

dissipation (E, or e.). The flexural energy was determined from the load versus

flexural (rocking) deformation hysteresis plot. The flexural deformation was the total

displacement minus the horizontal slip.

The energy dissipation response for the three prestressed specimens is given in

Figures 6-99 to 6.101 for specimens PTS, PTB, and PTBU, respecrively. Each figure

is split into: (a) the energy dissipation per cycle and (b) the cumularive energy

dissipation. The contribution of slip and rocking ro rhe energy dissipation ar (a) the

per cycle and (b) the cumulative level, is also shown in each plot. As can be seen

from Figures 6.99(a) through 6.101(a), energy dissipation per cycle was consisrenr ar

each ductility level and was charactenzed by nonlinear behaviour. The contribution

of slip to the energy was small and also nonlinear. The percent energy due to slip

versus total energy was in general less than 207o. Since the cumulative energy is a

linear summation of the energy per cycle, the variation of the cumulative energy

dissipation for all specimens was nonlinear as shown in Figures 6.99(b) to 6.101(b).
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Figure 6.102 compares the average energy per cycle due to slip to the total

energy in percentage for the different specimens. Specimen PTS had the lowest

percent energy due to slip and specimen PTB had the highest. Specimens PTB and

PTBU exhibited very sinrilar slip contribution ro energy dissipation.

The average energy dissipation per cycle versus ductility is compared in Figure

6.103 for the three specimens. The average energy was the algebraic average of the

energy of three cycles. The cumulative energy dissipation for all specimens are

compared in Figure 6.104. Looking closely at Figures 6.103 and 6.104, the following

was noted: Specimen PTB prestressed with bonded bars had the highest energy

dissipation per cycle and specimen PTBU with unbonded bars had the lowest energy

dissipation per cycle. specimen PTS with strands had the lowest cumulative energy

dissipation while specimen PTBU (unbonded bars) had the highesr cumulative energy

dissipation as it failed at a much higher ductility level.

In order to give a nondimensionalized representation of the energy dissipation

for each specimen, the energy dissipated was normalized relative to the elastic energy

absorbed by the specimen at yield. The energy dissipation index is then given as the

ratio of the energy at a given ductility level to the energy at yield. The elastic energy

at yield was determined using equation 6.3. The energy dissipation index was

presented per cycle in Figure 6.105 and on a cumulative energy in Figure 6.106. The

wide range observed in the energy per cycle comparison plot was not reduced in the

energy dissipation index plots. The comparisons using the energy index revealed

similar behaviour as Figures 6.103 and 6.104.
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Table 6.1 comparison of test results for static (monotonic) specimens

Dy displacement corresponding to yielding of continuity reinforcement
Du displacement corresponding to ultimate strain in continuity reinforcement
Su slip at ultimate level
F¿ displacement ductility = Du/Dy
Ky initial stiffness ar yield
Ku stiffness at ulrimate after degradation due to cyclic loading

specimen

Maximum
Strength

(kN)

Yield
displ.
(mm)

Ductility Drift
(vo)

Stiffness, K
(kN/mm)

slip/disp

Dy Ito Du/H
(vo)

Ky Ku/Ky
(vo)

Su/Du
(vo)

RS-S 275 4.0 9 2 65 13.6

PTB-S 235 4.0 11 2.44 66 15.6

PTS-S 230 4.0 7 1.56 65 s.8
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Table 6.2(a) Comparison of test results for mild steel specimens subjected to cyclic load

speclmen

Maximurn
Strength

(kN)

yield
displ.

Ductility Drift
(Vo)

Stiffness, K
(kN/mm)

slip/disp

Dy
(mm)

Ito Du,¿Il
(vo\

\, Il,/K,
(vo)

Su/Du
(vo)

RS 270 4.25 5 1.18 50 20 r7.8

RSK 278 4.5 4 I 47.5 30 7.0

RSU 2s8 6.5 6 2.16 34 22 25

RW 243 5.0 5 r.39 39 20 35

RT 20s 4.5 4 I 35 25 r7.8

Table 6-2(b) Comparison of response quantities for mild steel specimen at 4Dy

speclmen

Strength
degradation

P¿n/P*

(vo)

stiffness
degradation

slip/disp Energy
dissipation
per cycle

K¿¡/\
(%)'

S/4Dy
(vo)

e
(kN-mm)

RS 97 30 15.9 5s78

RSK 100 30 7 4720

RSU 93 25.2 12.3 773s

RW 92 26.6 17.5 6835

RT 88 26 18 3190

Dy displacement corresponding to yielding of continuity reinforcement
Du displacement corresponding to ultimate strain of continuity reinforcement
Su slip at ulúmate level
lr¡ displacemenr ductitity = Du/Dy
K, initial stiffness at yield

\, stiffness at ultimate after degradarion due to cyclic loading
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Table 6.3(a) Comparison of test results for prestressed specimens subjecæd to cyclic load

speclmen

Maximum
Strength

(kN)

yield
displ.

Ductility Drift
(8")

Stiffness, K
(kN/mm)

slip/disp

Dy
(mm)

ttn DuÆI
(Vo)

Ky Ku/Kv
(Vo)'

Su/Du
(vo)

PTS 240 4.0 6 1.33 44 t6 10.8

PTB 223 4.0 6 1.33 47.5 l5 12.5

PTBU 20r 4.0 t4 3.11 39 7 15.2

Table 6.3(b) Comparison of response quantities for prestressed specimen at 6Dy

Dy displacement corresponding to yielding of continuity reinforcement
Du displacement corresponding to ultimate strain of continuity reinforcement
Su slip at ultimate level
Fp displacement ductility - Du/Dy

\ initial stiffness at yield

Ç stiffness at ultimate after degradation due to cyclic loading

speclmen

Strength
degradation

Pon1Æ-

(vo)

Energy
dissipation
per cycle
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Figure 6.1 Comparison of load vs. displacement relationship for static specimens
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of normalized load vs. ductility for static specimens
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Figure 6.3(b) Typical rocking behaviour in post-yield søge (specimen RS-s)
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of rotation vs. ductility relationship for the static specimens
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of slip vs. rotation relationship for the static specimens
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Figure 6'9 Súffness evaluation in terms of load vs. displacement for specimen RS-S
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Figure 6.10 Stiffness evaluation in tenns of load vs. displacement for specimen PTS-S
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Figure 6.11 Stiffness evaluation in tenns of load vs. displacement for specimen pTB-S
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Figure 6.13 Strength envelope of response for specimen RS
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Figure 6.14 Strength envelope of response for specimen RSK
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Figure 6.15 Srength envêlope of response for specimen RSU
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Figure 6.16 Strength envelope of response for specimen RW
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Figure 6.17 Strength envelope of response for specimen RT
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Figure 6.18 Comparison of strength envelopes for specimens with mild steel ba¡s
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Figure 6.20(b) Comparison of strength envelopes : specimen RT vs. RS
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Figure 6.20(e) comparison of strength envelopes: specimen RS vs. RS-s
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Figure 6.22 Yanation of compression zone depth for specimen RS
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Figure 6.23 Variation of compression zone depth for specimen RSK
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Figure 6.24 variation of compression zone depth for specimen RSU
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Figure 6. 25 Variation of compression zone depth for specimen RW
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Figure 6.28 Rotation vs. displacement relationship for mild steel specimens
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Figure 6.29 Rot¿tion vs. ductility relationships for mild steel specimens
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Figure 6.31 Percent reduction in connection thickness for specimen RSU
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Figure 6.32Percent reduction in connection thickness for specimen RW
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Figure 6.34 Slip-envelope for specimen RS
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Figure 6.35 Slip-envelope for specimen RSK
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Figure 6.36 Slip-envelope for specimen RSU
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Figure 6.37 Slip-envelope for specimen RW
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Figure 6.40 Percent slip/displacement per cycle versus ductility for specimen RS
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Figure 6.41 Percent slip/displacement per cycle versus ductility for specimen RSK
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Figure 6.42Percent slip/displacement per cycle versus ductility for specimen RSU
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Figure 6.43 Percent slip/displacement per cycle versus ductility for specimen RW
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Figure 6.45 Comparison of percent stip/displacement for reinfo¡cing bar specimens
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Figure 6.46 Service load-displacement cycles for specimen RS
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Figure 6.47 Service load-displacement cycles for specimen RSK
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Figure 6.48 Service load-displacement cycles for specimen RSU
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Figure 6.51 Stiffness degradation versus ductility for specimen RS
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Figure 6.54 Stiffness degradation versus ductility for specimen RW
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Figure 6.55 Stiffness degradation versus ductility for specimen RT
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Figure 6.56(a) Comparison of stiffness degradation for specimen with mild steel bars
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Figure 6.56(b) Comparison of service stiffness degradation: specimen with mild steel bars
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Figure 6.57 (a) Comparison of Vo stiffness degradation for specimen with mild steel bars
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Figure 6.57 (b) Comparison of Vo service stiffness degradation: mild steel specimen
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Figure 6.58(a) Per cycle energy dissipated by specimen RS
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Figure 6.58(b) Cumulative energy dissipated by specimen RS
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Figure 6.59(a) Per cycle energy dissipated by specimen RSK
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Figure 6.59(b) Cumulative energy dissipared by specimen RSK
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Figure 6.61(b) Cumulative energy dissipated by specimen RW
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Figure 6.62(b) Cumulative energy dissipated by specimen RT
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Figure 6.64 Average per cycle energy for specimen with mild steel reinforcement
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Figure 6.65 Compa¡ison of cumulative energy dissipation for mitd steel specimens
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Figure 6.66 Per cycle energy dissipation index for mitd steel specimen
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Figure 6.67 Cumulative energy dissipation index for mild steel specimen
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Figure 6.68 Strength envelope of response for specimen PTS
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Figure 6.69 Strength envelope of response for specimen pTB
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Figure 6.70 Strength envelope of response for specimen PTBU
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Figure 6.72 Compa¡ison of normalized envelopes for prestressed specimens
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Figure 6.73(a) comparison of strength envelopes: specimen prS vrs prB
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Figure 6.73(b) comparison of strength envelopes: specimen prBU vrs prB
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Figure 6.73(c) Comparison of strength envelopes: specimen PTB-S vrs pTB
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Figure 6.73(d) comparison of strengttr envelopes: specimen prs-s vrs prs
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Figure 6.74(b) Typical rocking in pull di¡ection for prestressed specimen (PTS)
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Figure 6.75 variation of compression zone depth for specimen prs
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Figure 6.76 Yañation of compression zone depth for specimen prB
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Figure 6.77 Yanation of compressionzone depth for specimen prBU
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Figure 6.78(a) Comparison of compression zone depths for prestressed specimens
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Figure 6.78(b) Comparison of nonnalized compression zone for prestessed specimens
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Figure 6.79(a) Rot¿tion vs. displacement relationship for prestressed specimens
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Figure 6.79(b) Rot¿tion vs. ductility relationship for prestressed specimens
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Figure 6.80 Percent reduction in connection thickness for specimen PTS
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Figure 6.81 Pe¡cent reduction in connection thickness for specimen PTB
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Figure 6.82 Percent reduction in connection thickness for specimen prBU
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Figure 6.83 Slip-envelope for specimen pTS
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Figure 6.84 Slip-envelope for specimen PTB
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PTBU: Unbonded Post-tensioned Bar
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Figure 6.86 Comparison of slip envelopes for prestressed specimens
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Figure 6.88 Percent slip/displacement per cycle versus ductility for specimen PTB
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Figure 6.89 Percent slip/displacement per cycle versus ductility for specimen PTBU
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Figure 6.95 stiffness degradation versus ductility for specimen prB
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Figure 6.96 Stiffness degradation versus ductility for specimen pTBU
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Figure 6.99(b) Cumulative energy dissipared by specimen pTS
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Figure 6.100(b) Cumulative energy dissipated by specimen PTB
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Figure 6.102 Percentage of energy due to slip to total energy for prestressed specimen
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Figure 6.104 Comparison of cumulative energy dissipation for prestressed specimen
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Figure 6.105 Per cycle energy dissipation index for prestressed specimen
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Figure 6.106 Cumulative energy dissipation Index for prestressed specimen



CHAPTER 7

RATION ALIZATION OF RESISTANCE MECHANISMS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the various response mechanisms presented in Chapters 5 and

6 for the different connection configurations considered in this experimental program.

Section 7 .2 chwacterizes the connection response in terms of the condition of loading:

(i) pure shear versus flexure/shear loading,

(ii) reversed cyclic loading,

Section 7.3 gives the effect of the different configurations on the connection response:

(i) effect of using shear keys versus plain surface,

(ii) effect of using mild steel versus prestressed reinforcement,

(iii) effect of using unbonded versus bonded reinforcement: full or partial,

(iv) effect of using welded versus sleeve connector for mild steel reinforcement,

(v) effect of using bolted to a tube versus sleeve for mild steel reinforcemenr,

(vi) effect of using prestressed bars versus prestressed strands

It should be noted that this investigation considered only one given condition

of loading representative to the base connection of a l0-storey high building. V/ithin

the same structure, the behaviour of connections at intermediate levels may influence

the overall response.

Section 7.4 presents a simplif,red design procedure to predict the envelope

response of the connection due to reversed cyclic loading conditions. Section 7.5

gives prediction examples for the different confìgurations.

572
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7.2 EFFECT OF LOADING CONDITIONS

7.2.1 Shear versus Flexure/Shear Loading

The experimental program included two different rypes of specimens. The first

category consisted of connections subjected to pure shear loading tested by Mr. West

and the author and was reported by V/est (1993) as surunarized in Chapter 4. The

second category consisted of connections subjected to flexure/shear loading as

presented in Chapters 5 and 6. The shea¡ loading was applied at the connection level

and the flexural loading was selected to give a moment to shear ratio of 1.5 for the

given connection length. While the geometry of the test specimens used for the two

loading cases were different, the connection configuration was kept the same. This

section discusses and compares three connection configurations tested for flexure/shear

and shear loading conditions. These include plain surface connections connected by

mild steel reinforcement, prestressed strands and prestressed bars. The flexural/shear

response is compared to the shear response in terms of the load versus slip relationship

and the crushing versus slip characteristic.

Figures 7.1 to 7.3 compare the envelope of load resistance-slip hysteresis

response for connections with mild steel bars (RV/), presrressed strands (pTS) and

prestressed bars (PTB) under pure shear and combined flexure/shear loading

conditions. In both cases of loading, the load-slip response was very stiff and elastic

until onset of slip. The strength of the connection tested in combined loads was about

507o of the capacity for the pure shear loading condition. This behaviour was mainly

due to the observed flexural failure mode without utilizing the full shear capacity of

the connection. The slip magnitude at failure of the mild steel specimen RW in pure

shear was very similar in magnitude to the combined flexure and shear specimen, as

shown in Figure 7.1. On the other hand, slip of the connections with prestressed
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reinforcement (strands or bars) subjected to combined flexure and shear was limited

in comparison to identical specimens subjected to pure shear as shown in Figures 7.2

and 7 .3. In general, the slip followed the load direction up to a certain level, beyond

which there was permanent slip in one direction in spite of the application of reversed

cyclic displacement at the top of the upper panel. This behaviour was possibly due

to local shea¡ deformation of the continuity reinforcement. The permanent slip was

observed for the specimens with bars, mild steel (RW) or prestressed (PTB) and was

not observed for the specimen with strands. In the pure shear specimens, slip was

used to apply the loading and hence no permanent residual slip was measured.

As previously stipulated, the slip response was signifïcantly dependent on the

degree of deterioration due to drypack crushing. The more the deterioration, the

higher the slip magnitude. The envelopes of crushing versus slip cyclic response for

connections with mild steel bars (RW), prestressed strands (PTS) and prestressed bars

(PTB) are given in Figures 7.4 to 7.6, respectively. The crushing-slip characteristic

for combined flexureishear and pure-shear specimens with mild steel reinforcement

was very similar. This response was charactenzed by significant crushing and major

slip for both loading conditions, as shown in Figure 7.4. The connection with

prestressed strands subjected to cyclic combined flexure/shear versus pure shear had

different response. The cyclic flexure/shear specimen had limited crushing and

consequently limited slip, while the cyclic pure shear specimen had major crushing

and slip as shown in Figure 7.5. The response of flexure/shea¡ and shear specimens

with prestressed bars, shown in Figure 7.6, followed the same trend as the specimen

with mild steel bars. However, the crushing was major and the slip was moderate.

The behaviour indicated, in general, that the response of the crushing-slip of the

flexure/shear connection was lower than that of the pure shear connection.
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The coefficient of friction for the connection subjected to combined

flexure/shear was lower than that of the connection subjected to pure-shear loading.

The lower coefficient of friction was possibly due to the difference in the normal

sÍain distribution along the connection length between the two loading cases. In the

pure-shear loading case, the normal strain was uniforrnly distributed along the length

of the connection. In the combined flexure/shear loading, the normal strain

distribution was triangular and the shear resistance was provided by the compression

zone which represented a portion of the connection length. As a result, localized high

strains in the compression zone caused much more severe degradation of the drypack

and consequently may have reduced the coefficient of friction. The connection with

mild steel reinforcement under pure shear, prior to significant degradation, had a

coeff,rcient of friction of 0.8. After severe degradation, the coefficient of friction was

reduced to 0.6, which is 75Vo lost due to significanr degradarion from the cyclic

loading. The same connection under combined flexure/shear had a coefficient of

friction of about 0.5 mainly due to the triangular distribution. The coefficient of

friction was 0.9 for the prestressed connection under pure-shear loading and 0.4 under

combined flexure/shear loading. The coefficient of friction was determined in

sections 6.3.4.3 and 6.4.4.4.

In conclusion, the shear resistance of the connection under combined flexure

and shear loading was provided by the compression zone only and a reduced

coefficient of friction. The connection under pure shear loading utilized the full

connection length and hence had a higher resistance.

7.2.2 Reversed Cyclic Load

The most significant effect of the cyclic loading was the progressive deterioration of
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the drypack. Drypack deterioration was obvious for all the connections tested under

reversed cyclic pure shear and flexure/shear loading. In the case of pure shear

specimens, the crushing was mainly due to the grinding action along the connection

length. In the flexure/shear specimens, the deterioration occured in the form of

localized crushing in the compression zone due to cyclic flexural stresses followed by

overall crushing along the connection length due to the grinding action. In both cases

of loading, drypack crushing resulted in permanent reduction in the thickness of the

drypack in the connection region.

Connection subiected to pure shear

West (1993) showed that the reversed cyclic loading did not affect the maximum shear

strength of the connection subjected to pure shear loading since the measured

resistance due to cyclic loading was very close to that measured in monotonic

specimens. The connection under monotonic loading did not experience any reduction

in the shear resistance over the same range of slip as the connection under cyclic

loading. Test results suggested that the continuous grinding action of the cyclic shea¡

load caused progressive crushing of the drypack grout and resulted in permanent

thickness reduction of the connection region. As a consequence of the thickness

reduction, the frictional resistance of the connection over the duration of loading was

reduced. In the prestressed specimens, the thickness reduction also caused loss in the

prestressing force and consequently reduced the frictional resistance.

Connection subiected to combined flexure/shear

The degree of deterioration due to cyclic loading varied depending on rhe type of

connection configuration. All specimens with a plain-surface conf,rguration had
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moderate to major deterioration, connections with unbonded reinforcement had much

more damage than connections with bonded reinforcement. The connection with shear

keys had no damage since the keys remained intact at all load levels and damage

concentrated at connection compression zone. No thickness reduction was noted in

the shear-key configuration.

The reversed cyclic load had slight effect on the initial connection stiffness up

to yielding. However, the deterioration in the drypack significantly affected the

residual stiffness after cyclic load. All connection configurations had very similar

stiffness degradation characteristic to cyclic load as shown in Figure 6.56 for the mild

steel connections and Figure 6.97 for the prestressed connections. The degradation

was charactenzed by a sharp decrease. The stiffness at failure was onaverage20To

of the stiffness at yield.

The maximum connection strength was not influenced by cyclic load. This was

observed for connections with mild steel and prestressed strands or bars. Test results

indicated that the response under the push and pull loading directions was slightly

different and was within the range of 107o. This va¡iation could be due to the

progressive deterioration from cyclic loading between the push and pull directions.

Reversed cyclic loading signihcantly reduced the deformational capacity of the

connection in comparison to identical connections tested under monotonic loading.

For the mild steel specimens, the reduction of the ductility was from 9 to 5, as shown

in Figure 6.20(e). For the prestressed connections, the deformational capacity dropped

from 13 to 6 for specimens with ba¡s as shown in Figure 6.73(c) and from 7 to 6for

specimens prestressed with strands as shown in Figure 6.73(d).

Therefore, the reversed cyclic loading introduced an additional limit state, not

observed under monotonic loading conditions, in terms of severe degradation of the
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drypack grout. This drypack deterioration caused a reduction in the connection

deformation capacity and a degradation in the connection stiffness without

significantly affecting the connection strength due to redistribution of stresses in the

connection region following the severe deterioration.

7.3 EFFECT OF CONNECTION CONFIGURATION

7.3.1 Shear Keys versus Plain Surface Connection

The behaviour of the connection with shear keys was different from that of the plain

surface connection. The presence of multiple shear keys across the connection

significantly enhanced force-slip behaviour in comparison to plain surface connection.

According to West (1993), in the shear specimens, the maximum shear

strength for the connection with shear keys was more than double the strength of the

plain surface connection. This increased resistance was mainly because the shear

force was transferred by di¡ect bearing on the drypack within the shear keys. The load

versus slip hysteresis loops were very narow with the slip range limited to *1 mm

until cracking of the drypack within the keys occurred. The shear force-slip hysteresis

loops for connection SK with shear keys tested under pure shear were shown in Figure

3.6. After cracking of the drypack within the shear keys, a uniform slip interface was

formed along the length of the connection and the resistance was provided only by

friction. The hysteresis loops, following cracking of the keys, were elasto-plastic and

formed an unconfined mechanism. The ultimate resistance of the connection with

shear keys was about 40Vo higher than that of the plain-surface connection due to the

roughness of the interface surface of the cracked drypack. The increased shear

resistance of the shea¡ key connecúon versus the plain surface connections was mainly

because of the different slip interfaces for the two connections. The interface in the
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shear key connection consisted of a drypack-to-drypack region within the shear keys

and a smooth concrete-to-drypack region, while the slip interface in the plain

connection was a smooth concrete-to-drypack region.

For combined flexure/shear loading, the presence of shear keys prevented the

extensive slip that occurred in the plain surface connections. The slip was limited at

all ductility levels mainly because the shear resistance was by direct bearing on the

drypack within the shear keys. The slip was limited to 6Vo of total deformation and

the response was predominantly governed by flexural through rocking. The hysteresis

loops of load versus slip were narrow and the slip was fully recoverable at zero

displacement. Consequently, the hysteresis loops in the plain surface connection were

wide and formed an irrecoverable mechanism.

In terms of damage, the connection with shear keys had no measurable

thickness reduction along the connection length as the shear keys remained intact

while crushing was concentrated at the extreme ends of the connection within the

compression zone. The plain-surface connections, however, suffered overall thickness

reduction due to crushing and spalling of the drypack grout along the connection

length.

The initial stiffness was slightly influenced by the presence of shear keys along

the connection and the stiffness degradation was similar in the two connection types.

The yield displacement of the shear key connection was slightly higher (about

57o) than that of the plain-surface connection. Also, the connection strength slightly

increased due to the presence of the shear keys. However, the ultimate deformational

capacity of the connection was reduced from 5Dy for the plain surface to 4Dy for the

shear keys. The overall response of the two connection types was compared

previously in Figure 6.20(c) in terms of strength envelope of load versus displacement.
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The energy dissipation for the connection with shear keys was consistently 20Vo

lower than the energy dissipation of the plain surface connection. This was to be

expected, since the slip conribution to the energy for the shear keys connection was

limited to 6Vo of the total energy dissipated as compa¡ed to l77o slip contribution ro

the energy in the plain surface connection.

In conclusion, the multiple shear key configuration was able to reduce the

amount of slip without significantly affecting the overall response to cyclic loading.

7.3.2 Mitd Steel versus Prestressed Reinforcement

The behaviour of connections with mild steel reinforcement was different from that

of the prestressed connections. The behaviour was affected by the differences in the

characteristic material properties of the mild steel versus prestressing reinforcement.

However, the overall response for both types of configurations was similar.

Connection subiected to pure shear loading

For the mild steel connection subjected to pure shear, the shear resistance was

transferred through a combination of Coulomb friction and dowel action of the mild

steel bars. For connections prestressed by strands or bars, the resistance was provided

mainly through coulomb friction. The prestressing stress increased the axiat load

normal to the connection and thus increased the shear resistance of the connection.

The shape of the hysteresis loops va¡ied depending on the reinforcement type. In the

mild steel connection, the loops were parallelogram-shaped and the slip range was +10

mm as shown in Figure 3.7. The connection with prestressed bar showed a similar

response with slip range also at +10 mm as shown in Figure 3.9. However, the

connection with prestressing strands had elastic-perfectly plastic hysteresis loops and
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the slip range was t5 mm at onset of failure as shown in Figure 3.8. West (1993)

attributed the lower slip range at failure for connections prestressed with strands to the

lower ultimate sEain in the material stress-strain characteristic of the strand. It was

concluded that the significant drypack crushing at failure reduced the effective

prestress level, causing a drop in the shear resistance.

Connection subiected to combined flexure/shear

The type of reinforcement, prestressed or mild steel, seems to have some effect on the

deformational capacity of the connection. The deformational capacity was measured

by the ultimate ductility. The mild steel specimen (RS) had a ductility of 5 while both

prestressed specimens, with bars (PTB) or strands (PTS), had an ultimate ductility of

6. Thus, presûessing increased the ductility ratto by 207o. Figure 7.7 compates the

envelope of cyclic load versus displacement hysteresis loops for these three specimens.

The similarity in the overall response was very clea¡ among mild steel specimen RS

and prestressed specimens PTB and PTS.

The type of reinforcement had very little effect on the initial stiffness at yield,

as seen in Figure 7.7. The stiffness was mainly dependent on the overall geometry

of the connection and the material characteristic of the drypack within the connection

region. The stiffness degradation was very similar for the connections with mild steel

and prestressed reinforcement. Stiffness degradation was a function of the

deterioration in the connection and exhibited a very sharp decrease in stiffness versus

ductility.

The slip cha¡acteristic was very similar in specimens with bars, mild steel or

prestressed. At failure, there was permanent slip in one direction mainly due to

permanent local shea¡ deformation of the bar at the connection level. In the specimen
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prestressed by strands, no permanent slip was noted mainly because the flexibility of

the strand inhibited any permanent deformation. Slip constituted a small percentage

of the deformation and was limited to about 16%o for the connection with mild steel

bars, lL%o for the connection prestressed by bars and 117o for the connection with

prestressed strands.

Damage was mainly concentrated at the connection ends where the drypack

was ground to powder. However, spread of damage over the entire connection length

was limited. The thickness reduction of the drypack was about 5Vo in the mild steel

specimen (RS) and 3Vo in prestressed specimen PTS. Thickness reduction was 167o

in specimen PTB as degree of damage was more severe than the other two specimens.

The shape of the load-displacement hysteresis loops varied depending on the

reinforcement type. The loops in the prestressed specimens were narrower than those

in the mild steel specimens. Since the area inside the load-displacement loop

represents the energy dissipated per cycle, it follows that the energy dissipation in the

prestressed specimens was lower than in the mild steel specimen. This was mainly

due to the inherently more ductile material characteristic of the mild steel versus the

prestressing reinforcement. Figure 7.9 compares energy per cycle for the mild steel

specimen and prestressed specimens with ba¡s and strands. Figure 7.10 compares the

cumulative energy dissipation of the three specimens. It was obvious that at any given

ductility level, both prestressed specimens had very similar energy dissipation

characteristic and that the mild steel specimen had the highest energy dissipation.

In conclusion, while prestressing could enhance ductility, the energy dissipation

was significantly lower. Therefore, in using prestessed versus mild steel there is a

trade-off between higher ductility and higher energy dissipation. Which sysrem should

be used depends on acceptance criteria and the designer's judgement.
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7.3.3 Unbonded versus Bonded Reinforcement

Unbonding of reinforcement was a new approach for this type of connection in which

the reinforcement was debonded from the surrounding concrete mainly to enhance

performance cha¡acteristics for seismic zones. One mild steel specimen was partially

unbonded by covering a given length of the reinforcing bar with plastic sheathing.

The unbonded prestressed bar specimen was achieved by simply not grouting the

ducts, thus producing fully unbonded prestressing.

The most significant observed effect of the unbonded reinforcement was the

enhancement of the deformation capacity of the connection. The increased

deformation capacity of the unbonded connection was given by its ability to reach

higher displacement levels without significant loss in strength. For the mild steel

connection, the deformational capacity almost doubled (1.8 times) with partial

unbonding. In the connection prestressed with fully unbonded bars, the capacity more

than doubled (2.33 times) relative to the bonded prestressed connection. It is worth

noting that the yield displacement for the mild steel unbonded reinforcementwas 507o

higher than that for the bonded reinforcement. In the fully unbonded prestressed

specimen, however, local yielding of bars did not occur and the yield displacement of

the bonded prestressed specimen was used.

The strength of the connections seems to be only slightly affected by unbonding

of the reinforcement. The strength of the unbonded specimens was slightly lower than

that of the bonded specimens. The difference was about 57o for partially unbonded

mild steel bars and l27o f.or fully unbonded prestressed bars. The strength reduction

was mainly due to the extent of unbonding.

The stiffness at the yield of the connection with unbonded mild steel bars was

66Vo of that of the connection with bonded mild steel bars. Also, the initial stiffness
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of the unbonded prestressed connection was 75Vo of the bonded one. However, the

stiffness degradation of the unbonded specimens was very simila¡ to that of the

bonded specimens.

The hysteresis loops of cyclic load versus displacement were also affected by

unbonding of the reinforcement. The hysteresis loops were slightly narrower in the

unbonded mild steel specimen in comparison to those of the bonded specimen. For

the specimen with fully unbonded prest¡essed bars, the loops were signif,rcantly

narrower than for the bonded specimen. As a consequence of the narow hysteresis

loops, less energy was dissipated per cycle for a given displacement increment.

However, since the unbonded specimens achieved higher deformational capacities, the

cumulative energy dissipation was significantly higher for the unbonded specimens.

The degree of damage was much more severe in the unbonded specimens than

in the bonded ones. Damage was not mainly concentrated at the connection ends as

in the case of the bonded specimens, but was spread over the entfue connection length

of the drypack which was literally ground to powder. The thickness reduction was

about 407o in the mild steel unbonded specimen (RSU) versus 6Vo ín the bonded

specimen (RS). The reduction in thickness was 607o in the unbonded prestressed

specimen (PTBU) versus 16%o for the bonded specimen PTB. This significant

thickness reduction observed in the unbonded specimens was mainly because these

connections achieved significantly higher deformations than the bonded ones.

Therefore, it seems that unbonding significantly enhances the deformational and

cumulative-energy-dissipation capacities with slight reduction in the strength and

stiffness quantities.
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7.3.4 Mild Steel Reinforcement: Welded versus Splice Sleeve

The welded versus splice sleeve connection detail for coupling mild steel continuity

reinforcement reflects typical Canadian, American and Japanese practice. Both

configurations require skilled labourers to complete the connection. However, forming

the splice sleeve connection requires less time than the welded detail. In the latter

connection, weldable bars were used while nonweldable bars were used in the former.

Both connection types showed very similar overall response characteristics in terms

of stable hysteretic behaviour and ability to maintain peak resistance at large

deformation levels. Failure was characterized by severe crushing of the drypack grout

and was accompanied by rupture of the bar in the welded connection or bar pull out

from the sleeve in the splice sleeve connection. The splice sleeve specimen (RS)

failed at the third cycle of 5Dy by pull-out of the bar from the sleeve while the welded

connection (RW) suffered severe drypack crushing and extensive slip with significant

strength reduction at the 3rd cycle of 5Dy. Also, at this stage, local buckling of the

mild steel reinforcement occurred. Therefore, both connections had the same ductility

capacity of 5Dy. But the yield displacement for the welded connection (RW) was

I77o higher than that of the splice sleeve connection (RS). Consequently the

deformation capacity of the welded connection was 17 7o higher than that of the sleeve

connection. The higher deformational capacity of the welded connection resulted in

more severe drypack deterioration at onset of failure in comparison to the splice sleeve

connection. The overall thickness reduction was moderate in the splice sleeve

connection and was limited to 5Vo of initial thickness. While the welded connection

had major thickness reduction in the order of 427o of initial thickness.

The strength of the splice sleeve connection (RS) was about l07o higher than

that of the welded connection (RW). The stiffness at yield of the splice sleeve
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connection (RS) was 25Vo higher than that of the welded connection (RV/). The

variation in strength and stiffness could be attributed to the characteristic material

properties of the mild steel and the drypack used in the two specimens. The stiffness

degradation was very similar in both connections and was characterized by a very

sharp decrease versus ductility. The residual stiffness was limited to 20Vo of the

stiffness at yield.

The slip characteristic was identical for both types of confîgurations. It seems

that local shear deformation of the bar caused a permanent slip in one direction for

both connection types. The extent of slip was in direct proportion to the degree of

deterioration from cyclic loading. At 5Dy, the splice sleeve connection had a slip

about 20Vo of the deformation while the welded connection had major slip about 407o

of the deformation. This extensive slip of the RW connection was mainly because the

welded angle connector was more flexible than the splice sleeve connector; hence

more slip was expected. Extensive slip of the welded connection was in phase with

the severe drypack deterioration which would have reduced coefficient of friction at

the interface.

The energy dissipation for the welded connection was consistently 20Vo hígher

than the energy dissipation of the splice sleeve connection. This was mainly due to

the higher yield displacement of the RW connection and thus the higher percent drifr

corresponding to a given ducúlity level.

Therefore, both the welded and splice sleeve connections exhibit similar

behavioral characteristics and either connection could be used. The choice would

depend on the availability of skilled labourers for completion of the connection type.
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7.3.5 Mild Steel Reinforcement: Bolted versus Sptice Sleeve

Coupling the continuity reinforcement by bolting to a hollow structural steel (HSS)

tube section at the connection level was an alternative to the splice sleeve and welded

connections. Such a connection would require less-skilled labour during the assembly

stage. The integrity of the connection, however, significantly depends on the strength

and deformation characteristic of the tube section. The tube section used in this study

had a lower strength-deformation characteristic in comparison to the reinforcing bars.

While the tube section was strong in tension, it was weak in compression. AIso, as

oriented in the specimen, the tube was weak in shear. The compression/shear

resistance of the HSS tube was significantly enhanced by drypack grour inside the tube

pockets which acted to confine the deformations in the tube. As soon as extensive

drypack crushing occurs in the tube pockets, the tube fails in local buckling and shear

deformation of its vertical walls at the connection region. This premature failure by

local buckling and shear deformation was undesirable and should be prevented.

The deformational capacity of the tube connection (RT) was limited to a

ductility of 4 since failure of the tube occurred at the lst cycle of 5Dy. The splice

sleeve connection had an ultimate ductility of 5Dy since failure occurred at the 3rd

cycle of 5Dy due to pull-out of bar from the sleeve. The deformaúonal capacity of

the sleeve connection was 187o higher than that of the tube connection.

In both connection types, severe drypack crushing was concentrated at the

extreme ends of the connection. For the tube connection, the drypack was crushed

and spalled off inside the tube pocket, as well. The overall reduction in the thickness

of the connection at onset of failure was limite d to 5Vo of the initial thickness for the

splice sleeve connection and 4Vo of the initial thickness for the connection with the

tube.
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The strength of the connection with the tube reached only 75Vo of the that of

the splice sleeve connection. The lower strength was dependent on the geometry of

the tube section and the cha¡acteristics of the material used. The stiffness at yield for

the connection with the tube was 25Vo lower than that of the splice sleeve connection

for the same reason.

The slip in the tube connection at onset of failure constituted about I47o of the

total displacement. At this stage, the slip was symmetrical mainly because the

flexibility of the tube vertical walls allowed symmetrical shear deformations at the

connection region as the load was reversed. In the splice sleeve connection,

permanent slip in one direction was measured due to the permanent dowel action of

the bar. The maximum slip for the splice sleeve connection was also l47o of the total

displacement.

The energy dissipation for the tube connection was consistently 307o lower than

the energy dissipation of the splice sleeve connection. This was due mainly to the

lower strength-deformation capacity associated with the tube connection. In fact, the

tube connection had the lowest energy dissipation in comparison with the rest of the

specimens.

Therefore, the specimen as designed with HSS tube section needs

improvements to enhance its strength, deformational, and energy-dissipation capacity.

As indicated above, the premature failure by local buckiing and shear deformations

is not desirable and should be prevented. One way to achieve this is to use thicker

longitudinal walls and/or to close the tube end by a plate to enhance its

shear/compression resistance.
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7.3.6 Prestressed Reinforcement: Bars versus Strands

The test results indicate that the overall response of the connection with strands (PTS)

was very similar to the connection with bars (PTB). Both connections had identical

yield displacements. The stiffness at yield of the bar connection was nearly identical

to that of the strand connection with a difference of only 6Vo. The deformation

capacity of both connections was also the same with ultimate ductility of ratio of 6.

Connection PTS maintained its peak resistance over a longer displacement range while

connection PTB showed some reduction in load prior to ultimate deformation. The

damage was more severe in connection PTB than connection PTS. The thickness

reduction was 47o in PTS versus 167o in PTB. The significant reduction in PTB could

be due to material characteristics or the lower initial prestrain in PTB versus PTS.

The strength of the connection with strands was 5Vo higher than that with bars.

The increase in the strength could be due to the characteristic material property of the

strands versus the bars.

The slip characteristic was different for the two connections. The connection

with prestressed bars had a permanent slip due to local shear deformations of the bar

at the connection level, while the slip followed the loading direction in the specimen

prestressed with strands. The slip was in proportion to the extent of deterioration; it

was 10.87o and I2.5Vo of displacement for connections PTS and PTB, respectively.

Connection PTB had consistently 30Vo higher energy dissipation per cycle

relative to connection PTS mainly due to material characteristics and the higher

contribution of slip to energy dissipation in the former connection.

Therefore, both connections with strands and bars exhibit similar characteristics

in term of stiffness, strength, ductility and energy. While prestressed bars have higher

energy dissipation, prestressed strands showed more favourable ductile behaviour.
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7.4 RESPONSE PREDICTION MODELS

This section presents a simplifîed procedure to predict the strength and deformation

behaviour of the connections for precast load-bearing shear walls based on the

characteristic of the material used in the connection. The flexural strength of the

connection strength was determined using conventional analysis based on equilibrium

and compatibility conditions. The top deflection of the wall was esrimated as the

summation of slip and rocking deformation at the connection region. The slip

component of the deformation was determined empirically from shear-slip test results

and was expressed as a percentage of the total deformation. The rocking component

of the deformation was determined based on the rotation at the connection interface.

The proposed methodology predicts the monotonic force deformation behaviour

of the connection. The approach could be also used to predict the envelope curve for

the hysteretic load deformation relationship with an allowance for the cyclic effect on

the characteristic of the material.

7.4.1Material Models

The horizontal connection investigated consisted of two precast concrete shear wall

panels connected by a20 mm drypacked grout region and reinforcement spaced at 900

mm on centres to provide the continuity. To be able to model the overall behaviour

of the connection, proper modelling of the material is essential. The effect of reversed

cyclic loading on the material characteristics should be also included to predict the

behaviour of the connection under cyclic loading conditions.
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7.4.LJ Drypack

The uniaxial compression stress-strain characteristic of the drypack material was

determined experimentally using 50x50x50 mm cubes. A correlation factor of 0.85

was used to determine the equivalent cylinder strength (CSA-423.1-M90). Test

results indicate that the material model for the compressive stress versus strain

behaviour could follow a parabolic equation as shown in Figure 7.11:

where drypack compressive strength

drypack strain at maximum stress

2( stBs

I = drypack strain for a given drypack stress, f,

Typical measured compressive cube strength of the drypack, f'r, varies between 50 and

65 MPa. The ultimate strain, sru, varies from 0.006 to 0.008 and the elastic modulus,

E* varies from 8000 to 16,000 MPa.

7.4.I.2 Steel Reinforcement

Three different types of steel reinforcement were used to provide the continuity across

the joint region between the two precast concrete shear wall panels. They included:

25.4 mm diameter mild steel reinforcement; 15 mm (5/8") diameter prestressing

dywidag bar; and 12.7 mm (I12") diameter prestressing strand. The tensile stress-strain

characteristic of each reinforcement type was determined experimentally; the results

were presented earlier in section 3.7 and are shown in Figure 7.I2(a). In this section,

stress-strain models based on the measured experimental data of the different

r,l"z' - (L)2
"gu

(7.r)

y"
b

8gu
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continuity reinforcement are presented.

Mild steel reinforcement

The mild steel continuity reinforcement used had a well-defined yield point and a

strain-hardening region. The weldable (Grade 400W) ba¡s had a long flat yield

plateau while the non-weldable (Grade 400) bars had a very short plateau before the

strain-hardening zone as shown in Figure 7.I2(b). In general, the stress-strain

characteristic of the mild steel reinforcement is elasto-plastic until strain hardening

begins as shown in Figure 7.13. The stress-strain curve can be modelled as follows:

Es ( 8 y fs: Es E,

ey ( 8, ( Er¿ f, : fy

Esh 18s ( Eu fs: fy[l + A(e ,-ern)Z + B(e, -

where

E, = Young's modulus

f. = steel stress

fy = yield stress of bar

fu = ultimate tensile stress

€s = steel strain at steel stress

tsh = initial strain hardening

€u = ultimate strain

A,B = parameters defining the strain hardening region

Thus the stress-strain model for mild steel reinforcement can be completely

defìned by Er, fy, ty, €.h, fu, €u, A and B. All the parameters can be determined from

(7.2)

er¡)) S f a
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the measured experimental stress-strain curve of the mild steel reinforcement. For the

non-weldable bar, these properties were: Es=200,000 MPa, fy=400, fu=700 Mpa, e,

=0.025, €sn= 0.005, €u=0.090, A=-0.078 and B=9.98. For the weldable bar, the

properties were Er=200,000 MPa, fy=500, fu=700 Mpa, e, ==0.025, €sh= 0.015,

tu=0.105, A=-0.064 and B=6.64.

Prestressin g Reinforcement

The stress-strain model used for the prestressed reinforcement, bars or strands, was

based on a modified Ramberg-osgood function (Mattock, 1979):

where

fp = stress in prestressing steel

Ep = Young's modulus

tp = strain in prestressing steel at stress 
{O

Lu = ultimate strength

€pu= ultimate strain

A,B,C = parameters defining the Ramberg-Osgood function

The function in equation 7.3 consists of two straight lines joined by a curve and

is defined by four constants. These constants, Ep, A, B, C which can be determined

from the measured sfress-strain curve are illustrated in Figure 7.I4. Typical measured

properties of the prestressing dywidag bar were: Ep=205,000 Mpa, fnu=l140 Mpa and

€nu=0.070. The constants of the Ramberg-Osgood function were determined based

(7.3)(1-A)Irp Ep"p 
to. Ì 

</pu
I I +(B rpc ]t/c

on the measured stress-st¡ain curve as A=0.024,84.224 and C=10. The prestressing
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strand measured properties were: Ep=215,000 MPa, fnu=|950 Mpa and snu=0.060.

The Ramberg-Osgood constants were A=0.03, 8=0.120 and C=10.

7.4.1,.3 Failure Envelope for Drypack

The connection region was subjected to a multi-axial state of stress, namely, axial

compressive stresses and shear stresses. The interaction between the compressive

stresses and shear stresses would alter the material stress-strain characteristics of the

drypack grout within the connection from the uniaxial compression case. The

envelope follows the failure envelope developed by Bresler and Pister (1958) for

concrete cylinders subjected to combined compression and torsion loading. The

analogy between the state of stress in the test cylinders and the state of stress in the

drypack within the connection region is shown in Figure 7.15. As seen in Figure

7.15, the similarity in the state of stress made it particularly possible to use their

findings directly. Also, because the drypack grout and concrete were both cemenitious

materials with very similar stress-strain characterisúcs under uniaxial compression, the

behaviour of drypack under a multi-axial stress state would follow that of concrete.

The results of the investigation by Bresler and Pister (1958), with the suggested failure

envelope, are shown in Figure 7.16. This failure envelope represented the shear-

compression interaction. It is evident that the compression strength of concrete could

be greatly reduced by the presence of shea¡ stresses. For a shear stress of about O.Zf c,

the concrete strength could be as low as 0.5%. The compression-shear interaction

envelope used in this study is based on a parabolic envelope proposed by Llorente

(1981) and provided a conservative fit for the measured data of Bresler and pister

(1958) as shown in Figure 7.16.
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7.4.1..4 Cyclic Effect on Drypack

The behaviour of concrete under cyclic compressive loading was studied by Sinha,

Gerstle and Tulin (1964) and by Karsan and Jirsa (1969). Their results indicated that

the monotonic stress-strain curve represented the envelope of the cyclic stress-strain

response as shown in Figure 7.17. Thus no modification to the stress-strain curve

would be required when calculating flexural strength of concrete members subjected

to stress reversals (Paulay and Priestley (1991). To date, no information has been

reported on the behaviour of drypack grout under cyclic loading. However, since the

drypack and concrete are both cemenitious materials and exhibit similar stress-stress

characteristic under monotonic uniaxial compression, the drypack would have similar

characteristic to those of concrete under cyclic loading. Thus it was assumed that the

monotonic stress-strain curve could represent the envelope of the cyclic stress-strain

response for the drypack grout.

7.4.1.5 Cyclic Effect on Reinforcing Steel

The stress-strain characteristic of mild steel reinforcement under cyclic reversed

(tension-compression) loading is significantly affected by the loading history. The

results of two different types of cyclic testing of mild steel reinforcement are shown

in Figures 7.18(a) and (b) as reported by Paulay and Priestley (1991). In Figure

7.18(a), the cyclic inelastic excursions are in the tensile range, typical of a beam

plastic hinge region. Figure 7.18(b) shows symmetric cyclic inelastic excursions in

tension and compression, typical of columns with moderate to high axial loads. In

general, once material yielding occurs in one direction, the subsequent reverse loading

becomes nonlinea¡ at a stress much lower than the initial yield stress as shown in

Figure 7.18. This phenomenon is known as the Bauschinger effect. An idealization
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of the reversed cyclic stress-strain response based on experimental data was proposed

by Kato, Akiyama and Yamanouchi (1973). In their model, the cyclic response is

determined from the monotonic curves for tension and compression as illustrated in

Figure 7.19. It is evident from Figure 7.19(c) that the envelope of the cyclic response

is almost identical to the monotonic curve. The only difference exists at the initial

part of the curve in compression, which is curved due to the Bauschinger effect. Kato

et al (1973) represented the softened part by hyperbolas. Kent and Park (1973) used

Ramberg-Osgood functions to represent the softened parts of the stress-strain curve.

It follows that even though the reversed stress-strain curve is different from the

monotonic curve, the latter provides an envelope to the cyclic response. The reversed

cyclic loading, however, limits the strain to about 50Vo of the measured ultimate strain

of monotonic tension tests. Rupture strains in the range of 0.04 to 0.06 were

measured for steel reinforcement under reversed cyclic loading compared to 0.105

obtained for the monotonic response.

Reversed cyclic loading could cause the loss of prestressing force in

prestressing steel reinforcement; then the behaviour of the prestressed bar would

become as for a non-prestressed bar. Thus, again it was assumed that the monotonic

stress-strain curve would provide the envelope of the cyclic response.
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7.4.2Flexural Strength of the Connection

The wall subassemblage in this program can be treated as a cantilever reinforced

concrete wall with a known crack location at the connection level. The wall is

subjected to an axial vertical load normal to the connection and to a lateral horizontal

load parallel to the connection applied eccentrically to produce a moment-to-shear

ratio, MNL, of 1.5 for the connection length, L. The connection region is subjected

to shear force, bending moment, and axiat load acting concurrently. The equilibrium

of forces at the connection, as shown in Figure 7.20, should satisfy the following:

V,+8,V, P (7.4)

(7.s)TsN

r)(d-d/) P H

C, + Cs

cs Ø/2 - Êc) * !1c, * (7.6)

where P = connection strength

N = applied axial load

Vg= shear resistance due to drypack grout

Vr= shear resistance due to continuity reinforcement

Cg= drypack grout compression force

Cr= compression force in steel

Tr= tension force in steel

c = depth of compression zone

p= equivalent stress block factor

d - distance from extreme compression fibre to tension steel

d'= distance from extreme compression fibre to compression steel

andd'+d=L
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Since the tested specimens were subjected to an M/VL ratio of 1.5, the strengrh

of the connection was predominantly flexural and can be determined from the solution

of equaúons (7.5) and (7.6) using the strain compatibility condition which would give

the moment-curvature relationship at the joint region. The analysis procedure follows

conventional methods and may be outlined as follows:

l. The strain in the tension steel continuity reinforcement is assumed.

2. The depth of neutral axis, c, is assumed.

3. The extreme fibre strain in the drypack and the compression steel strain are

determined using compatibility relations. In case of a prestressed section, the

strain increment used in compatibility is the total strain at any given time

minus the initial pre-tension strain due to prestressing.

The total tension and compression forces acting in the section are computed.

If the tension and compression forces are not in equilibrium, the location of the

neutral axis is adjusted until the desired axial load is reached with a specified

tolerance limit (repeat steps l-5).

6. The drypack compression stress at the extreme fibre is determined from the

drypack material stress-strain relationship. For e, t €gu, the drypack stress is

assumed zeÍo, i.e., completely crushed.

7. The average shear stress in the compression zone is computed as the ratio of

the applied shear load to the compression zone area.

8. The compression strength is reduced by the compression-shear interaction

envelope using the shear stress.

9. Re-calculate the forces (step # 4) based on the modifîed extreme compression

stress and reiterate (repeat steps 1-6), if necessary.

4.

5.
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The above algorithm was implemented into a spreadsheet computer program

to solve for the moment-curvature relationship at a section. The algorithm was

capable of accounting for the complete stress-strain relationship for steel and the

nonlinear stress-strain relationship for the drypack grout and to model the progressive

drypack crushing and spalling within the compression zone, assumed to occur when

the drypack srain reached its ultimate. The compression shear interaction envelope

proposed ea¡lier was also incorporated in the spreadsheet. Using this procedure, the

moment and curvature at a section were determined for any given drypack strain.

Equation (7.4) gives the contribution of the different components of the

connection to the shea¡ resistance mechanism. Vu represents the contribution of the

drypack through a Coulomb-type friction as a function of the coefficient of friction

and the drypack compressive force. V, represents the contribution from the steel

reinforcement crossing the joint through dowel action or clamping force, which would

be activated only when appreciable slip occurs.
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7.4.3 Connection Deformation

Because of the inherently low stiffness of the drypacked joint compared to the precast

wall panels, the top wall panel will rotate in an almost rigid-body motion about the

joint interface. All the deformation will concentrate in the vicinity of the joint region

and therefore the flexural and shea¡ deformations in the panels can be neglected. The

deflection at the top of the upper wall panel can be estimated as a combination of a

slip and a rocking component at the joint region, as shown in Figure 7 .21, as follows:

D Dr+D, (7.7)

where

Ds = slip deformation

4 = tocking deformation

At this stage it is difficult to quantify the magnitude of the slip deformation as

reported in the pure shear experimental program (West, 1993). The test results

indicated that the shear-force-shear-slip relationship was an unconfined elasto-plastic

mechanism. The nature of slip deformation conformed with the findings of Mueller

(1981) and Oliva (1991). Thus the slip could only be represented as a percentage of

given deformation. For the current experimental program, with MA/L = 1.5, it was

found that the slip varied from 6 to 20 percent of the total deformation. The va¡iation

was a function of the condition of interface and continuity reinforcement.

The flexural deformation can be determined based on the extension of the

continuity reinforcement as will be discussed in the following section.
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7.4.4 ßlexural Deformation Based on Bar Extension

The flexural deformation, D, can be evaluated in

rotation as follows:

terms of a concentrated joint

Dr QxH

where

0 = concentrated rotation at the joint interface

H = the wall height from the connection level, mm

The rotation at the joint, 0, in Figure 7.22, is significantly dependent on the

extension of the continuity reinforcement in the top and bottom wall panels on either

side of the soft drypacked joint. The rotation of the joint, 0, can be evaluated as:

(7.8)

(7.e)
ôs

(d-c)

where,

d = effective depth from extreme fibre of the compression zone to tension steel

c = neutral axis depth from flexural analysis

ôs= extension of steel reinforcement in wall panels on either side of the joint

Calculation of the deformations from rotations of elements between cracks

rather than from curvatures at a section was proposed by Bachman in 1970. This

method is particulary suitable for the precast wall subassemblage studied due to the

presence of a pre-cracked section at the joint region. The method is based on proper

estimation of the bar extension in the concrete panels. The following subsection

discusses evaluation of the bar extension on the basis of bond.
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7.4.4.1, Extension of Reinforcement

Extension of steel reinforcement across the joint is based on the accumulation of strain

along the length of the bar in the top and bottom wall panels on either side of the

joint. Thus, to calculate elongation of the steel reinforcement, the bond characteristics

and the stress-strain curve must be known. In general, a reinforcement bar of diameter

d6 embedded in concrete over a length dx and subjected to a tension force, ÁF' will

develop the tension force by bond as follows:

df^ n d-2ÁF, -S,jr und6dx (7.10a)

Therefore, length dx can be estimated as:

dx df, da 
(7.tob)

4u

wherea=bondstress

The bond strength, u,is a function of the distance along the embedment length, dx.

The elongation of the bar, ds, can be estimated as follows:

ds erù

ds e^ df'dv Q'11)

" 4u

The total elongation õ, over the length of the bar is then found as:

db

T
II ,d.f,

u
(7.t2)
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This equation indicates that the extension of the steel reinforcement is a

function of the constitutive model for bond stress (ø), steel srress (4) and strain (er).

Numerical procedures for the integration of equation (7.12) have been developed by

several researchers; however, the computational effort involved limits their application.

A simple method to determining the bar extension of mild steel reinforcement was

reported by Alsiwat and Saatcioglu (1992). It was stipulated that an embedded bar in

tension develops elastic and plastic regions, as shown in Figure 7.23.

The elastic region defines the limit over which the srresses in the bar are

elastic. Within the elastic region the strain distribution varies linearly from zero up

to the yield strain. The plastic region is the region where the bar is stressed beyond

the strain-hardening range. The strain distribution in the plastic region is parabolic

between the yield strain and maximum strain as given by Park and Paulay (1975). The

length of the elastic or plastic region depends on the bond stress within that region.

The bond stress, ur, of the bar in the elastic zone depends mainly on the bar

size and the concrete compressive strength. The development length equations in the

current ACI code for mild steel bars were derived based on assuming a steel stress of

L.25fy at the critical secúon and the following bond equation (French, er al, 1992):

U,E
db

where

f c = uniaxial compressive strength of concrete, Mpa

db = bar diameter, mm

The frictional bond stress, u¡ in the plastic region, for mild steel bars

concrete has been researched extensively by Pochanart and Harmon (1989) and

(7.13)uel

in

is
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(7.r4)
uf (5.5 - 0.07 (MPa)

where

S - clear spacing of lugs in the ba¡, mm

H - height of lugs in the bar, mm

The equations given above for the bond snength were proposed for mild steel

with yield strength of 400 MPa. The same equations could be used for prestressed

bars with a multiplier (a00/Çr) to account for the higher yield strength of the

prestressed bars as recommended by ACI (1989).

V/ith regards to prestressing strands, Collins and Mitchell (1987) reported that

the bond stress varies between 2 MPa to 5 MPa. The bond stress of the prestressed

strands was taken as 3.5 MPa based on average of the two bond stress values. The

frictional bond stress was also taken equal to the elastic bond stress because the bond

stresses of the prestressed bars were transferred in grout and not in concrete.

once the bond stress is found, the length of the elastic region, I, can be

determined using equation (7.15). In this region, the stress increment, Á{, is set equal

to the yield stress {. The plastic zone length, þ, also can be determined using

equation (7.15) with the incremental stress Ád, given as the difference between the

steel stress at the current loading stage and the yield stress. Therefore, the length of

the elastic (lr) or plastic region (lr) can be determined as follows:

Lft dt

s._)
H'

T:
4u

(7.rs)
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where

Lfs = the steel stress increment

u = bond stress based on bond-slip tests

Once the strain distribution over the embedment length of the bar is known, the

extension of the bar ô, can be determined by integration of the strains on both sides

of the connection region. The bar extension is expressed as twice the area under the

strain diagram of Figure 7.23 to account for bar straining on both sides of the

connection. Several cases for calculation of the bar extension are explained below.

(1) mild steel connection with fuliy bonded reinforcemenr:

õ,:r{ },"r,"+ e, /n+ 
å,ro - ,/ ,o 

} 
(7.t6a)

(2) mild steel connection with reinforcement unbonded for a length /r:

ð s:e ^ /.. + z[ !" .. I" * e u /,",* 11r, I
'p 'u -.1. Z' v te +'y /p* 

å,to - er) lo 
,| 

(7'16b)

(3) prestressed connection with initial prestrain of eor:

ô ,:2 
{ å,ror-rp") 

/, * (E py -e *)/n+ å,r0" - ,orl lo 
} 

(7.t6c)

(4) prestressed connection with reinforcement fully unbonded over length /, and with

initial prestrain of eor:

õ r:/u(eos-rp") (7.16d)

After determining the bar extension, the joint rotation is evaluated using

equation (7.9) and the flexural deformation is the determined by equation (7.8).
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7.5 PREDICTION OF TESTED CONNECTIONS

This section presents examples following the design procedure proposed in section 7.4

for prediction of the strength and deformation capacity of the connection for the

precast shear wall system in this program. The examples focus only on the

connections subjected to cyclic loading conditions. The connection geometry and

configuraúon are identical to those tested in this program. The connection is 1200

mm long and 150 mm wide with a 20 mm drypacked thickness between two precast

concrete wall panels. The prediction determines the movement of the upper panel

relative to the lower one. The example simulates a connection at the ground level of

a ten-storey-high precast building. The effect of upper storeys on the connection is

simulated as an equivalent stress applied normal to the connection. The magnitude

of the normal stress is 2 MPa. The horizontal load on the top panel is assumed to be

applied at a height of 1800 mm above the connection region; thus achieving a

moment-to-shear ratio is 1.5 for the given connection length.

The proposed methodology allows prediction of the strength and deformation

capacity at different stages of connection response. The response at yield and ultimate

conditions are emphasized in the example problems. The response at yield

corresponds to local yielding of the continuity reinforcement at the connection level

while ultimate strength corresponds to development of strain in the reinforcement

equal to the ultimate strain of the material. After determining the response at yield

and ultimate condition, other stages are determined and the overall predicted response

is compared to the measured response for the test specimen similar to the example.
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For all the examples, the connection parameters can be summarized as follows:

L = 12@ mm connection length

b = 152 mm connection width

t = 20 mm connection thickness

H = 1800 mm height of top panel from the connection region which

represents the eccentricity of applied horizontal load from

the connection region in the test specimen

d = 1050 mm distance from tension steel to extreme compression hbre

along the length of the connection

d' = 150 mm distance from compression steel to extreme compression

fibre along the length of the connection

d-d'= 900 mm o/c spacing between continuity bars

on = 2MPa stress normal to the connection

P = variable horizontal shear load applied at an eccentricity H, from

the connection region

D = variable horizontal deformation at the top of the upper panel (at a

distance H above the connection region)

7.5.L Connections with Mild Steel Reinforcement

For the mild steel connections tested, with the exception of specimen RT, the

continuity between the two panels was provided by two 25.4 mm diameter, Grade 4@

MPa, mild steel reinforcing bars spaced at 900 mm on centres.

The characteristic properties of the different materials used in the connections

tested are given in section 7.4.1. The material properties used in the prediction are

based on test results and are as follows:
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Concrete

cylinder compressive strength, fi = 48 Mpa

(based on average of 5 casts)

Drvoack

cube compressive strength, f'g = 50 to 60 MPa

cylindercompressive strength, f g =0.85xfl',

modulus of elasticity, Eg = 10,000 MPa

ultimate drypack strain, tgu = 0.006

The material characteristic of the drypack grout is parabolic as discussed in

section 7.4.11 and given by equation 7.1.

Mild steel: 25.4 mm Grade 400 (non weldable bars)

area of one bar, As = 500 mm2

yield strength, fy = 400 MPa

yield strain, Ey = 0.23Eo

Young's modulus, Es = 200,000 MPa

ultimate strength, fu = 700 MPa

strain at ulúmate (monotonic), Eu = 9Vo

(tested under monotonic loading condition)

ultimate strain ( reversed cyclic), E, = 3.67o

(due to reversed cyclic loading condition)

The measured ultimate strain of the mild steel bar in this experimental program,

under reversed cyclic loading appears to be limited to about 40Vo of the uniaxial

tension strain under monotonic loading. This is similar to the findings of Paulay and

Priestley (1993) and Hawkins, Lin and Ueda (1987).
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7.5.1.1 Mild steel connection with bonded reinforcement

Response at vield

For a yield strain, €r, of 0.23Vo, the procedure described in section 7.4 converged to

a compression zone depth of 375 mm and horizontal load of 200 kN. The measured

load for specimen RS at yield was 220 kN. The ratio of the predicted to measured

was 91 percent.

The deformation at yield was determined following the procedure described in

section 7.4.3. The distribution of strain along the bar was assumed to be linear and

extended to a distance l, along the bar on either side of the connection region. Length

l, was determined using equation 7.15 as follows:

te t* : Øoo.MPa) -*- l2!ra.mm) = 582 mm
4 .u, 4 * (4.36 MPa)

wíth u, was determined using equation 7.13:

tr
u^ rc'lf, = ß lgs MPo) 

-- 4.36 Mpa' dø (25.4 mm)

The extension of the bar on both sides of the connection, ôr, was determined 
:

by integrating the strain along the bar development length on either side of the joint

using equation 7.16 as follows:

ô, : 2 { + "y 
* Iel : z t } <o.zzu") * (582) I : r.34 mm
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The rotation of the joint, 0, due to the bar extension was evaluated using

equation 7.9 as follows:

1.34 mme - ""o"þ :0.002
(d-c) (1050 mm - 375 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, could be evaluated using equation 7.8 as follows:

D, = 0 x H = 0.002x 1800 mm = 3.6 mm

Response at ultimate

As mentioned earlier, the reversed cyclic loading limited the strain at ultimate to 407o

of the ultimate strain measured in uniaxial tension test. Therefore, at ultimate strain,

of 3.6Vo, the analysis converged to a compression zone depth of 235 mm and a

horizontal load of 247 kN.

The deformation at ultimate was determined following the procedure of section

7.4.3. As shown in Figure 7.23 the bar developed elastic and plastic zones. The

elastic zone extended a distance /, in which the strain distribution was linear up to the

yield strain. Distance /, was determined as 582 mm. The length of the plastic region

þ was determined using equation 7.15 with Âf, expressed as the difference between

the ultimate strength and the yield strength. Distance þ was based on the frictional

bond stress u¡ which was given in equation 7.14 as follows:

u¡ (5.5 - 0.07
J'

ôr

s,
-)H.

l/,t-
rl zs

Fr-t_
^,1 

zs
6.83 MPa
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Distance þ was determined using equation 7.15 as follows:

r _ AÍ, - dø _ (6t5Mpa - 4O\Mpa) * (2s.4 
^*) __ Z@ mm-p:@

The extension of the bar on both sides of the connection, õr, was determined

by using equation 7.16 as follows:

ôs =2{I/2erxl, + Eyxlp + I/3(eu-ey)(Ip)}

=2 { t/2(0.0023Xs82) + (0.0023X200) + 1/3(0.036-0.0023X200) }

= 6.75 mm

The concentrated rotation of the joint, 0, was evaluated using equation 7.8 as:

e õs - 6'75mm :o.oog3
(d-c) (1050 mm - 235 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, was determined as:

D, = 0 x H =0.0083 x (1800) = 15 mm

The complete predicted strength-flexural deformation response was compared

to the flexural response of specimen RS and RSK in Figures 7.24(a) and 7.24(b),

respectively. The agreement between the predicted and measured response is good.

7.5.1.2 Mild steel connection with partiallv unbonded reinforcement

The reinforcement was unbonded for a length l, of 600 mm above the connection

iegion in the mild steel unbonded connection.

Response at vield

At the yield strain of 0.23Vo, the analysis converged at a compression zone length of

375 mm and a load of 200 kN. The measured yield srength was 210 kN, which was

excellent agreement.
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The extension of the bar, ôr, was determined as follows:

ðs _2{I/2erx|r} + (er)(Iu)

= 2 { t/2(0.W23X582mm) } + (0.0023X600mm)

= 2.71 mm

The joint rotation, 0 was determined using equation 7.8 as:

e -I- - 2.72 mm : o.oo4(d-c) (1050 mm - 375 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, was evaluated as follows:

D, = 0 x H =.0040 x (1800) - 7.25 mm

The measured flexural displacement at yield for specimen RSU was 6.0 mm.

The ratio of the predicted ro measured is 1.20.

'' Response at ultimate

The ultimate strain of 3.6Vo was assumed uniformly distributed over the unbonded
:

, "ompression 
zone length of 235 mm and a horizontal load of 247 kN.

l The deformation at ulúmate was determined based on the procedure of section
'' 7.4.3. The bar strain was distributed over three regions: unbonded bar length (/r),
,

', plastic zone (Ir) and elastic zone (Ir). The elastic and plastic zones were as previously

i determined by equation 7.16 as follows:

, ôs =Eoxlu + 2{I/2erxlr+ Eyxlp + I/3(eu_ Ey)(tp)}

=(.03 6X600)+2 {I 12(.0023) (s82)+ (.0023)(200)+ 1 /3 (.03 6-.0023X200) }

=28mm
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The rotation of the joint, 0, was determined as:

õs 28 mmAJ_.LoftLtILv : 0.033(d-c) (1050 mtn - 235 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, was determined as follows:

Dr = 0 x H = 0.033 x (1800) = 60 mm

The measured flexural displacement for the unbonded specimen RSU was 40

mm. The ratio of predicted to measured value was 1.50. This was mainly because

the measured strain in specimen was 0.023 in comparison to the assumed strain of

0.036. For the later strain value of 0.023, the predicted deformation is 40 mm which

agrees with the measured value. The complete predicted response was compared to

envelope of the measured cyclic response for specimen RSU as shown inFigure 7 .25.

7.5.2 Connections with Prestressed Bars

In the prestressed connections tested, continuity between the two panels was provided

by two 15.8 mm diameter Grade 1080 dywidag bars. The measured characteristic

properties of concrete and drypack were identical to those used for the mild steel

connection, given in section 7.5J. The prestressed bar had the following properties:

,\, = 180 mm2

fpy = 0'80"tu = 900 MPa

tpy = 0.77o

Ep, = 200,000 MPa

tu = ll37 MPa

tpu = 1Vo

tpu = 3.6Vo

area of one bar,

equivalent yield strength,

" yield strain (ASTM),

Young's modulus,

ultimate strength,

monotonic ultimate strain,

cyclic ultimate strain,
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Unlike the mild steel reinforcement, the prestressed reinforcement had an initial

pre-tension strain prior to the application of any loading. The measured effective

prestressing stress in the bars, after losses, was 0.56fnu = 600 MPa, which gave an

effective pre-tension strain, e* of 0.37o piror to loading.

7.5.2.1 Prestressed connection with bonded dvwidas bars

Response at vield

The flexural strength at yield can be evaluated by assuming a strain in the dywidag

bars equal to (enr-e*) and using the equilibrium and compatibility approach to

determine the compression zone length. Based on a strain of (0.007-0.003), the

analysis converges to a compression zone of 330 mm and a compression strain in the

drypack grout at the extreme fibre of 0.00185 which is less than the ultimate value of

0.006. The flexural strength at yield is 185 kN.

To determine the rotation of the connection using extension of reinforcement,

the bond stress can be determined using equation (7.13) as:

u16

The elastic length I, can be determined using equation (7.15) as:

,l48
15.875

l-*l : 3.ro MPa
[eoo i

Ie
(900 MPa - 6ffi MPa ) x (15.875 mm)

4 x (3.1 MPa)
= 385 mm

Therefore, at yield, the extension of bar on both sides of connection, õr, can

be determined by equation (7.16) as:

ôs 2{r
2

(0.007-0.003) * (385) ): 1.54 mm
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The rotation, D' could be evaluated using equation (7.9) as follows:

1.54 mm : 0.00214
(1050 mm - 330 mm)

The flexural deformation is evaluated as follows:

Dy=0xH =.00214x(1800) = 3.85 mm

Response at ultimate

At ultimate the strain in the reinforcement reaches the maximum value, tou, and the

extreme fibre of the connection is greater than tgu which results in shifting of the

neutral axis away from the edge of the connection due to crushing of the drypack.

The reversed cyclic loading limited the strain in the bar to 50Vo of the ultimate

monotonic strain. Based on an ultimate strain, rpu-€p., of 0.0032, the analysis

converges to a compression zone depth of 350 mm with a crushed zone of 225 mm.

The drypack strain at the extreme fibre of the connection is 0.0162. The reduction of

the grout compressive strength is 0.55 and the flexural strength of the connection is

160 kN-m.

To determine the rotation using extension of reinforcement, the frictional bond

strength in the plastic region is determined using equation (7.14) as:

0,

uf (s.s - o.o7 
+)

l-*l : 3 MPa
[e00 J

The plastic zone b r* be determined using equation (7.15) as:

. l1040MPa - 9ffiMPa) * (15.875 **): tg5 mm
' 4*(J.UMPu)
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Extension of the bar, ôr, is determined from equation (7.16) as:

ô . : r{ lo.oo7-0.003x385) + (0.007-0.003X185) +" L 2'
: 6.5mm

]co.o:s 
-o.oo7xr 85))

The rot¿tion is evaluated using equation (7.9) as follows:

e,, 6'5 mm : o.oo93' (1050 mm - 350 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, could be evaluated in terms of a concentated

joint rotation as follows:

Dru = 0 x H = .0093 x (1800) = 16.7 m¡n

The measured flexural displacement was 20 mm. The ratio of predicted to

measured value is 0.84, which represents good agrement.

The complete predicted response is compared to measured response of

specimen PTB, with bonded prestressing bars tested under cyclic loading, as shown

in Figure 7.26.

7.5.2.2 Prestressed connection with fullv unbonded dywidae bars

Prediction of the response of connection prestressed by unbonded bars was different

from that of the connection with bonded bars. The difference was that local yielding

of the ba¡ at the connection section does not occur, rather the strain was distributed

uniformly along the length of the ba¡. Also, the bars in the compression zone did not

resist any compression force since there was no bond between the bar and the grout;

the bars were unbonded. Therefore, as soon as thickness reduction occurred, the

analysis procedure was modified by setting the force in the compression bar to zero.
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The analysis proceeded by assuming increments of the strain and evaluating the

response accordingly using the algorithm described in section 7 .4. The extension in

the bar, however, was spread over the entire unbonded length, of 2600 mm between

the anchorages. As an example, for a strain increment, €p5 - Epe; of. 0.2Vo, the

analysis gave a compression zone depth of 479 mm and a connection strength of 192

kN. The corresponding bar extension was:

õr =Iux(trr-eor)

= 26C0 x (0.2Vo) = 5.2 mm

The rotation at the joint was as follows:

e
ôs 5.2 mm

= 0.0091(d-c) (1050 mm - 480 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, was given as:

Dr = 0 x H = 0.00910 x (1800) = 16.4 mm

The complete predicted response was compared with the experimental response

of specimen PTBU in Figure 7 .27 . Very good correlation was observed between the

predicted and measured response. It should be noted that at a strain increment of

0.67o, the ulúmate condition was reached in the prediction analysis in comparison to

a measured strain increment of 0.57o at ultimate. This predicted strain increment

represented the end of the elastic behaviour. At this level, the predicted deformation

was 42 mm. The measured ultimate deformation, however, was 50 mm. The ratio

of the predicted to measured was 84 percent.
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7.5.3 Connections with Prestressed Strands

The continuity between the two panels was provided by two 12J mm(112") diameter,

7-wire strand, Grade 1860. The measured material properties of the concrete, drypack

and post-tensioning grout were identical to those used for the prestressed connection

with ba¡s, given in section 7.5.2. The prestressed strand had the following properties:

area of one bar,

yield strain (ASTM),

yield strength,

Young's modulus,

ultimate strength,

monotonic ultimate strain,

cyclic ultimate strain,

fo,

fou = 1937 MPa

S. = 99 mm2

Er, = lvo

Eo,

= 0.90xfpu = 1750 MPa

= 215,000 MPa

tpu = 5.5Vo

€pu = 2.75Vo

The stress-strain model of prestressed strand was given by equation 7.3.

The prestressed strands had an initial pre-tension strain due to effective

prestress. The applied effective prestressing stress on the strand, after losses, is

0.586Lu = 1090 MPa, which gives an effective strain, tp" = 0.50Vo prior to loading.

7.5.3.1 Prestressed connection with bonded strands

Response at yield

The prestressing strand yields at a strain of l%o. Since the strand had a prestrain, rpe

of 0.57o, the strand yields when the strain increment exceeds 0.5Vo. At this yield

strain increment, the procedure converged to a compression zone depth of 331 mm and

a connection strength, P, of 204 kN.

The deformation was determined following the procedure of section 7.4.3.

Distance /, was determined using equation 7.15 as follows:
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. Lf, .dø

--

4U,
(1752 MPa - 1090 MPa ) * (12.7 mm)

4 * (3.5 MPa)
: 600 mm

The extension of the bar, ôr, was determined by using equation 7 .16 as follows:

ô, : 2 { + ry * r,\ : z t } fo.su") * (6oo) | : 3.0 mm

The rotation, 0, was determined as:

e ðs - 3'omm :o.oo41
(d-c) (1050 mm - 330 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, was evaluated as:

Dr = 0 x H = .0041 x (1800) = 7.5 mm

The measured flexural displacement at yield for specimen PTS was 4.0 mm.

The ratio of the predicted to measured is 1.875. This difference could be due to an

assumed low bond stress for the prestressed strand.

, Response at ultimate
:

: The strain increment at ultimate, €pu-tpe, was 2.75Vo - 0.57o = 2.25Vo. For this strain,

, the analysis converged to a compression zone of 425 mm and a strength of 180 kN.

The plastic region Io was as follows:

: I_ Lft . du _ (l850MPa - L750MPa) * (t2.7 mm): 90 mm
: ' 4.uÍ 4*(3.5MPa)
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The extension of the bar, ôr, was determined as follows:

ôs = 2 { I/2 (e* eo)x l, + (Epy - eoe)x I, + I/3 (epu - eo, )e/ }
=2{ 1/2(.005X600) + (0.00sX90) + Il3(.027s-.01X90)}

= 4.95 mm

The concentrated joint rotation, 0, was determined using equation 7.8 as:

e ðs 
- 4.95mm :0.00g(d-c) (1050 mm - 425 mm)

The flexural deformation, D, was evaluated as follows:

Dru = 0 x H = 0.008 x (;,800) = 14.40 mtn

The complete predicted response was compared to the measured response of

specimen PTS, with bonded prestressing bars tested under cyclic loading conditions,

in Figure 7.28.

Table 7.1 provides a summary of the parameters used in the prediction and

gives the results of the analysis for the different connections. Values are given for

parameters ur: u¡, L' and Ln. Also, given are values for t, c, õr, 0, D and p at yield

and ultimate conditions.

Table 7.2 compares the predicted to the measured response at the yield and

ultimate condition for the different connections. For all the connections in Table 7.2,

with the exception of specimen PTS, the predicted response agrees well with the

measured response both at yield and ultimate. The ratio of the predicted displacement

to measured displacement ranged from 0.8 to 1.5 while the ratio of the predicted

strength to measured strength was from 0.85 to 0.95.
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Table 7.2 Companson of predicted vs. measured at the yield and ultimate conditions

Dr - rocking deformation = tot¿l deformation - slip deformation
P = horizontal load at the top of the upper panel of the specimen

speclmen
measured predicted predicted/measured

conditionDt*"u,

mm

Dt meas

KN

DtpR

mm

D.PR

KN

D
'PR

P_-

DtpR

Dr_^_

RS
4.0 220 3.6 200 0.90 0.9 yield

20.5 230 16 247 r.07 0.8 ultimate

RSU
6.0 215 7.25 200 0.94 r.20 yield

39.0 250 60 247 0.98 1.5 ultimate

PTB
4.0 2r0 3.85 185 0.88 0.96 yield

2t 163 16.7 160 0.98 0.80 ultimate

PTBU 50 202 42 190 0.94 0.84 ultimate

PTS
4.0 200 7.5 20s 1.03 r.87 yield

2r.0 t92 14.4 r92 1.0 0.70 ultimate
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7.1 Load-slip response for connection type RW: flexure/shear versus pure shear
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Figure 7.2Load-slip response for connection PTS: flexure/shear versus pure shear
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Figure 7.3 Load-slip response for connection PTB: flexure/shear versus pure shear
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Figure 7.5 Crushing-slip response for connection PTS: flexure/shear versus pure shear
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Figure 7.6 Crushing-slip response for connecúon PTB: flexure/shear versus pure shear
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Prestressed versus Mild Steel
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of strength envelopes for prestressed versus mild steel specimenr
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of slip envelopes for prestressed versus mild sæel specimens
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Figure 7.11 Typical stress-strain characteristic for drypack grout
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strain hardening: parabolic

Figure 7.13 Typical stress-strain characteristic for mild steel reinforcement

straín ru

Figure 7.14 Typieal stress strain characteristics for prestressing steel
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Figure 7.15 Analogy benveen state of stress in concrete cylinder & connection region
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Figure 7. 16 Compression-shear interaction diagram
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Figure 7.17 Sress-su'ain characteristic of concrete under repeated cyclic load
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Figure 7.18 Cyclic straining of reinforced steel (Pauiay and Priestley, 1992)
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Figure 7.19 Stress su'âin curve for steel with reversed ioading: a) reversed
loading curve; b) expanded curves; c) skeleton curves
(Park and Paulay, 1975)
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Figure 7.22 Schematic of concentrated rotarion of the joint region
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RS: Rebar + Splice Sleeve
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Figure 7.24 Cowtection RS: comparison of predicæd vs. measured response
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Figure 7.25 Connection RSU: comparison of predicted vs. measured response

RSU: Unbonded Rebar + Splice Sleeve
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PTB: Post-tensioned bar

Flexural Displacement (mm)

Figure 7.26 Comection PTB: comparison of prediced vs. measured response

PTBU:Unbonded Post-tensioned bar

Flexural Displacement (mm)

Figure 7 .27 Connection PTBU: comparison of predicted vs. measured response
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PTS: Post-tensioned strand

Flerural displacement (mm)

Figure 7 .28 Cowtecúon PTS: comparison of predicted vs. measured response



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 SUMMARY

An extensive experimental program was conducted to study the behaviour of

horizontal connections for precast concrete shear wall panels subjected to large

reversed cyclic deformations. The program included connection configurations

currently used in practice and proposed innovative connections believed to enhance

the ductility and/or energy dissipation capacity of the connections. Ten different

connection configurations were investigated. The configurations studied were divided

into three distinct groups:

1. D-series: Drypack connections with no reinforcement.

DP: Drypacked plain surface connection.

SK: Drypacked multiple qhear !eys.

2. R-series: connections with mild steel reinforcement.

RV/: Drypack and 25M continuity ¡ebars welded to iron angle.

RS: Drypack and 25M continuity ¡ebars spliced with gleeve.

RSU: Drypack and partially qnbonded 25M ¡ebars spliced by a sleeve.

RSK: Drypack, 25M continuity ¡ebars, splice sleeve and multiple shear keys.

RT: Drypack and 25M continuity gebars bolted to a lube section.

3. PT-series: Post-lensioned drypacked connections.

PTS: Drypack, and 13M post-lensioning gtrand.

PTB: Drypack, and 15M post-tensioning þar.

PTBU: Drypack, and 15M post-lensioning þar gnbonded.
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Seventeen full-scale specimens were tested, thirteen under reversed cyclic

loading and four under monotonic loading. Each specimen consisted of full-scale

shear wall panels and connection details of precast concrete shear wall buildings up

to ten storeys high (low- to medium-rise structures). Two types of specimens were

tested to fully examine all aspects of connection response. The frst group was

designed to simulate shear loading conditions and the second to simulate combined

flexure and shear loading conditions. Six specimens were tested under shear alone,

including currently used connection details. Eleven specimens were tested under

flexure and shear loading including current and innovative conhgurations. All

specimens were subjected to a constant stress, applied normai to the connection, to

simulate effects of gravity loads typical to ten-storey structures.

The test results were used to evaluate cha¡acteristics of the connection in terms

of: a) the various limit states; b) failure modes; (c) contribution of each component of

the connection; (d) stiffness degradation characteristic; (e) energy absorption capacity;

(f) ultimate ductility; (g) shear force-slip characteristics and coefficient of friction.

The study investigated the effects of loading conditions on the behaviour

including: (1) pure shear versus flexure/shear loading, and (2) reversed cyclic loading.

The effects of the connection configuration on the behaviour were also investigated

and included: (1) shear keys versus plain surface, (2) mild steel versus prestressed

reinforcement, (3) unbonded versus bonded reinforcement, (4) mild steel: welded

versus sleeve, (5) mild steel: bolted versus sleeve, and (6) prestressed steel: bars

versus strands.

A simple rational analytical procedure was proposed to predict the strength and

deformation capacities at different stages of the cyclic response. The experimental

results compared very well with the predicted response.
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8.2 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the experimental results from the seventeen specimens tested in this program

the following conclusions are drawn:

The cyclic behaviour of connections can be described in three stages:

I. Elastic stiff behaviour prior to the initiation of stip in pure shear

specimens or first yield in flexure/shear specimens at the connection.

II. Inelastic ductile behaviour after the initiation of slip in pure shear

specimens or f,trst yield in flexure/shear specimens but prior to severe

deterioration of the drypack.

m. Inelastic behaviour after significant deterioration of the drypack and

reduction of the resistance (failure of the connection).

All connection configurations tested under reversed cyclic loading were capable

of maintaining peak resistance at very large cyclic deformations well beyond

flrst yield. Connections with bonded mild steel reinforcement and post-

tensioned connections had ductility ratios of 5 and 6, respectively. The overall

behaviour for both conhguratíons was chuactenzed by stable hysteresis loops

up to failure.

Failure of all of the connection configurations tested under reversed cyclic

loading conditions was due to significant crushing and spalling of the drypack.

In some configurations, the crushing was accompanied by rupture of the

continuity reinforcement at the connection level.

2.)

3.)
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Reversed cyclic loading introduced an additional limit state in terms of severe

drypack deterioration beyond that which was observed for identical specimens

tested under monotonic loading conditions.

The cyclic loading significantly influenced the ductility capacity of the

connection but had slight effect on the connection strength. In general, the

ductility ratio was reduced by 507o in comparison to identical specimens tested

under monotonic loads.

The strength of the connection tested in combined flexure and shear was about

507o of capacity for the pure shear loading condition. This behaviour was

mainly due to the observed flexural failure prior to utilizing the full shear

capacity of the connection.

The coefficient of friction for the specimens subjected to shear loading

conditions was 0.8 for the mild steel and 0.9 for prestressed connections.

The coefficient of friction for the specimens under combined flexure/shear was

0.5 for mild steel and 0.4 for the prestressed connections. The lower friction

coefficient in comparison to the shear specimens was possibly due to the

localized high strains in the compression zone which caused more severe

degradation of the drypack and reduced the coefficient of friction.
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The stiffness degradation was characterized by a very sharp decrease of

stiffness versus ductility. This was mainly due to the severe deterioration of

the drypack grout in the connection region. On average, the residual stiffness

at onset of failure was about 207o of the initial stiffness at yield'

10.) The presence of shear keys significantly enhanced the shear resistance of the

connection and limited slip mechanism.

I 1.) The use of prestressing slightly enhanced the ductility capacity but significantly

reduced the energy dissipation in comparison to the specimens with mild steel

reinforcement. The energy dissipation capacity of the connections with mild

steel reinforcement was about twice that of connections with prestressed

reinforcement. The ductility of the prestressed connections was slightly higher

than that of the mild steel connections.

I2.) The use of unbonded reinforcement significantly enhanced the behaviour of the

connection in terms of deformation capacity and energy dissipation without

significantly influencing the stiffness and strength. For partially unbonded mild

steel connections, the deformation capacity was almost double (1.8 times) that

for the bonded reinforcement. For fully unbonded prestressed bars

configurations, the deformation capacity was 2.33 times that of the connection

with bonded bars. As a result of the increased deformation capacity, more

severe damage was expected in configurations with unbonded reinforcement.
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13.) At a given deformation level, the energy dissipation per cycle of the unbonded

connection was lower than the bonded one. The cumulative energy dissipation

of the unbonded connection was higher, however, since such a connection

achieved higher deformation capacity.

14.) The shear resistance for the connection tested under pure shear loading forms

an elasto-plastic, unconfined mechanism with irrecoverable slip. The slip can

only be recovered if the loading direction is completely reversed.

15.) The shear resistance for a connection with mild steel continuity reinforcement

subjected to pure shear loading was provided by two components: 1) friction

at the drypack-to-panel interface and 2) clamping of the continuity bar through

dowel action. A model based on shear-friction concept was introduced and

agreed well with experimental results.

16.) The shear resistance of connections with post-tensioning, strands or bars, was

provided by friction at the drypack-to-panel interface. The effect of

prestressing was to increase the vertical stress on the connection, in addition

to the applied vertical gravity load, thus increasing the frictional resistance. A

. model was introduced to include the effects of prestressing and agreed well

with experimental results.
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17.) The strength and deformation capacity of the connections subjected to

combined flexure (M) and shear (V) loading with ratio MA/L = 1.5, for the

given connection length (L) can be predicted using a simple design procedure

using equilibrium and compatibility relations. The procedure allowed the

evaluation of the strength-deformation response at different ductility levels.

The procedure was applied in design examples for different connections with

mild steel reinforcement, prestressing strands and prestressed bars. The

experimental results of the different connections tested compared very well

with the predicted response.

18.) Seismic response up to a drift of 0.677o (ductility of three) could be resisted

by all tested configurations without any apparent damage to the precast wall

connection. This level represents typical seismic demand for low to moderate

seismicity.

8.3 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the experimental research, the following design recommendations are made:

1.) Typical precast concrete connections with mild steel or prestressing

reinforcement can be used in zones of low to moderate seismicity. The tests

have demonstrated that such connections possess sufficient ductility and energy

dissipation capacity.
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The connection with unbonded reinforcement is recommended for use in high

seismic a¡ea since such a connection showed significantly higher deformation

and cumulative-energy-dissipation capacities with slight reduction in the

strength and stiffness quantities in comparison to the conventional bonded

connection.

For mild steel connections, partial unbonding of the continuity reinforcement

is recommended while, for prestressed connections, full unbonding of the

reinforcement is recommended.

For all connections, the use of multiple shear keys to limit the slip is

recommended. In practical seismic applications, accumulated slip over several

storeys is highly undesirable due to the resulting structural instability. The use

of shear keys for limiting slip in seismic applications could enhance the overall

behaviour of the structure.

The use of prestressed or mild steel connections depends on the designer's

judgement. In the test results, while prestressing enhanced slightly the

deformational capacity, the measured energy dissipation was significantly lower

in comparison to the mild steel connections.

3.)

4.)

s.)
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8.4 FUTURE RESEARCH

The experimental program investigated a very wide range of connection configurations

to be used in precast concrete wall systems. Both typical and new proposed

configurations were tested. However, the program included only a single specimen

for each connection configuration tested under cyclic loading. Clearly more tests are

needed to make more definitive conclusions about the variables examined, and to

include other variables. Some suggestions for future research are:

1. Additional specimens with mild steel continuity bars (RV/ & RS), prestressed

strands (PTS) or prestressed bars (PTB) should be tested under reversed cyclic

flexure and shear loading to increase the confidence in the observed behaviour.

2. Detailed investigation of unbonded specimens including different unbonded

lengths of the continuity reinforcement to study the effect of unbonded length

on overall behaviour of the connection.

3. The use of multiple shear keys in combination with mild steel continuity bars

or post-tensioning should be investigated. The investigation should include

both bonded and unbonded reinforcement, in addition to shear keys.

1 Research is needed to investigate the possible use of Fibre Reinforced Plastic

(FRP) reinforcement for prestressing as an alternative to steel in precast

concrete wall connections with plain surface region or with shear keys.

5. Research is needed to investigate use of different types of grout between the

wall panels. Possibly the use of fibre-reinforced grouts should be investigated.
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